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Introduction
Heading
Travelling and Surviving
on Our Land
“Knowing the characteristics of the land is not that easy,
especially in our land. It is very cold in deep winter. You have to know
about surviving on the land and you have to know how to live on it,
for example, how to hunt for food to survive. In order to do this,
there are many things you have to know.”
Cornelius Nutaraq

F

or many years, Inuit traditions were developed and preserved by small nomadic
groups spread over a wide territory. Each group had its own traditions. Frequent
and intensive interactions between groups existed as people moved from one
group to another, so different traditions influenced each other continually. The result
was a dynamic pattern of variation and interaction between different groups. Contacts
with qallunaat gradually changed patterns of residence and Inuit developed new modes
of settling and adapted their lifestyles. In the 19th century, the presence of whalers
attracted Inuit to the whaling stations, especially in South Baffin Island, but most Inuit
managed to preserve their nomadic lifestyle. The arrival of trading posts, notably of the
Hudson Bay Company, stimulated the development of small permanent settlements.
Mission posts also gradually opened in most of these emerging communities. But the
greatest changes came in the second half of the last century. In the area that is now
known as the Nunavut territory, Inuit were encouraged, and sometimes even coerced by
qallunaat, to settle down in large communities where churches, shops, schools and
medical care could be provided. The policy sometimes went to the extent that forced
migrations took place, e.g. the decision to move some Inuit groups from Northern
Quebec to the Resolute Bay area.
The consequences of this policy deeply affected Inuit life. Today, people no longer
live in temporary camps or settlements located where game is available. Now the game
is often far from the large modern communities, and hunting often requires long trips
by skidoo. Skidoos, gas and specialized hunting equipment are expensive and not
everyone can afford them. Many Inuit depend on paid jobs and social welfare, spending
most of their time within the communities. The old tradition of visiting relatives in other
communities also suffered. Most modern communities are far apart and air fare is
expensive. The old nomadic lifestyle was replaced by a much more settled life, affecting
the knowledge of the land as well as the attitudes towards it.
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The introduction of schools implied that new skills had to be learned. Knowledge of the
land was not among them. The younger generation no longer learned the same skills
their ancestors had acquired. In modern Inuit communities, the need is felt to preserve
the knowledge of the land as it was developed over many generations and still exists
among the elders, and to pass it on to younger generations. These younger generations
should acquire the abilities that would allow them to follow the path of their ancestors,
i.e. to travel and live out on the land. They should learn more about the traditional ways
of life that enabled their ancestors to survive.
In the Oral Traditions Course offered in January 2000, two elders from the North
Baffin area agreed to share their knowledge with a group of young Inuit students. They
explained how Inuit used to travel and live on the land. George Agiaq Kappianaq was
82 years old and lived in Iglulik. Cornelius Nutaraq was about six years younger, and
was from Mittimatalik. Their background and upbringing were quite different. Agiaq
was a Catholic who travelled extensively, particularly in Alarnaarjuk, the Melville
Pensinsula. He not only discussed the geography of the land, but also the non-human
beings that inhabit it. Nutaraq was an Anglican who travelled mostly in the Tununiq
area, where he conducted historical and archeological research. Although it would have
been nice to conduct interviews while travelling out on the land with the elders, that
was hardly feasible. Thus, the interviews were conducted at Nunavut Arctic College in
Iqaluit. A large map of the Tununiq and the Alarnaarjuk areas was compiled from
survey maps provided by Peter Kusugak. Thus, the elders could point out the places
they visited that were discussed in the interviews. The interviews were conducted by
the students and simultaneously interpreted by Alexina Kublu. Susan Sammons was in
charge of the project as a whole. The elders were well aware of the problems they were
facing in conveying their knowledge of the land to a group of young students, all of
them women.
Agiaq emphasized that the interaction between him and the students would not be
easy because of the significant generation gap:
I know many things that happened before Christianity because I am a little
older than Nutaraq. I cannot tell you about them if you don’t ask me. I
know that you don’t know about these things, but I have heard about them
and experienced them. Sometimes I know it must be difficult for young
people to ask questions about the type of life our ancestors led. Since you
are younger than I am, if I were to tell you to ask me questions regarding
our ancestors, you would not know what to ask because you did not
experience it. You don’t know what it was like. If I were a qallunaaq and I
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Agiaq and Nutaraq interacting with the students.

told you to go and ask about the Inuit way of life, you would not know
what to ask. I know it is difficult for young people to know what questions
to ask.
The elders were well aware that it was often difficult for them to understand the
younger generation. Life has changed, but it has not necessarily become easier. Thus
Nutaraq stated:
I have been told recently that young people today don’t understand about
losing a spouse to death anymore because they are always splitting up. I
can’t talk about this because I have never experienced this. But I can talk
about losing a spouse to death because I have experienced that.
Coming to grips with the generation gap was one of the purposes of the course. The
elders wondered about developments that are completely natural for the younger
generation. Today, not only the communities have permanent houses, but Inuit are
building more and more permanent shacks on the land. Nutaraq observed:
Nowadays, it seems that men who want to own things have shacks built at
locations where they hunt frequently. Perhaps this is because they don’t
want to take the time to build an iglu. Maybe it is because they want to have
something to enter as soon as they get there. Another change I have noticed
is that everybody seems to be in a hurry. Perhaps when I was young,
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I was not as aware of things. When I was a child, when we went out
trapping or seal hunting we would build an iglu where we would camp
overnight. We did not think to build a shack because there was snow
available to build igluit. The way of life today is different from what it was
then, from the times when I became aware. A lot of years have passed.
Igluit made of snow are no longer being used. There is a committee that
looks after outpost camps and they have requested that whoever builds a
shack should not lock it, so their shack can be used in case of an emergency.
After twenty or twenty-five years have passed, you notice the change.
There have been a lot of changes happening over the years. You notice there
are always new things happening, that changes are always occurring.
People change as well.
Permanent shacks are now built in many places and can provide a temporary refuge for
travellers. In the past, people felt that they should not stay in one place indefinitely. One
of the students asked Agiaq:

Would you be told not to remain in one place too long because
after a while the land becomes “warm,” and you become prone
to sickness from it if you continue to stay there too long?
Agiaq: Yes. We live on an island. There is another island just north of it
called Avvajja that we left behind to “cool.” People went back to it for a
while, and then it was left behind to “cool” again. It was never returned to
because by then most of the people who lived there had died. There are
only a few of us still alive today who lived there. We were brought together
and given housing by the government and we have stayed in one place
since. We do leave for a while in the spring, but we keep returning to the
same housing.
The nature of travelling itself has changed and so has the attitude of the communities.
Nutaraq observed:
People from other areas would travel inland as well. Even though you think
that there is nothing in the interior, you hear stories from people. They
would travel great distances, such as people from Kinngait going to
Natsilik. It took a long time because they used dogteams and they went on
foot. Nowadays, we speed along, just barely touching the ground. Even
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though people today go faster, they don’t go as far. You worry more about
people these days. Back then, if someone was on a dogteam or on foot, you
did not worry about them, even if they took a long time to come back.
Nowadays, if someone is missing for three days, you worry about them and
start a search because you know their means of transportation has
broken down.
The intimate knowledge of the land that existed in the past can no longer be taken for
granted and now people worry if a traveller is missing after a couple of days. In the past
there were no radios or mobile telephones. A traveller needed to know how to handle a
dogteam or a boat. He needed to know how to use the stars and the wind to find his way
and what to expect from the weather. He needed to be aware of the dangers on the land
and the beings that he might encounter there. All these topics were discussed by Agiaq
and Nutaraq based on their experiences travelling on the land.

Travels and experiences in Alarnaarjuk, the Melville Peninsula
Agiaq grew up when there were not yet large permanent communities, although there
were already trading posts. He travelled extensively in Alarnaarjuk as well as in the
Tununiq area and had a deep knowledge of the land. In the interviews he gave detailed
information on the handling of dogs and dogteams, various ways of orienting oneself
on the land, and how to assess snow conditions and predict the weather. Agiaq was
interested in the spiritual dimensions of traditional Inuit life and was not afraid to talk
about it:
I am not embarrassed about talking about this at all. I had a maternal
grandfather and a paternal grandfather who were angakkuit. I had an older
brother who was an angakkuq also. I would see angakkuit perform sakaniq
when I was a young boy. The first angakkuuk that I saw perform sakaniq were
Tigumiaq and Kaagat. I would also see qilaniq. It was not the same as
sakaniq. You would use a rope and put it around your foot.
When he was still a young child, he was saved by an angakkuq when a tuurngaq was
about to kill him. When he was already an elder, his granddaughter was killed by a
being appearing as a wolverine but thought to be a tuurngaq. Even though Agiaq was
never an angakkuq, he had often experienced encounters with non-human beings. His
wife was once taken away by ijirait. Agiaq described the terror of such an encounter:
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I saw three of them as they were playing on the rocks. Another time I saw
those same three in the form of caribou. They were three different sizes. I
wanted to catch them, but they would move further away. I got lost for
three days because of them. I was lost for three days and three nights. It was
very scary, even though I did not see them in their true form. I had left my
dogs behind even though I wanted to get home.
Another time when one appeared, I did not sleep all night, and it
seemed that my joints were not touching each other. I felt numb. I did not
know whether it was going to help me or hurt me. The term sirliqijuq means
experiencing deep-rooted emotion. At that time I had this fear because I
thought that my wife was going to be taken away from me, and I was not
able to awaken her. She was alone with me. I did not sleep at all that night,
and come daytime it was like there was cloth or caribou skin in between my
joints. I did not see the ijiraq, but I felt it. There were three times that I seem
to have experienced ijirait though I never saw them in their true form […]
Therefore I know that there are ijirait even though I am Christian. If I said
they didn’t exist, I know that I would be lying.
There are dangerous beings and dangerous places that need to be respected. Agiaq
advised the students to always be very cautious while travelling:

Is it because the elders have experience with these places that we
are cautioned not to go near them?
Agiaq: Yes. We should not go there even today. Even though we have
become Christians, the land hasn’t changed.

Why can’t we go there?
Agiaq: Because those places have beings that live around them. When
people, through experience, have learned about these places, they caution
others about them. If a person knowingly decides to challenge this
knowledge and goes there, they will lose their strength. It is usually hills
and high places that are dangerous.
We would be told which places not to go to, which places not to climb,
and which places not to stop at. If you stopped at one of these places, you
could lose your strength and you could die.
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Agiaq emphasized the importance of preserving the old traditions:
I know we are not going to live the lives of our ancestors. Once what we
have said here is recorded and written, these things will continue to be
known. I know we are not going to be able to talk about everything and not
everything will be written down. I am very happy that you are asking about
what we remember and what we have experienced. If we just concentrate
on Christianity and not other beliefs, I don’t think this will be very helpful
to future generations.
Unfortunately, Agiaq fell ill during the course and had to stay in the hospital for a few
days, but he was able to come back to the course and answer the students’ questions.
We are grateful for his contribution to the preservation of Inuit traditional knowledge,
even when his health was affected. When we visited him in Iglulik after the course, he
appeared in good health again.

Living on the land in Tununiq, the Mittimatalik area
Nutaraq dealt extensively with the abilities and knowledge one required to live on the
land. He is a well-known author in Mittimatilik. He always lived in the Tununiq area,
mainly around Mittimatalik. He also travelled to Tununirusiq and to Kangiq&ugaapik.
Nutaraq has a keen interest in history and archaeology. He did research on
Kapitaikallak1 and assisted Father Guy Mary-Rousselière (OMI) in archaeological
research. They found many artifacts, such as old harpoon heads. Nutaraq made a replica
of one of them and tried it out. He harpooned a seal with it and showed the result to
Father Rousselière:
It was around 1974. I first started going out with him in 1970. When I
arrived back, I saw him digging and I yelled for him to come. He came over,
and I put the seal on the ground with the rope attached to it because the
harpoon head was still embedded. I said, “Look at this. Now we know that
the harpoon head would have worked.” When he saw it, he examined it
and said, “Asuilaq! Just as expected!” because this was a favourite word of
his. Then I removed the harpoon head while he was watching because I
wanted to see how deeply embedded it was. When I opened it up, we saw
that it had gone all the way through the seal and almost protruded out the
other side. It had stopped at the skin. When we pulled it back, it went
sideways at the ribs. These harpoon heads were not for show; they really
did work.
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He spoke with great enthusiasm about his research. He told the students about the early
history of Mittimatalik and the old ways of life:
At that time there weren’t many people in Mittimatalik. My grandfather
worked for the R.C.M.P. I helped my adopted father at the Hudson’s Bay
Company. Akumalik was with the Anglican mission. There were very few
people in Mittimatalik around 1930.
My first memories are from Mittimatalik. That is where I grew up.
There were very few houses there. This was at the very beginning of the
community, when it was first being built.
There were already qallunaat there when I was born. I was born in the
Qikiqtarjuaq area. I was not born in the times before there were qallunaat.
Back then, the communities were smaller. People did not live together
in one large community. They were in smaller community pockets.
He emphasized the importance for younger generations to be aware of their traditions
and preserve traditional knowledge that may be useful in times of need. He related how
he used to travel and hunt in the Mittimatalik area, living in tents, hunting and trapping.
He was very interested in the weather and celestial phenomena and discussed the stars,
the clouds, the wind and the moon in great detail. He emphasized how much these
phenomena affect us:
The moon is used for everything. I was married twice. I knew the things my
wife knew because she was my wife. When my wife would start her
menstruation during the new moon, we knew that she was not pregnant.
We have known about this for a long time. I also said that the pull of the
moon is stronger when it is full. The currents are stronger and the tides are
higher. None of this has changed. The moon will continue to be useful.
Some people seem to be more affected by the pull of the moon than others.

Are we that affected by the moon?
Yes, we all are. I, too, am affected. Some people end up with stiff joints or
they sleep constantly or they have difficulty sleeping. People are affected by
the phases of the moon differently. If I had constant pain, I would feel it
more during the full moon. Even though you would think that the pain was
constant, when the moon was full, the pain became stronger. If you have a
scar or an old injury, you feel it more during the full moon. Some people are
affected more emotionally by the pull of the moon. All these are examples
of the effects of the moon. It was not just a light at night.
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Hunters had to be aware of natural rhythms. Elders used to explain to young hunters
how animals behaved. Nutaraq explained:
My adopted father told me that animals move more in the early morning
and in the evening. You needed to know this information and use this when
you were out hunting. When you are a young person, you tend to sleep a
lot because you have no cause for worry. When I started hunting, I would
finally wake up and realize that the others had already left. That was
because I did not follow the advice my adopted father gave me. The early
morning and early evening are times of activity for the animals. We had to
try and follow their movements. We learned from the elders and they
learned through experience because we depended on the animals for food.
In the course of the interviews, Nutaraq also gave accounts of some of the joys and griefs
in his life. He stated:
There are many things that have brought me joy. I don’t know which one to
tell you about. There were so many things that happened. My life was not
constant; there were happy moments and sad moments. I cannot tell you
which moment was the happiest.
Something that especially brought me joy was a first kill, any time I
had a first kill. Of all of those, it was my first narwhal that brought me the
most joy, although I did not kill it on my own. I only wounded it and my
father killed it for me. It had quite a large tusk and it was still floating when
he got it. He told me that it was my whale even though I hadn’t killed it
myself. I have always felt quite proud of that. I think it was the thing that
gave me the most joy.
When discussing the hardships of life, Nutaraq stressed how important it is to share
one’s experiences with others:
There are many things we have to go through while we are on this earth.
Some of them are very difficult and you feel that they will never end. In
time, they do. Sometimes even when you are aware that people are trying
to help, you find this not helpful to you at all. As your grieving lessens, you
will remember what they said. Later, you can talk about what you
experienced and the memory will bring tears. You know that the grieving
is over when you are able to talk about it without tears. I would also like
you to know that if there are things that you see others doing that you
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yourself have never experienced, you shouldn’t judge that person’s
behaviour. It might not be right away, but later you might end up going
through the same thing yourself. We are all going to go through different
experiences here on earth. There are things that are easier and harder to
handle. Some things will trouble your mind; other things are joyous and
will make you happy. This is what I have found, and I would like to talk
with you about this because this is part of being alive. You are young people
now and you are going to learn about these things. I am much older than
you but I am still learning new things all the time. Some people and things
will cause you to wonder. Other things you just accept. We have to protect
our own person, our own self, all the time. We have to be aware of our own
abilities and know when to participate in what is happening. We also need
to know when to hold ourselves back from some activities. There are
experiences that we keep within us that have caused us trouble. The only
way we can let them out is by talking about them. There are days that are
easier and some that are harder. Even when the day seems hard, you still
have to get through it. If you have things that trouble you, you have to talk
about them because that is the only way that you are going to feel better.
That is a way of healing. Sometimes when you need to talk with someone,
you have to find someone whom you can talk with comfortably, someone
who will understand what you are talking about. That person can be male
or female. It has to be someone that you are comfortable enough with to
know that you can talk openly. You need to find a person who will not
judge you. You have to find that person yourself. Sometimes you find that
the person that you talk with doesn’t fully allow you to release your grief
or what is troubling you. Sometimes you end up hearing what you have
said being talked about and your grief comes back and that is not good. You
have to search and find someone who can help you release your feelings
without judging you. We are all different.

Epilogue
In recent years, Inuit qaujimanituqangit has become a central concern of the Nunavut
Government. The government is well aware of the importance of recording the
recollections of elders to preserve Inuit cultural heritage. Time and time again it has
become clear, in the oral history project set up by Nunavut Arctic College in Iqaluit, how
rich and varied that cultural heritage is. We are grateful to Agiaq and Nutaraq for their
willingness to share their recollections with the participants in the course. We very much
appreciate that they were even willing to discuss painful recollections with us.
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Footnote
1

Captain J.E. Bernier
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Chapter
Heading1
Agiaq: Recollections of the Past

Agiaq enjoying a moment with the students.

Could you tell us who you are and where you are from?
Agiaq: Yes, I am Agiaq Kappianaq. I was born in the Ukkusiksalik area in 1917. I grew
up in the Salliq area.

Who were your parents?
Agiaq: My father’s name was Kappianaq. His family were from the Tununiq area. My
mother, Uviluq, and her family were from the Talurjuaq area. My mother’s father was
disabled. My father was sent by Angutimmarik to go and marry her and help her father.

Did your father choose your mother?
Agiaq: No, he was told to marry her because my mother’s father was getting old and
losing his eyesight. My mother Uviluq’s parents, Tulugaarjuk and Qimmirjuaq, wanted
him to marry her and help out the family.
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Your mother’s father was Tulugaarjuk. Do you have any memories of
him as a child?
Agiaq: Yes, a few. My first memories were from when we were living around Salliq,
close to Aivilik. They call the people from this area Sallirmiut. That is where my first
recollections were.

Can you tell us what he was like?
Agiaq: My grandfather always took care of me. I am here today because he protected
me. An angakkuq tried to hurt me. You have heard about people being hexed before.
That is what almost happened to me. This angakkuq was trying to put a hex on me.
His name was Irniruluk.

Can you tell us about your grandmother? Do you remember her?
Agiaq: Yes. Although she could walk, my grandmother, Qimmirjuaq, had problems
with one of her legs. Sometimes when girls are growing up they develop problems with
their legs and cannot walk properly later. She was like that. She limped. She was good
at making clothes. I don’t remember her ever being mean. She always gave out food and
oil and was generous. My grandfather was hexed by this angakkuq and he could not see
properly after. That is another thing I remember.

Could you tell us about your father’s parents?
Agiaq: Yes. My father was old enough to remember when they lived in the Tununiq
area. They moved to the Iglulik area when he was just a little child. My father’s mother
was murdered by my father’s cousin. My father was taken out seal hunting during this
incident because they didn’t want him seeing his mother being killed.

When you were growing up, do you know of anybody who had to leave
home to go to the hospital?
Agiaq: My grandparents did not, but my father did. I don’t remember exactly how old
he was when he went there, but I think he was around seventy-five years old. My father,
Kappianaq, was the only one I know of who had to go to the hospital.

I know that a lot of people went down to the hospital and did not come
back. Was he one of them?
Agiaq: He did not come back. I have not really heard exactly where he was taken, but it
was to a hospital down south. One of my daughters probably knows.
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Did your mother ever talk about giving birth to you?
Agiaq: When I was born, I had problems with my eyes. It was only when I got glasses
that I was finally able to see well. When I was growing up, I was never able to shoot a
seal that only had its head out of the water.

Did you have problems with any other part of your body?
Agiaq: It was only my eyes.

In our area, we consider our mother’s midwife as our sanaji. Do you know
who your mother’s midwife was?
Agiaq: No. I think women delivered on their own in our area. I think my mother gave
birth alone. I recall she was all alone when she gave birth to my sister who was
born after me.

We are given the names of people who lived before us. What names
do you have? Are they the names of relatives, or other people who died
before you were born?
Agiaq: I am named after Angutimmarik’s wife, Aglak. Angutimmarik was my father’s
uncle. Aglak’s other name was Agiaq.

Can you tell us about your first memories when you were growing up?
Agiaq: I remember a little iglu being built, and my sister being born. I remember my
mother being inside the iglu with my sister. That is my first memory as a child.

What kind of games did you play when you were growing up?
Agiaq: There were many different types of games that people played, depending on
where they were from. We played the games that were played in the Iglulik and Aivilik
areas. They were very similar. We would use a seal pelvis bone as an aglu and use a toy
harpoon and try to get a seal through it. This was called sakkuujaq.

What game was your favourite?
Agiaq: Sakkuujaq was my favourite when I was a little child. That part of the bone that
stuck out was considered to be the uquutaq, which is the wind break. The hole was the
aglu. The toy seal we used was made of dried ugjuk skin.
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I have heard about a game called inugait, where seal flipper bones
were put into mittens. Did you ever play that?
Agiaq: Yes. We used to play that with mittens and other things. As you pulled the bones
out, you would try to make an iglunnguaq. The one who had the most bones would be
the winner. You would try to pull out more bones than the person you were playing
with. It would be a lot of fun. When you didn’t pull many bones out, it wasn’t as
much fun.

Do you remember when you were a child, what games people would
play when they used to gather in one camp? What would you play
when you were feasting?
Agiaq: In the Iglulik area, when people were inland caribou hunting and they were
about to go back to the coast, they would get together and have a feast.

Do you remember people getting together in a qaggiq?
Agiaq: Yes. They would all get together in one iglu. The women would be on the bed
platform and the men would be on the floor. They would either make a qaggiq that had
a sitting platform all around, or they would use the largest iglu and the women would
sit on the bed. During those times they would have qilaujjarniq contests, where they
would be drumming and whoever won would be quite happy.

Do you remember your first catch?
Agiaq: Yes, I remember it very well.

What was it?
Agiaq: My first kill was a caribou. Someone helped me kill it. I was quite happy about
it. It was quite fat. It is very difficult to forget your first catch. My first catch was a
caribou and even though others assisted me, I shot it myself.

After your first catch, was there a feast or was the meat given
to the elders?
Agiaq: If we had been in a place where there had been a lot of people, there would have
been a feast, but as there were only a few of us, I do not remember what was done
with it.
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Who taught you how to hunt and to make harpoon heads?
Agiaq: I only learned these things from my father. I first remember my father getting a
seal while we lived at Aqiarurnak in the Salliq area. There was no one other than my
father for me to learn from because we did not live with anyone else. I recall him taking
the snow away and poking a hole with a harpoon until he could see the water. Then he
stuck braided sinew made from the leg of a caribou to a piece of goose-down and he put
that in the hole to let him know when a seal was approaching. That is how he knew
where there was a seal. These method of using down was called qiviutaq. That was how
I learned how to hunt seals at the aglu.

Were ptarmigan wing feathers also used?
Nutaraq: No, the qiviutaq was made only from down, quniguq. Ptarmigan feathers were
not used because they were too stiff. The quniguq was used as it was soft. When the
down started to flutter, you knew there was a seal there.

Can you elaborate a bit more about when you got married?
Agiaq: I cannot remember the date. I have been married twice – to my first wife, who
died, and to my second wife, who is younger. I don’t know what year I got married the
first time.

Do you have children?
Agiaq: Two of my children have died. I have had ten children all together. I have six
children from my first wife, and four from my second wife. I also have two children I
adopted from my daughters.

How many sons do you have?
Agiaq: I have two sons, and including the grandchildren I adopted, there are four.

How many daughters do you have?
Agiaq: One of my daughters is a student here. Another moved to Sanirajak. The oldest
has remained in Iglulik. She continues to work there. My eldest daughter from my first
wife passed away. I have also had a granddaughter that I adopted pass away.
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Can you tell us their names?
Agiaq: My oldest child was Qaaq. Her English name was Margaret. She was Edward
Ijakak’s wife. The oldest from my first wife, our first child, died as a teenager. The one
after her lives in Tikirarjuaq. Her name is Makkik, and her husband is Anguuq. They
just recently lost a daughter who died of an aneurysm. The third one is Amia; in
Inuktitut her name is Urulu. My son Luke Airut is a carver. His brother Bart Hanna is
also a recognized carver. The youngest of my first wife’s children is my daughter
Qinnguq. Her English name is Therese. She works at the Northern Store. She is not
involved in anything high profile. After her is Marie Lucie, and she is the oldest of my
second wife’s children. Then there is Iqittuq who I said was here. The third is Livinia.
The youngest is Qaunnaq. She is at Tununirusiq right now.

Who was it?
Agiaq: Livinia is older then Qaunnaq. After that there are our children that we adopted.
There were four boys. The fourth one recently committed suicide, so there are three of
them with us. Those other ones seem alright, although you never know what is in their
minds. Even though it is hard to deal with afterwards, you have to try to continue on. I
have ten children of my own, six from my first wife and four from the second.

What was your first wife’s name?
Agiaq: Her name was Tuukittaaki. She was baptised as Lucie.

What about your second wife, what is her name?
Agiaq: Her name is Qattuurainnuk. Her English name is Annie.

What are the names of the children you had with her?
Agiaq: The eldest is named after my first wife, Lucie. The second one is called
Ukumaaluk. She comes here quite frequently. She is also called Iqittuq. Then there is
Livinia who lives in Qikiqtarjuaq. Her Inuktitut name is Qaaq. Then there is Qaunnaq
who lives in Ikpiarjuk who is the youngest.

Did you have many siblings?
Agiaq: One was adopted out. The oldest was a girl named Ujarak, after my father’s
father. The next one was named after my father’s brother. He was called Ituliaq. The one
after that, the one that was adopted out, was named after my mother’s mother
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Qimmirjuaq and Kublu’s older brother, Nurluq. I am the fourth. After me there was an
adopted girl but she died. Her name was Arnasungaaq. I don’t know what her
baptismal name was. She was adopted out and grew up in the Kivalliq area. Ijiraq, my
younger brother, passed away last year. The one after him, who was adopted by
Tattaujaq and Irniq, died as a child. I don’t know if I’ve remembered them all.

Do you have many grandchildren?
Agiaq: I have a lot of grandchildren. There are so many. They live all the way down in
the Kivalliq area and up in Ikpiarjuk and in Iglulik.

How many siblings did you have?
Agiaq: Before some died, there were ten of us.

Are you the only one still living?
Agiaq: I have two sisters in Iglulik.

Are they younger than you are?
Agiaq: They are both younger than I am. The younger of the two was born in Naujaat.
The other one was born in the Igluligaarjuk area.

Can you tell us more about your first catch?
Agiaq: My first real catch was important to me, and I will always remember it. It was a
large bull caribou. My father helped me get it. It was so close to me that I could see it
chewing. I could see its eyes moving. It was no surprise that I killed it.

What was your second kill?
Agiaq: It was a nurraq, a caribou calf.

Do you remember when you got your first seal?
Agiaq: Yes, I was still a boy then. Although I was very proud of it, I cannot remember if
it was male or female. Perhaps, because it was not my first kill, I didn’t take note of this.
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So these were your first kills?
Agiaq: Yes, my first kill was a big bull caribou. We were living in an area where there
were no caribou then. I was a little bit older when we moved to where the caribou were.

Was it only after you had your first catch that you were able to get a wife?
Agiaq: It was long after my first kill that I got married. I did not get married when I
wanted to get married. I had a prearranged marriage, and my wife started living with
us. She was an orphan. My mother looked after her.

Were you told to marry her because she had no one to look after her?
Agiaq: Her adopted father was an old man and he died of lung disease. Her father was
Qinnguq and her mother was Airut. Airut was my father’s cousin.

Did women also have to have skills before they could get married?
Agiaq: Yes, they had to learn how to sew. My mother taught my first wife how to sew.

What did you use to kill your first caribou?
Agiaq: I used a takijulik, a home-made bullet. The bullet was about as long as a finger.
The lead was quite long. The cartridge was filled with gunpowder. This was the bullet
I used to kill my first caribou. Because the caribou was so close it didn’t really matter
much what type of bullet I used.

Did you ever use a harpoon?
Agiaq: Yes. I started hunting before people were using rifles as much. I got my first
walrus with a harpoon. It was not wounded with a rifle beforehand. Aakuainnuk and
my father taught me how to hunt walrus. We would go down to the ice pans and they
would teach me how to get a walrus without having shot it beforehand.

Was there a celebration after a boy made a first kill?
Agiaq: Yes, there were celebrations. My parents, my siblings and I lived alone, so
therefore we could not really celebrate. My mother was overjoyed. She was very happy
about me bringing back the whole caribou. We lived on our own because my father did
not like to live among other people. Because he was a skilled hunter, we were able to do
so. After he became less able to hunt, we started living with others. After my brothers
and I started hunting, we went back to living on our own, and my father didn’t need to
hunt anymore.
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I would like to ask what was the most memorable occasion you remember
as a child?
Agiaq: What I enjoyed most was picking eggs in the spring. Sometimes you would be
just walking along, and a duck would fly up suddenly. Because they were so well
camouflaged, you wouldn’t see them. Sometimes I would let out a startled cry.
Sometimes you could get really close to a bird if it was nesting.

When you were very young, were there still angakkuit?
Agiaq: Yes. They were very scary. Even though an angakkuq was far away, he could kill
someone. Even if you were here in Iqaluit and the angakkuq was far away in Kivalliq or
Mittimatalik, he could kill you from that distance. Their ability is not as great as God’s,
but they do have a lot of power.

Do you remember angakkuit?
Agiaq: Oh, very much so. I lived in Salliq before Christianity arrived. I recall my
grandfather Tulugaarjuk performing sakaniq and irinaliutiniq.

Nutaraq, did you experience this?
Nutaraq: No, I did not. I am seventy-six years old, but I did not live through the times
when there were angakkuit.
Agiaq: I am eighty-two years old, and about to turn eighty-three. I have seen
sakaniq performed.

What is irinaliutiniq?
Agiaq: Sakaniq and irinaliutiniq are different. When a person was doing irinaliutiniq, they
would make their voice drift downwards in a quiet tone while facing a wall. Maybe
because I was a child I did not quite understand what the words were.

Could both men and women become angakkuit?
Agiaq: Yes, they could. Angakkuit were able to imitate birds and bears and all kinds of
noises. The voice that they use is the voice of their tuurngaq, which comes into them. At
times, some of them would seem to be just telling a story. When they have a tuurngaq in
them, it seems like you can visualize what they are saying. Others would just be making
sounds that seemed to be noises with their heads down.
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Do you remember becoming a Christian?
Agiaq: We came down from the Salliq area to the Baffin area, and that is when we went
through siqqitirniq.

Could you explain to us what you meant by siqqitirniq?
Agiaq: When we went through the siqqitirniq ritual, there was a heart that was cut up
into tiny little pieces and put on a plate. We were not to chew it, not to bite into it, just
to swallow it. When I went through the siqqitirniq ritual, it was at Tasiujaq, which is at
the Siruaq Peninsula near Jens Munk Island. I remember going through the siqqitirniq
ritual when I was a boy. I was told by my parents that we were going through this
because we were going to leave behind tirigusungniq. I participated by swallowing a
piece of heart.

What kind of heart did you swallow?
Agiaq: It was the heart of a seal that had been freshly caught.

What does tirigusungniq mean?
Agiaq: If I were to tirigusuktuq, for example, I would not be able to eat freshly caught
meat. If I were a woman who was menstruating, there would be things I would not be
able to do. That’s the way it was. That was the way they lived. If I were a woman who
had experienced a miscarriage, I would only be able to eat or drink in the presence of
someone else. The meat I would eat could not be raw. It needed to be cooked first or
dipped into boiling water. It was a very hard way of life to follow.

Did they follow these rules in order to avoid future hardships?
Agiaq: Yes.

Why did they have to go through siqqitirniq?
Agiaq: They did this when they chose to change their belief and start following Jesus.
They did this so they could start following one belief and leave the other behind.

Did they only go through siqqitirniq if they were going to change their belief?
Agiaq: Yes. They wanted to leave tirigusungniq behind and start following Christianity.
The leader in the siqqitirniq ritual that I went through was Akumalik. He was the
younger brother of Maktaaq, who died recently.
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Was it a qallunaaq or an Inuk that had you do this?
Agiaq: It was an Inuk.

Does siqqitirniq mean the same thing as saagiaqtuq?
Agiaq: Yes. They both mean you are leaving tirigusungniq behind. You are changing
your belief. You are leaving your beliefs behind because you are not going to follow
them any more. Tirigusungniq and pittailiniq would no longer be followed. People would
no longer have foods they were forbidden from eating.

Could you tell us more about angakkuuniq? I would like to know if you
had relatives that were angakkuit.
Agiaq: Yes. I am not embarrassed to talk about this at all. I had a maternal grandfather
and a paternal grandfather who were angakkuit. I had an older brother who was an
angakkuq also. I would see angakkuit perform sakaniq when I was a young boy. The first
angakkuuk that I saw perform sakaniq were Tigumiaq and Kaagat. I would also see
qilaniq. It was not the same as sakaniq. You would use a rope and put it around your foot.

Why would they perform qilaniq?
Agiaq: If they wanted to know where there was game, they would ask questions to find
out where the animals were.

Did they only use their foot for this?
Agiaq: They could use any part of the body during the qilaniq ritual. A person could be
lying down and they could use the head.

Would the head be lifted up without being touched?
Agiaq: A rope would be used to do the lifting. Padding would be placed between the
head and the rope.

What would it mean if the head was light?
Agiaq: If I used your head, I would find the answer to my question if your head was
heavy. I would ask if there were caribou close by. If I was asking questions, and the head
suddenly became heavy, I would probably be scared. After the object that was being
used became heavy, you knew you had found where the caribou were. It seemed as
though it was the caribou that you were pulling, and when you found out where they
were, then it was the weight of the caribou that made the head heavy.
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When you were asking questions and the answer was affirmative,
would the head or whatever part that was being used to perform qilaniq
become heavy?
Agiaq: Yes. That is exactly the way it was.

If there was nothing there, would there be no reaction?
Agiaq: Yes. I would ask if there were caribou close by and I would name a place on the
land. If there were no caribou at that place, then the head would be light.

Who would they be asking the question to?
Agiaq: They would be asking who they would be using as a helper. The helper would
be unseen. They would ask their helpers, and the helpers would cause the head to be
heavy. I believe this. When you would begin to perform qilaniq, before the helper
arrived, the head would be heavy. Then questions would be asked of the helper.
When the answer to the question was affirmative, then the head would be heavy.
When a person was doing this, it was called qilaniq. They would be asking questions to
find an answer. They would use someone else’s head or they would use someone else’s
foot, when they would do this. It would have to be with a person they knew.

Were there other ways an angakkuq could find things out?
Agiaq: An angakkuq would make sounds such as ha la la la. If his tuurngaq was a bird, for
example, then he would make the sound of that tuurngaq, which was his ikajuqti, his
helper. The tuurngaq would come inside him, and he would make the sound of the
animal that was his tuurngaq.

Did each nunalik have an angakkuq?
Agiaq: Yes.

How did people become angakkuit?
Agiaq: Some of them would become angakkuit by themselves. A tuurngaq could come to
a person on its own, if it wanted to be a helping tuurngaq. That is the way it was before
Christianity. If I tried to be an angakkuq and follow Christianity at the same time, this
would make me weak.
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What kind of tuurngait made the angakkuq more powerful?
Agiaq: The most important thing was not to make fun of it; you had to really believe it.
If we are going to have this recorded on paper, we have to really believe what we are
saying. Back then, when they talked about tuurngait they were not referring to Satan. It
was only after Christianity arrived that the tuurngait were referred to as Satan. Some
people said that they did not want to follow Satan at all, and would go around saying
how bad Satan was, while at the same time Satan would be manipulating them and
having them follow him instead.

Were the tuurngait scary?
Agiaq: Yes, the ones from the land were. There were some tuurngait you could not see.
Even though one was near you, you could not see it. If it was very close, then you could
feel its breath on you if it wanted you to.

Were the angakkuit able to communicate amongst themselves?
Agiaq: The angakkuit were able to travel even though their bodies remained behind. For
instance, even though I had my back to Kangiq&iniq I would be able to see it.

Were there some angakkuit who used their powers to kill?
Agiaq: There were some angakkuit who would try to kill their fellow angakkuit. On the
surface it might seem as though nothing was happening, and yet two angakkuuk might
have their tuurngait fighting each other.

Do you think that angakkuit could also cry?
Agiaq: There is not a single human being who is not able to cry. As with all humans,
they too die. There are some angakkuit who were able to help. They would go from
community to community to help. When an angakkuq was killed, his qaumaniq was
extinguished.

Could women become powerful angakkuit?
Agiaq: Yes, they could be very powerful angakkuit.

If a woman was an angakkuq, could she teach her child how to be
an angakkuq?
Agiaq: Some women who were unable to bear children were made to become pregnant.
Sometimes, they would be carrying the foetus of an animal.
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The baby that was born, would it be born as an animal?
Agiaq: I have heard of this happening. There are some things that I have experienced,
sakaniq, qilaniq and irinaliutijut. I think the term isumanirluktuq, which means to direct
bad thoughts at someone, is new.

If I was carrying the foetus of an animal, would I give birth to an animal?
Agiaq: Yes. I have heard of a person giving birth to an animal but I cannot talk about it.

You said that you had brothers who were angakkuit. What did you think
about this?
Agiaq: I never thought about them being angakkuit. I had knowledge of this, but I did
not think anything of it.

Were you able to work with them?
Agiaq: Yes. They would look after me because we were siblings. There were more than
one of us whose lives were affected by angakkuit. When I visited other communities, I
would be told about this. When I was a child, I experienced something I didn’t like and
because of that I have always prayed. I did not like the feelings I had during that
experience. Even though my brothers were angakkuit, they would go to church. They
would pray. Nobody in church would ever say to them, “You are an angakkuq.” You
cannot tell just by looking at someone if he is an angakkuq. There are those who really
believe in angakkuit. They can really feel the presence of an angakkuq with their whole
body. Their limbs go numb, and they lose control of their tongues. That is how strong
an evil feeling around a person can be.

Do you think there are still angakkuit today?
Agiaq: Yes. For sure. There will always be angakkuit until the end of time. I think there
are numerous angakkuit in parts of the Qitirmiut.

Do you think there are young people today who are angakkuit?
Agiaq: Yes, even people who are churchgoers, who are members of the vestry. If they
don’t tell anyone they are angakkuit, no one is going find out. Maybe this is not true, but
it is what I think. I have a feeling you should not follow angakkuuniq if you want to go
to heaven. You cannot follow two beliefs.
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What purpose did the angakkuit fulfil? Did they prevent hunger, and heal
people? Were they more powerful than ordinary people?
Agiaq: The angakkuit would not use their powers to kill animals. They would only use
their powers to search for animals. People who don’t know much about angakkuit will
stretch the truth. I have heard that angakkuit knew they were not to use their powers
against animals because that would cut their lives short. They would use their abilities
to discern where there was game. During qilaniq it was as though the animal they were
asking about was holding down the rope when they determined where the animal was.

Was it possible for ordinary people who were not angakkuit to perform
qilaniq?
Agiaq: Yes. They could use anything as a helper, even though they did not have
tuurngait. They could use inurajait, invisible beings, and animals as helpers. They would
know that the question they asked would be answered when the object they were using
to perform qilaniq became heavy. It could become so heavy it would hurt one’s hands.

Are ijirait and tarriassuit the same or different?
Agiaq: I consider them as different. The tarriassuit lived more along the coast. If
someone were to say they saw a tarriassuk, I rarely believed them. The ijirait live in the
interior. If you don’t know about them and you run into them, they are really scary.
Although they are alive, they are scary. You feel a numbness in your limbs when you are
around an ijiraq.

Were the powers of the angakkuit stronger when the moon was full?
Agiaq: The angakkuit were capable of going to the moon. They were capable of going
from one community to another by leaving their bodies behind. Their tuurngaq would
enable the tarniq. When the body would be left behind, it would be like a hollow casing.

Would the body seem as though it was dead?
Agiaq: Yes. It would seem like a hollow casing that had been left behind.

Were some angakkuit able to use their powers to kill?
Agiaq: Yes.
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Would they only do this to people that they hated?
Agiaq: Yes. For example, if an elder made an angakkuq angry, the angakkuq could use his
powers to kill him. If the elder was not that strong, the angakkuq would be able to kill
him in a short time. If the elder was strong, then it took the angakkuq longer, and it was
more difficult.

Did the angakkuit help people who were sick?
Agiaq: You have heard about ajurniijarniq, the term for confession in the Anglican
church. If a sick person had committed wrongdoings they had not disclosed, the
angakkuq was unable to help him. The angakkuq would only be able to help a person if
he disclosed his wrongdoings.

The angakkuq wouldn’t be able to help a person if they had not disclosed
what they had done?
Agiaq: Yes. Once the person told about the wrongdoings he had committed, then the
angakkuq would be able to help the person get better.

How would an angakkuq go about killing a person?
Agiaq: If an angakkuq was making a person sick, his tuurngaq would drain the life from
him. The person would become emaciated and the tuurngaq would become stronger.

Did you ever live in the same place as Ittuksaarjuat?
Agiaq: Yes. I really remember his skin boat. It was large enough to hold three walrus
and to have another walrus that had been cut in half length-wise in tow. Ittuksaarjuat
would return from Mittimatalik with provisions to sell. These items were brought back
by those who went with him, such as my father, by dogteam. These items, such as
tobacco and tea, lasted for the whole winter. The tea wasn’t in bags like it is today;
it was loose.

Was this before there was a store in Iglulik?
Agiaq: Yes, much before. This was at Avvajja. People were able to make their purchases
in an iglu. Ittuksaarjuat’s wife recorded what was taken in Inuktitut, and the trader
would work it out later with Ittuksaarjuat in Mittimatalik. We found it a very handy
system. I got my first pocket knife there. Alianait! I was so happy! I don’t know exactly
how old I was, but I was old enough to remember.
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Can you tell us about the time you were living at Avvajja?
Agiaq: Yes. The first time that we lived there was before any qarmait had been built.
They would live in tugaliakkat, igluit made of ice, in the fall. Later on, when there was
sufficient snow, the skins that had been used to cover the roof were replaced by a snow
roof. We started living there before they built the qarmait of stone and sod. When we
were living there, there were numerous walrus close to the land. They would use
Ittuksaarjuat’s skin boat that I told you about, to hunt walrus around Ugliarjuk, a little
island between the islands of Avvajja and Iglulik.

You said that boat was able carry a load of three walrus.
Agiaq: Yes, it was quite large.

Was it only your family that lived there?
Agiaq: Gisa’s father Quvaaqtaat’s great grandfather Ittuksaarjuat, whom I called my
ittuq, was there and my father and Paumik and Nutarariaq. We were all related. That
was when all Ittuksaarjuat’s children were still alive. There were a lot of people there.
Angiliq, Ittuksaarjuat’s youngest son; Mamattiaq, Ittuksaarjuat’s son Arnattiaq’s oldest
son; Attaarjuat, Ittuksaarjuat’s daughter Qattuurainnuk’s older son and I were boys
there together. We were the youngest ones there at that time. It was during that time that
Ittuksaarjuat had his skin boat. It had four store-bought oars. They were the kind of oars
that were wider at the end and tapered off towards the paddle.

Did it take a long time to travel by boat?
Agiaq: Yes, because people were only rowing. There is a large boulder on the shore at
the back of the island of Ikpiarjuk. There would be ice pans there where the walrus
stranded by the tide would bask. There were a lot of walrus there at that time in the
late summer.

Was the skin boat that you talked about used to go to nearby places
in the summer?
Agiaq: Yes. They would use it to go caribou hunting to the mainland when they were
going just for the day. They would leave from the island that Avvajja is on. It was close
enough that you could go there and back in just one day. In those days, there were
caribou along the shore.
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Do you remember whether the water was rough or calm while you were
travelling in the skin boat?
Agiaq: No, not really. I was too young. It was only as an adult using an umianngaq while
out seal hunting that I experienced rough water occasionally. These umianngait were
home-made.

Was it a nataalik, a flat-bottomed boat?
Agiaq: Yes. It was covered with the skin of a bearded seal. I also had a wooden nataalik
which I made.

What did you use to seal it with?
Agiaq: It was sealed with long strips of fabric.

Was it meant to be used for only a short while?
Agiaq: Yes, but it never filled with water. I would use it all summer long. I would also
row across to other islands with it.

Did your wife help you make the skin cover?
Agiaq: Yes, she did. I either loaded the seals I caught into the boat or I would tow them
to land on calm days. When I got on land, I would cache them. I gathered food for the
dogs using that umianngaq.

Did the dogs seem to be aware when you were caching meat?
Agiaq: Yes.

I would like to change the subject. They say that some land seems all right
when you first come ashore, but will have tuurngait come nightfall and
sometimes even during the day. If you pitch a tent in a place like this, you
will hear the sound of people talking. Did you ever experience this at
places where you went?
Agiaq: Occasionally, yes. There is one place that has a small river where you can hear
rocks rumbling at night.

Does it sound like stones falling?
Agiaq: It sounds like rocks being moved.
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Could you hear those sounds in nearby locations?
Agiaq: This would not seem to happen at places nearby. Even recently, there was
someone who experienced fear at this place.

What was it that scared him?
Agiaq: He did not see what it was, but he said that the qamutiik that he was towing with
his snow machine suddenly became very heavy. This was while he was travelling across
the river at night. This is all that I have heard about it. I have been in that area myself.
People don’t spend the night there. I think that having a tent there would be quite
quiliqtanaqtuq, spooky.

Would people not camp there on purpose?
Agiaq: Yes, although the river does have fish, people would not be very successful at
getting them. Also, fish that were caught there would just disappear.

Have you ever heard of anyone who was touched by a tuurngaq?
Agiaq: Yes, at a place called Maniittuq. We lived there for quite a long while. It was a
good place for procuring game daily, both for humans and for dogs. My granddaughter
was devoured by something that appeared to be a wolverine there. The remains of her
clothing were found just recently. They were torn to shreds.

Are there wolverines over there?
Agiaq: There are, but we did not think that it was a real wolverine that did this.

Do wolverines come as far as Mittimatalik?
Agiaq: Yes. They say that they found several adult skulls at the place where my
granddaughter was devoured. People did not think that it was a real wolverine that did
this. Maybe it was some sort of tuurngaq.

Does that mean that tuurngait eat people?
Agiaq: I am not exactly sure what did this. Perhaps it was some kind of animal.

They say that anyone who has been touched by a tuurngaq becomes
paralyzed on one side of their body. Have you heard this?
Agiaq: I don’t really know. I am not sure about this.
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Was your granddaughter ever found?
Agiaq: Her clothing was found.

How did people know that she had been eaten?
Agiaq: Through her clothing. Her clothing was recognizable. It was torn to shreds. It
was found quite a distance from the place where we actually lived. I think that she was
dragged away by some wolverine-like thing.

What are qavvigaarjuit?
Agiaq: They are wolverines. They are animals with short legs that look similar to that of
a bear. They are dark in colour, and live on the mainland. They have a shape similar to
a black bear.

Was your granddaughter taken while she was playing outside?
Agiaq: She was dragged away while she was playing. My brother’s son almost found
her, but the wolverine-like thing pounced out at him. He ran for a long time with this
thing chasing after him.

Do you think he made a lot of noise?
Agiaq: Yes. He said that it was only when he was in sight of his parent’s tent that the
wolverine stopped chasing him. He kept it from getting at him by yelling at it whenever
it would get too close. He had run for quite a distance along the shore of the little inlet.

Did your nephew have the remains of her clothing with him when he came
back?
Agiaq: Those were found only a few years ago, quite a while after the incident. Her
clothing was identified by her parents. They identified her pants and her jacket. They
still have that tattered clothing in their possession. It has been quite a long time since
this happened1.

Was there a memorial service when she was found?
Agiaq: There was not a memorial service. The grief that we felt was once again
reawakened, but at least there was some form of closure.

Did people just disappear like that in the past?
Agiaq: Yes. They did back then.
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Is the term for children disappearing nagliktaujuq?
Agiaq: Yes. This would happen occasionally. Maybe it still can.

Are there still wolverines near Iglulik?
Agiaq: Yes. That particular wolverine was never seen again. There was talk about
another wolverine no one was able to catch. Even though they were using snow
machines then, they still could not catch it.

Was that wolverine seen at the same place that your granddaughter
was taken?
Agiaq: No. It was on the mainland. Several people tried to get it, but were unable to do so.

Did they have a burial for your granddaughter?
Agiaq: They never found her body. No bones were found. I think they were all chewed
up. There was just a pile of tattered clothing that was gathered, no bones were ever
found, probably because she was young and her bones were still soft. They said that it
was while she was playing, just out of sight of the tent that she was dragged away by
that wolverine-like thing.

Is the wolverine that no one was able to catch still there?
Agiaq: Although they were able to see it, they weren’t able to catch it.

Was there just that one?
Agiaq: Yes. There is a large rock wall near the shore of that long small lake with large
qigguit, boulders, to which it would flee.

Footnote
1

When the little girl became lost in the summer of 1972, numerous people came from Igulik to
help in the search. As the island is not that large, they combed it for quite a while before they
gave up. Agiaq and his family were at an outpost camp at Kangiq&ugjuaq on Baffin Island at
the time. The little girl’s parents took their family back every summer for twenty years to search
for her remains. During the summer of 1992, as the family was heading for the island, having
stopped off at Agiaq’s camp on the western shore of Iglulik island, there was a call from some
hunters by radio phone stating that what appeared to be the remains of the little girl’s clothing
had been found.
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Chapter
Heading2
Nutaraq: Recollections
of the Past

Nutaraq deep in thought.

Can you tell us your name?
Nutaraq: My name is Kunilusi Nutaraq. The name Cornelius is on my baptismal
records, but I am usually referred to as Nutaraq. I answer to Nutaraq.

Where did you get the name Cornelius from?
Nutaraq: When I was baptised, the missionary asked my parents what name they
wanted to give me. They answered, “Kunilusi.”

Did your parents name you Nutaraq first and then the missionary gave
you the name Cornelius?
Nutaraq: Cornelius is what is on my baptism record.

Were you named Nutaraq after someone who had died?
Nutaraq: My adopted father was Noah Killaapik who once had a son named Nutaraq.
In the year his son died, I was named Nutaraq after him. I ended up being adopted even
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though this had not been planned before I was born. My biological father was Aullaqiaq.
He was originally from Qikiqtarjuaq. I will tell you a little bit about Killaapik from
Mittimatalik first. Killaapik had gone to Pangniqtuuq with his wife and children on a
whaling ship from Mittimatalik. Other fishermen came, and were also transported to
Pangniqtuuq by ship. After the whalers left, as they were not coming back, my parents
headed back to Mittimatalik by dogteam. Aullaqiaq was travelling with Killaapik and
his son because he knew the area well. Killaapik, his wife and children, Aullaqiaq, and
Killaapik’s mother were travelling together. They were going from Usualuk near
Pangniqtuuq up to Mittimatalik by dogteam. When they arrived at Kangiq&ugaapik, it
was deemed too dangerous for Killaapik to return back to Mittimatalik because spring
was too near. They spent the summer nearby. Killaapik went to Kangiq&ugaapik, to
help the trader and it was while he was there that his son Nutaraq died.
Aullaqiaq’s wife, my biological mother, was pregnant at the time when Killaapik
lost his son Nutaraq. Shortly after I was born, Aullaqiaq lost his wife. Because my father
already had two daughters to feed, Killaapik’s mother advised my biological father to
give me up for adoption, because my sisters were too young to look after me. Liitia, my
atiq’s widow, and Inuujaq came down to Kangiq&ugaapik to pick me up to be adopted.
Then Aullaqiaq escorted Killaapik up to Mittimatalik. In the spring, he returned to
Kangiq&ugaapik. My two sisters remember their journey to Mittimatalik. By that time
I had been adopted by Killaapik’s family. Aullaqiaq made the trip back alone. I was born
on January 1, 1924. When Aullaqiaq was preparing to go back, my parents told my
biological father that I would be named after his nephew Nutaraq. They said, “If you
want to come to see this son named after your nephew, we can bring him down to see
you.” Aullaqiaq told my adopted parents that he had a strong and able dogteam. If he
wanted to see me, he would come. Although he said that, he did not come back.
I now realize that something was weighing very heavily on his mind at that time.
That was the fact that my mother had died while giving birth to me. Although he knew
I was his biological son, because he lost his wife my birth weighed heavily on his mind
and somehow worked against me. After I had a wife and we had seven children, I
would experience what my father experienced. Although I know a child is blameless in
the death of its mother, it is difficult not to blame the child when we lose a spouse. When
my wife died, it was like a part of me died, and I finally understood why my father did
not come to see me.
I lived while my mother died, and this is something that my father resented me for.
The same thing happened to me when my youngest daughter was born. My wife died
giving birth to her. I felt resentment towards her. I did not want to feel this, but I could
not help it. I finally came to understand how my father felt. I have since come to terms
with my feelings for my youngest daughter.
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Who were the people that adopted you?
Nutaraq: Noah Killaapik and his wife Martha Qumangaapik.

Where were you born?
Nutaraq: Just beyond Kangiq&ugaapik in a place called Piniraq, perhaps eight miles
from Kangiq&ugaapik.

The people who adopted you, did they have other children of their own?
Nutaraq: My mother was barren, so all her children were adopted. There were three of
us who were adopted, Ataguttak, who lived in Ikpiarjuk, Miqqusaaq and myself. My
adopted mother’s brother’s name was Qiliqti. Those were the people I grew up with.
After we finish our interviews, I can show you my family tree. I know I have
photographs and the names somewhere, and I will bring them in for you.

How did your adopted parents treat you? Did they treat you as their own?
Nutaraq: Our memories are precious to us. My adopted parents treated me as if I were
their own. My mother did not hesitate to scold me or spank me if I needed spanking.
She told me to be considerate of other people and not to offend them. I was named after
a son she had lost to death, so I was treated as her own.

Were you the oldest of the adopted children?
Nutaraq: No, I was the youngest. I was also the youngest of my natural siblings. I was
treated like I was their own child, so I can claim my adopted parents as my parents. I
know that I have biological parents, but it was the parents who raised me that I consider
as my own, because I was closer to them than I was to my own father. I was raised like
I was one of their own. Of course, I needed discipline. I guess I was a naughty boy. They
also taught me how to read and write, and I have been reading ever since. This helped
me learn about and accept my family roots.

Did you learn about your family roots by yourself?
Nutaraq: Yes, I did. I have pursued this on my own since I was young. Ever since I was
young I remember missionaries being around. In 1929, the first rectory was constructed.
I went to church every day while I was growing up. I read the Bible as I was instructed
to by the Inuit ministers. It was only when I was much older that I read the story about
Moses bringing the Jews out of Egypt. It was only then I realized that I had to bring
myself out of the Egypt in my own life and accept my biological parents. I have read the
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Bible but I have not read every single word. Although I read, I don’t always grasp the
meaning of some passages that I am reading. When I was a young man, there were some
passages in the Bible that I didn’t understand. It was only later, as I grew older, that I
began to realize that there was something that I needed to deal with within myself. If I
hadn’t pursued my family roots or my biological parents, then I wouldn’t have come to
an acceptance of myself.

Was it only when you came to accept the fact that you were adopted that
your life improved?
Nutaraq: Yes. It was only when I dealt with the issues that I had, that I started becoming
comfortable with myself. It is only then that I realized that I had to come out of my
own Egypt.

Are there any precious memories or teachings that you valued, that you
would not want to forget that you learned from your adopted parents?
Nutaraq: Yes. They taught me everything I know. I did not always follow their teachings
because I was a very active child. I was even more active than my siblings. It was only
through a swat on the bum or through other disciplinary action that my parents were
able to control me. I remember the way that I was raised and I value their teachings. My
mother used to advise me to live peacefully with other people. My mother told me when
you are able to co-exist with your fellow men, then you will live in peace. She taught my
brother and me about these things. I loved my adopted mother. She was not always
well, and when she was not, my desire to help her, to make things easier for her, grew.
I was not able to cure her of her ailments, and she passed away. To this day I wish I could
have done more for her because she was so good to me. There was a time when I really
liked playing in or near water. In the days before rubber boots, my mother always made
sure that I had an extra pair of kamiik, so I could have dry ones when the others got wet.
As I was growing up, I wanted to do more for my mother, but my abilities were limited.
She fed me when I could not suckle milk from my biological mother’s breast.

Do you remember who your grandparents were?
Nutaraq: My grandparents were not from around here. I don’t know who my biological
grandparents were. I considered all the elders as my grandparents. I knew both of my
adopted mother’s parents. I only knew my adopted father’s mother. In my dialect we
call our mother’s mother ningiuq instead of anaanattiaq. My mother’s father was my
ittuq, not my ataatattiaq. His adopted brother Kublu arrived, and some time later I called
him my ittuq. I remember them, but I didn’t know who my biological grandparents
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were. Much later, I found out who they were, and I recorded this information, because
I wanted to remember it. My adopted mother’s parents were my main grandparents.
My grandfather’s name was Uirngut. At that time there weren’t many people in
Mittimatalik. My grandfather worked for the R.C.M.P. I helped my adopted father at
the Hudson’s Bay Company. Akumalik was with the Anglican mission. There were very
few people in Mittimatalik around 1930.

Did you grow up around Mittimatalik?
Nutaraq: My first memories are from Mittimatalik. That is where I grew up. There were
very few houses there. This was at the very beginning of the community, when it was
first being built.

What is your most enjoyable memory from when you were growing up?
Nutaraq: I enjoyed swimming and swinging the most. In Mittimatalik the minister had
us swimming, and he also set up a swing. Those were the most enjoyable. I also enjoyed
helping the minister. The minister would go out fishing because he had a dogteam.
We would help him carry the fish from the boat to the land. We also helped him with
other things.

Were you born after there were qallunaat there?
Nutaraq: Yes. There were already qallunaat there when I was born. I was born in the
Qikiqtarjuaq area. I was not born in the times before there were qallunaat.

Do you remember seeing a qallunaat for the first time?
Nutaraq: I grew up when there were already qallunaat in Mittimatalik. I would go and
have meals at the Hudson Bay Company manager’s house because my adopted father
worked for them and his sister helped in the house. I was born after there were qallunaat
in Mittimatilik while my adopted parents were travelling. We were living there when
the first missionaries arrived1.

Would you be told what kind of things you had to do to have a long life?
Nutaraq: Yes, we were always told things to help us. I recall constantly being told not to
play in the water because they were afraid of the possible danger. I remember that the
most. As I grew older, my mother started telling me things to help me develop as a
person, but I did not think of it as advice to help me lead a good life at the time. She
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would tell me to be good to other children and to other people and to help those who
were more in need than I was. It turns out that those words would help me to become
a good person. She would give me advice from time to time.

Since there were not many toys back then, what kind of things did you
play with?
Nutaraq: Because I grew up where there were qallunaat, I spent time at the Hudson Bay
manager’s house and also the house of the minister. There were toy cars and other toys
there. There were not that many, but they were around. We didn’t play qallunaat games.
My father made a qukiuttaujaq, a cross-bow, for me.

Can you explain more about the qukiuttaujaq that your father made?
Nutaraq: He would use a caribou rib or an antler for the bow. I am going to explain what
a qukiuttaujaq is. It is a rifle butt with a trigger, with a bow attached to it, which you used
to shoot arrows with. Because my father called it a qukiuttaujaq, that’s what I called it. It
would have little arrows. There would be a groove made. The bow would be made of a
caribou rib. My father made these for me before I learned to make my own. In time, I
learned to make my own and I would play with that. I would make the form of a caribou
out of cardboard and then cut it so that it could stand up. It was a lot of fun trying to
shoot at it. Another thing that I played with was an illuuq, a slingshot. It was just the
right size for me. You measured the length of your arm to know how long it should be.
Whenever a bird would fly by, I would try to hit it with my illuuq.
He made me a pisiksi, a bow that I used a lot. I had it for a long time. He would also
make me arrows that fit this bow. He would make naqqutit, arrow-heads, out of nails
and other things that didn’t break. Every part of a bow has its own name. When you
refer to the whole thing it is called pisiksikka. If you said pisiksi it only refers to the bow.
This part of the string made of braided sinew is called the nuqaqti. The arrow is called a
qarjuq. Sometimes it would have a ptarmigan feather attached to it.

What was the arrow made of?
Nutaraq: It was made of wood. You had to use good, straight wood. A nail that was
sharpened to a point would be used as the arrowhead. The little notch is the naktittarvik.
This was also called the itiqsaujaq. I had that bow for a very long time. I think I outgrew
it. I would catch ptarmigan with it. I also had a fox trap. My first fox trap started out as
a toy. I caught a rabbit with it.
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So those were the toys you played with as a child?
Nutaraq: Yes, the qukiuttaujaq and the pisiksi.

Did your father make these for you?
Nutaraq: Yes, he made all of these for me. It was because he made these for me that I
had them. He also made me a sakkuujaq. Agiaq said that he used the hipbone of a seal as
the aglunnguaq. The hole was the breathing hole. If you did not have a seal hipbone, then
a hole was put in a seal shoulder blade. Everything fit to size. A harpoon would be made
that had its own rope and its own head. The shape of a seal was cut out of dried
seal skin that had had holes cut into it which they used to harpoon. We played with that
a lot.

Did you play with this on the water?
Nutaraq: No. We played with this indoors. If it was windy or stormy outside, we would
play indoors. These were indoor toys. In addition to this, we also would play with an
ajagaq in the evening. There are different types of ajagait. I had an ajagaq made out of
ivory, in the shape of a polar bear. I also had the head of a rabbit as an ajagaq, and also
the aksaqquq of an ugjuk, a bearded seal. I have seen this played all over.
We played one game both indoors and outdoors. We would place a lot of seal
aksaqquit together, and use them as dogs for our dogteam. These were the kind of things
that we played with. Some toys were for indoors, and some were for outdoors. There
were others that could be used for both. I would take a pocket knife and open it up part
way. Then I would take a piece of wood and I would stand the pocket knife on it and
use it as a target.
There were a number of us who would have finger pulling competitions. We would
not use an actual aqsaaraq, two pieces of wood with a thong sewn in between, we would
just use our fingers. We would pull each of our fingers in turn. There would be a number
of us who would try to win. These were the games that we played.

Did you have a toy bow to help you learn how to use a bow as an adult?
Nutaraq: As I was growing up, my father told me that a pisiksi had its own
characteristics. If your target was close by, then you had to pull on the bow differently
than if the target was further away. He taught me these things. If your target was close
by, then your bow was vertical. The further away it was, the more horizontal it would
be. When we were growing up, there were no caribou in the Mittimatalik area. He told
me that the only way that they hunted caribou when he was young was with a bow
and arrow.
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What does irralittuq mean?
Nutaraq: It was when you estimated the trajectory that you knew that your arrow was
going to travel on a curve. I considered my pisiksi the best because I was able to catch
ptarmigan with it. I got my first ptarmigan with that pisiksi. I would also use it for little
birds. We were able to hunt all kinds of little things with them when we were children.

Was there someone you had to give your first ptarmigan to?
Nutaraq: No, because my ningiuq had already died by then. I was so very proud to be
able to provide my mother and my father with something they could eat. As a child I
always wanted to eat ptarmigan and fish eyes.

Do you know how Killaapik and your mother got together?
Nutaraq: From what I have heard, Killaapik had had another wife before my mother.
Before Christianity, there was a different lifestyle, different from today. My mother was
not his first wife. When the time came when they were only allowed one wife, he had
kept my mother, and so I only knew my mother as the wife of Killaapik. Before that he
had had more than one wife. The person I am named after had been his son through his
first wife.

When his first wife died, did he get your mother as a second wife?
Nutaraq: No. As I said, they had a different way of life back then. Sometimes they
would let go of one wife and get another. Because you all have gone to school and are
aware of written history, you know that the way of life in the past was different from the
way life is now. It was the same way with Inuit. Not all men would drop one wife when
they got another. He had had his son, Nutaraq, and a daughter from his first wife. He
was not very comfortable being married to this woman because he was related to her.
And so, shortly before they turned to Christianity, he got another wife. I have pictures
of my adopted father Killaapik and of my adopted mother. I only recall the two of them
being a couple.

Did Killaapik’s first wife live in the same community as you, or did she
live in another community?
Nutaraq: We lived in the same community. Everyone knew she had been Killaapik’s
previous wife. I knew who she was.
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Did she get another husband?
Nutaraq: Yes. She got another husband after my father left her. Her husband was
younger than she was. When they first got together, it was according to the old
traditions. Because I only knew of my adopted parents being together, I thought that
was the way it had always been. This custom was practised all over. Sometimes they
would travel with a woman who was not their wife. There would be what is considered
a spousal exchange. This was called aippaarjugiit. After Uqammak [Rev. Edmund James
Peck] came to Uumanarjuaq, he started to preach around Cumberland Sound, at
Qivittuq. After Christianity began, life started to change. I am telling you what I have
heard, although these things have not been written down. The stories that are told about
how our ancestors lived do not mention individual personalities. They are more about
the way of life people had.

You said he left his wife before he turned to Christianity. Did he get a child
from his wife and then leave her?
Nutaraq: I am not going to talk about anyone else. I am going to talk about my adopted
parents. Back then, the communities were smaller. People did not live together in one
large community. They were in smaller community pockets. When my father Killaapik
became old enough, he got a wife and had two children by her. He came to realize how
closely related he was to the woman who was his wife and he became uncomfortable
being married to her. Some of us are not fully aware of things right away. It is only
afterwards that we come to an understanding about things. That is the way it was with
him. He discovered he was too closely related to her. As a result he became
uncomfortable being married to her. Then he came across another woman whom he
wanted as a wife. He was not closely related to her, so he took her as a second wife. He
kept his son and daughter from his first wife with him.

Gisa: I thought my grandmother was adopted.
Nutaraq: Her father was Killaapik. The reason why she was considered adopted was
because the woman who raised her was not her mother. When he left his first wife, he
kept their children. When they were on their way to Pangniqtuuq with the whalers by
ship, his son went along with them. It was on route back to Mittimatalik by dogteam
that his son died.
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What was the term you used for whalers?
Nutaraq: We called the whalers unguujiaqtut. The term unguujiaqtuq comes from
unguuqtuq, to herd something. When they used this term for herding beluga, they called
it unguujiaqtuq. Beluga are more timid than narwhals. They could be herded.

Did your biological mother die because she was sick?
Nutaraq: Yes. My biological mother had started becoming sicker and sicker while she
was pregnant with me. Shortly after I was born, her health continued to deteriorate and
she died because of loss of blood. I was alive and there was no way of feeding me except
with qajuq, broth and meat that had been chewed for me. That is how my adopted
mother fed me. My adopted mother had no children of her own, but she was able to
raise adopted children.

Gisa: Your adopted mother was Martha Qumangaapik. Her father was
Uirngut. What was her mother’s name?
Nutaraq: She died while my mother was a young girl. Her name was Ataguttak.

Gisa: Was my maternal grandmother named after Qumangaapik’s mother?
Nutaraq: No. Your maternal grandmother’s older sister was named after her. Your
maternal grandmother and her sister were both named Ataguttak. Your maternal
grandmother was named after another Ataguttak. Uirngut and Ataguttak were Martha
Qumangaapik and Qiliqti’s parents. Their mother’s brother also had a daughter named
Ataguttak. Her brothers were Tuurngaq, Itjuarut and Qamaniq. These three were all
males. There were no other girls. They each had different mothers. One of them had
Akpaliapik as a mother. Those were my adopted mother’s uncles.

Gisa: Could you tell me more about my father’s family?
Nutaraq: They had Unaalik as a father. He lost his father when he was young.

Gisa: How is it that he had Annaviapik’s father as a brother?
Nutaraq: They were stepbrothers. Their mothers were sisters. These people came from
the Uqquq area in east Baffin. My adopted father Noah Killaapik’s father was Unaalik.
Unaalik lived in the Uqquq area a long time ago in the 1880s.
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Gisa: I thought there were three of them? My father, Makkik and a third
whose name I can’t remember.
Nutaraq: I think there was just my father and Makkik. From what I know they were
stepbrothers. Killaapik was the older of the two.

Gisa: How many wives did your father have?
Nutaraq: I have been told recently that young people today don’t understand about
losing a spouse to death anymore because they are always splitting up. I can’t talk about
this because I have never experienced this. But I can talk about losing a spouse to death
because I have experienced that.

Gisa: Did my maternal grandmother’s younger brother’s mother die?
Nutaraq: It was only later that this happened. Your grandmother’s brother’s mother’s
siblings were Uquuqualuk, Tattatuapik and one I can’t remember. Sometimes people
would lose a spouse shortly after they were married but some marriages lasted a very
long time. Sometimes because of a death, they would end up getting another spouse.
Your grandmother’s younger brother was Nicodemus Qumangaapik. His mother was
Sanguja. Sanguja was the third wife of Noah Killaapik. These are my adopted parents
and my siblings. Killaapik was married to Qumangaapik, his second wife, when they
adopted me. When she passed away, Killaapik remarried. Nutaraq, who I’m named
after, was married to Liitia, the mother of Liitia Qajaaq.

Gisa: Was my grandmother brought up with you?
Nutaraq: No, she was raised by a different Killaapik and his wife Ikkiraapik. Miqqusaaq
was my adopted brother. Miqqusaaq’s father was Qiliqti. Panikpak was his mother.
Ningiuq, Inuk, Qaumajuq, and Kunuk were his real siblings. Qumangaapik’s brother
was Qiliqti, and because of that they raised Miqqusaaq.
After Sanguja and Killaapik became a couple, Nicodemus Qumangaapik was born.
Ataguttak, your grandmother, and he were brother and sister. Nuvvija was my wife’s
name. She was called Piungittuq by her parents. Sarah Piungittuq was my wife.

We would like to ask about the places you travelled to. You said that you
and your family lived alone. Can you tell us where you would go hunting?
Nutaraq: I grew up close to Mittimatalik. We would go to a point of land and stay there
until late spring and then we would go back to Mittimatalik. My first memories of
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where we lived were at Igarjuaq outside Mittimatalik. My first recollection of caribou
hunting was at a place called Tuniit. We got numerous caribou and Arctic hare there. On
our return to Mittimatalik, we camped at Bylot Island. My angaju was on his way to get
a wife. We travelled to a place called Anaulirialik because that’s where his wife was
from. That was the furthest I remember travelling.
Another time I got to know other people while we travelled was when Mikinniqsaq
first went to Mittimatalik in 1939. His older brother was in Pangniqtuuq2. I think they
had arranged to meet each other at Kangiq&ugaapik by dogteam. That is another
recollection I have of distant travel when I was a child. We went down there with the
minister and his assistant, Sandy, who was from Kimmirut. Sandy was a lay minister.
When we got close to Kangiq&ugaapik, we separated. We were going to an area to hunt
seals for the return journey while the minister continued on to Kangiq&ugaapik to meet
his older brother.
When my father felt that we had enough meat, we started following after them and
rejoined them shortly after they had left on their return journey. We told them where we
had cached the meat for the dogs for the return journey, and then continued to hunt for
provisions. Jimikuluk was the store manager at Kangiq&ugaapik. A number of people
know who he is because he has children there and in other places. Those I say are his
children are Geela’s grandmother Utuvak from Kangiq&ugaapik, and Jimmy Makpa
and Eunice Aariak from Mittimatalik. I remember him as the qallunaaq who lived in
Kangiq&ugaapik. We were given tea and fuel for our stove as provisions for our return
journey. There were hardly any people there then.
I remember meeting people while we were on our way back. I don’t remember
much else about the return journey. The next thing I remember we were back in
Mittimatalik. We continued to travel from there.
When we are children, we are not always happy about what we are going to eat.
That is how I was. In the morning, the minister would make breakfast. One morning, I
was rather grumpy and I did not want the food that had been given to me. The door was
opened, and the food was given to the dog. I cried but the food was already gone. Even
though I was hungry and had not eaten, we travelled throughout the day. When we
stopped I was no longer grumpy. I was happier and I ate. I learned my lesson from that.
If I did not want my food, it would be given to the dogs.
Another lesson I learned was how to operate a dogteam on my own. This was after
Mikinniksaq had long since gone. There was another minister after him who was not as
agile as he was. There are some qallunaat who are not very agile. I was travelling with
him one February. I was an adult by then. We were trying to go between hills in a valley.
We crossed by land, then down onto the ice and hunted seals where there were some
people living. From there we continued on to Kangiq&ugaapik. We were there for a
whole week. We were told that there were people at Niaqunnak. Since the minister
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wanted to go there, we left for that place which was close to where I was born. We
stopped the team where I was born, and I unravelled the dog traces. Then we travelled
further inland. We camped for the night and then continued to travel. I am not sure why,
but we went through some islands. We had a guide from Kangiq&ugaapik. He was a
helper with the Hudson’s Bay Company. He was a little old man that I called
Pualunnguaq; other people called him Paulusi Arnaquq. He had never travelled in this
area. We camped for the night between the islands in a placed called Uttunngujaaq. We
crossed over land and went down on the ice at Niaqunnak, because we had been
travelling on the wrong route.
We had parted company with our fellow travellers. They had been following the
correct route. We stopped and had tea and repaired our qamutiik runners. Because they
did not show up, we headed more inland. The moon was full and the wind had abated.
We continued to travel and arrived at a place where people were living. By the time we
got there, our fellow travellers had already arrived because they had taken the correct
route. That was another time that I travelled quite a distance. From there we began our
return. We camped twice. Because it was so cold, our runners were not that slippery. We
stayed at Kangiq&ugaapik for another week. Tigullagaq’s children, Abraham and his
brothers and sisters, were quite young then. We returned to Mittimatalik with them. The
next year, I made the trip again but this time it was only to Kangiq&ugaapik because
there were no longer people living at Niaqunnak, although there were Americans at
Pinnguarvik. I have passed by all these places.

Was this by dogteam?
Nutaraq: When I was living in Sanniruq, someone came to tell me about the trip.
Although I did not mind going to Kangiq&ugaapik, I never wanted to go to Iglulik
because in my mind it seemed so far. Someone came and told me that they were going
to Tununirusiq. I had a lot of seals that we had caught during the winter in a shack. My
wife’s parents were in Mittimatalik, but she did not want to go there because we had
enough meat. I left her there and went with the people who were going to Tununirusiq.
On the day we left, the wind was very strong so we turned back. The next day after the
wind abated, we prepared to leave again. We camped close by because we had not left
early enough. There were people living at Nalluat so we camped there. We spent a
Sunday there as well. When we left, we travelled on the ice along the shoreline. There
were also people living there, so that’s where we camped. We would opt to camp where
there were people so we could pray with them. We camped there overnight and then
headed for Ikpiarjuk. From there we crossed by land and travelled to the community,
where there were qallunaat.
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The minister had radioed ahead to the Hudson’s Bay manager that he wanted to
have seal meat for his dogs. There were twelve seals there. We ate at the Hudson’s Bay
manager’s house. We were told not to go to Iglulik because there was sickness there. It
turned out that they had been planning to go to Iglulik all along without telling me.
When I found out that they had radioed from Iqaluit that there was sickness, I was
relieved that I did not have to go to Iglulik. I never wanted to go there by dogteam. I
was young then.
On the return journey we travelled more over land. We had heard that there were
some people who were hungry, and so we changed our route to go to them. We went
close to Imilik. The snow was quite deep when we left. Then we went to the people who
were hungry, but by the time we got there they were catching seals again. They were
living at Kuugarjuaq. We did not spend the night there, but we prayed with them. We
arrived there early in the day. I had all our dog food with us. In my mind I thought that
because Mittimatalik was very close and we did not need all this dog food, we should
have left some behind for those people. The minister only gave them blubber when we
had all this seal meat with us and were on the return leg of our journey.
When we got to the ice at Tuqqajaat – we call this inlet Tasiujaq, and the land
around it Tuqqajaat – we were travelling through deep snow and the going was difficult.
We camped at a little island there. Then, finally, we arrived at Mittimatalik. My dogs
were quite tired. My in-laws were at Igarjuaq. You cannot see Igarjuaq because of a hill,
even though it is close to Mittimatalik. I wanted to leave my dogs with my wife’s
brother and take his team instead. I told him to harness his dogs. He was to have my
team until they were well rested. I started using his team instead. Because his dogs were
fresh, the team seemed very fast. My brother-in-law did not arrive at Igarjuaq for quite
a while. What had happened was that my dogs had started for home on their own, as
soon as they were rested. My brother-in-law had to go after them so he could come to
us. I have travelled this area back and forth more than once. I have travelled to
Kangiq&ugaapik about three times.

Who were you with on that trip?
Nutaraq: I was travelling with Noah Nasuk who became the minister in Iglulik, and the
minister we had in Mittimatalik. There were just the three of us. We were on our way to
Tununirusiq. I had not been told that the original plan was to go to Iglulik, probably
because they knew of my reluctance to go there. I had already told them that if they
went to Iglulik I would not go along. In my mind Iglulik was too far away. Perhaps
because of that, they did not tell me. I realized this only when we arrived in Tununirusiq
and were told we could not go to Iglulik because of the sickness. I was quite happy
when I found this out.
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When you were talking about Sandy, was it Sandy Akavak?
Nutaraq: I don’t know his other name. His wife was Mary and they had an older
woman named Mialisa with them. Sandy’s wife Mary is Elisapi Davidee’s mother. They
had a daughter Pitsiulaq, who was my age.

Hannah: I am named Igalaaq after Sandy’s daughter.
Nutaraq: She was just a baby in her amauti back then.

Hannah: Was this a long time before my mother was born?
Nutaraq: Sandy’s family were in Mittimatalik. When the minister came up, a lay
minister always assisted him. They have different coloured stoles. Blue was worn by the
lay minister, and red was worn by the minister.

Footnotes
1

After the visit of Bishop Anderson, known as Ajuqiqsuijikallak, in 1928, the first
missionaries arrived on board the Nascopie in 1929. Mikinniqsaq (J.H. Turner) and Anginiqsaq
(H. Duncan) were in charge of the Anglican mission, whereas Itani (E. Bazin) and Iggalik
(P. Girard) opened a Catholic mission.

2

A. Turner was known as Quinijuq.
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Chapter
Heading3
Travelling in Alarnaarjuk,
the Melville Peninsula
Dogteams
Did you have a dogteam?
Agiaq: Yes, I had my own dogteam, but I never went very far.

Was this when you were a boy?
Agiaq: I was in my late teens then. Whenever it would start getting dark, I would be
afraid of getting lost.

How many dogs did you have?
Agiaq: I think there were around six or seven of them. Sometimes there would be only
five. I started out with only a few dogs when I was still a boy.

When you started having your own dogteam, did you have more dogs?
Agiaq: Yes. When I had my own team, I had more than ten dogs. Sometimes I would
even have twelve or thirteen of them. I always had less than twenty. Usually I had
between twelve and fourteen dogs.

What is the term to use when you are trying to make the dogs turn?
Agiaq: I would be able to make them turn. I would have a whip. My whip was made
from whale hide.

Did they have different ways of commanding their dogs? Did the dogs
know what to do?
Agiaq: You could tell from the dogs’ ears that they were listening to your voice. If I
wanted the dogs to turn to the right, I would crack my whip on their left side.

What sounds would you make?
Agiaq: Uuk, uuk is what we would say when we wanted them to turn right.
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And if you wanted to go left?
Agiaq: I would go auk, auk, and they would start turning right away. Auk, auk, to turn
them left, and uuk, uuk, to turn them right. When you continuously feed your dogs, they
listen to you well. Even if you were going through a rough area, they would have no
problem pulling the sled.

What part of the whale was your whip made from?
Agiaq: The best part of the whale skin to make whips from is the side. You would let the
skin age. You would take the top layer of the skin off and make it into a whip. Then you
would wring the moisture out and let it dry. Afterwards, this would be added to the tip
of the whip at the narrow part.

Was this sewn on?
Agiaq: You would singiqsijuq, wring it out and make sure it was taut.

When you had dogs, did you practise with them first?
Agiaq: I started training them when they were still pups, and continued to train them
as they became older.

If your dogs were well fed, how often did you feed them?
Agiaq: If you fed them daily, they became more reluctant to pull when they got older.

Were there different uses for dogs? For instance, were some dogs used for
walrus hunting, some dogs used for finding agluit, and others for speed?
Agiaq: Yes. There were some with longer legs, some with longer fur. People would have
different dogs. Each team was different. My dogs tended to have longer legs and shorter
fur and they were a bit fierce. They were more akin to wolves. They were different in
appearance from my father’s dogs. I used my father’s dogs when I first started having
a team.

Can you tell us the difference between dogs with longer fur and dogs with
longer legs?
Agiaq: Dogs with longer legs tended to be faster. They also had larger feet. Dogs varied
in appearance.
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Can you tell us the characteristics of dogs with longer fur?
Agiaq: They had shorter legs. Their tails were bushier and their feet were smaller. They
tended not to be as fast.

How did you get your dogs ready when you were preparing to
go hunting?
Agiaq: When I was going to harness them, I would put their harnesses and traces on the
ground, and they would lie down and wait. My first set of dogs was not like that, but
the dogs that I trained later would know what to do.

Would they know where you were going to hunt?
Agiaq: Yes. They knew what areas I would go to, and what places I would stop at. They
were happy when the snow was uneven after a snowfall. If I fell off the sled, they would
continue to keep going until they reached the place I would usually stop at. I knew they
would stop, so I would just continue to follow. They got to know me, and they got to
know what my wishes were. They knew that if they did not listen, that I might hit them
once or say kusik and they would not disobey again.

Did you have to hit them to make them listen to you?
Agiaq: If you just yelled at them, and shouted at them constantly, they would not listen
to you.

What did you do to let them know what you wanted them to do?
Agiaq: The first time I would hit them sharply. The next time they tried to disobey
I would say kusik. After that they would know what you did not want them to do.

When are dogs made to wear kamiik?
Agiaq: In the spring, after the water had drained off the ice, the pads on the dogs’ paws
would become raw. If you needed to use them after the sun went down, the top layer of
ice would be frozen, and the dogs’ pads would get cut on this fresh ice, so you had to
make kamiik for them. If you stopped for the night, you had to remove the kamiik;
otherwise their feet would swell up. You had to look after them even after you were on
land, and you were tired and sleepy. You still had to look after their kamiit. You had to
remove every single one of them and hang them up to dry out. When you were
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preparing to go, you put the kamiit on again. You put holes in the skin so the two front
nails would poke through. You would put the kamik over the paw. There was a string
attached and you tied it above the ankle.

What would happen if the claws didn’t poke through?
Agiaq: They would tend to slip off because there would not be anything to hold the
kamiik in place.

Did you have to fit every single one of them?
Agiaq: Yes. The top part was shorter than the bottom part. The bottom part is the part
that had the string attached to it.

Do you remember when you first started using a dogteam?
Agiaq: It was a long, long time ago. My first dogteam was made up of dogs that my
father got for me from other places. They were not from his team. They never listened
to me. They did not know what to do at all. They would eat anything and everything
that they saw. They did not listen because they were already full-grown, and hadn’t
been trained to work as a team.

Did you have to train these dogs by yourself?
Agiaq: Yes. Afterwards, when I became more able to have a team, I started raising them
from pups. My second wife, Annie Kappianaq, knew a lot about dogs and helped me to
raise my dogteam.

You said your dogs wore kamiik. Why is it that they wore kamiik?
Agiaq: They attached them to the pads. The tips of their toes and their pads could be cut
when the water that was on top of the ice froze. It started cutting their paws, and they
started bleeding. They didn’t walk well afterwards.

Did your dogs have different uses; for instance, ones that you used for seal
hunting at the aglu?
Agiaq: When dogs are well trained, they are very useful to their owner. I used them
when I went out hunting. If I were caribou hunting on the land, I would bring them
along. Sometimes, when you were walking, you would suddenly come upon a caribou.
All I would have to say was, “Shh,” and they would lie down. Sometimes they would
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salivate looking at the caribou, but they would not chase after them. That’s an example
of well-trained dogs. They knew what they were not supposed to do. When I was
caribou hunting or seal hunting, and was ready to go home, the dogs would take me
there. In the summer, if I was hunting with them, and put meat on their backs, and
wanted them to go back to the tent, they would do so.
I had a number of people who came to me wanting well-trained dogs. One time a
member of the R.C.M.P. came and wanted one of my dogs because they were so welltrained. I told him he needed to train his own dogs. One time when I was out of town,
someone took two partly-grown dogs away because they wanted well-trained dogs, but
I said they had to be returned to their mother, and they were returned. I trained my dogs
so that they were able to follow me and do what I wanted. Afterwards, when my knee
joints became bad, I taught my wife how to use my dogteam. She learned to use them
well. When you train your dogs and you don’t just shout at them, they can become welltrained.

Was there ever a time when you ended up in a dangerous situation where
your dogs guarded you or assisted you?
Agiaq: I have not experienced any dangerous situations with my dogs, except for one
time when I was at a sarvaq, which we also call an aukkarniq, while I was seal hunting. I
was with my wife. A sarvaq is where it does not freeze because of the current. The
current went around in an eddy, and there was a piece of ice that had been sucked into
the vortex. We had travelled there with the dogs. Whenever you have well-fed dogs,
they are energetic. I looked back, and one of the sled runners was caught in a crack. I
told my wife not to move. The sled runner continued along the crack. The dogs
managed to get up on the solid ice just as the ice broke at the crack. That was a very
dangerous situation.
Another time I was in a dangerous situation during the spring run-off. The current
was very strong, and we were trying to cross a river. There was still some snow. When
a river is about to burst, the term for this is supijuq. I let the dogs know that we were in
a dangerous situation. I had to talk to my dogs harshly. My wife was holding on to me
with the qamutiik tie, the naqitaruti. We rushed across the river. The dogs made it, and
part of the qamutiik did as well. Then the river burst, and the qamutiik was pulled
sideways. Because I had talked to my dogs harshly, they knew that they were in a
situation where they had to pull hard. The dogs just managed to pull the sled up onto
the land.
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Was there anyone on the qamutiik?
Agiaq: There were only my wife, my son and I. Our son hung onto the naqitaruti
because he knew that that was what he was supposed to do when we were in a
dangerous situation.

Would he always know when to grab the naqitaruti?
Agiaq: Yes. If the dogs suddenly lurched or they made any noise, then he knew to grab
hold of the qamutiik tie.

Do you still have dogs?
Agiaq: I have only one dog. After I eat, it has the scraps. That is the only dog I have.

My grandparents had two dogs from their team that they kept for
a while. One of them died from old age. Is your dog one that had been
part of your team?
Agiaq: It is a male dog that wasn’t from my team. It is just merely tied to a chain. The
dogs that I had were not used to people; you had to watch them to make sure they did
not bite anybody. I am not trying to boast about my dogs; I am just telling you what we
went through.

Did you keep them on an island in the summer?
Agiaq: Yes, we kept them on an island called Inuksugalik. My brothers and I lived north
of Iglulik. That island has had a lot of inuksuit there from the time I remember. It was on
that little island that my wife died. My mother was buried on the other side close by. I
experienced great loss when my wife and my mother died. It still affects me when I
think of them.

Do you remember your dogs’ names?
Agiaq: I remember some of them. I remember Anginiqsaq, and Qiarngaqtuq, but I
cannot remember all of them.

Why did you call it Qiarngaqtuq?
Agiaq: Because the dog was all black, except for the tips of its forepaws, I called it that.
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Would you name your dogs based on their appearance?
Agiaq: That particular dog was completely black.

Did you ever name any of your dogs after a person?
Agiaq: No, I did not. I remember my mother naming one of her dogs after a person
though. She called the dog Panniuq. Panniuq is a Sallirmiut name. I was a child then,
and assumed it was just the dog’s name. Because she did not have any children to pass
along the name Panniuq to, she gave one of the dogs that name.

Did you have a dog that stood out? Did you have any dogs that were
named after other dogs?
Agiaq: No, I never named a dog after another dog. I would just give the dogs the names
I wanted them to have. Their names had to fit them, so it would be easy for me when I
was going to reprimand them.

What would be done to dogs if they bit a person?
Agiaq: They would be punished physically. If a dog was rabid, they would make sure
it did not bite anyone else.

What happened if they mauled someone?
Agiaq: There was one time I remember someone being mauled, but that person was
okay even though there were no nurses back then.

Was anything done to the dog?
Agiaq: The person who was bitten was my brother-in-law. He was bitten around his
ankle. The bite was so sharp that the fangs punctured his ankle.

What was done?
Agiaq: This dog was rabid. When dogs are rabid, they will bite anything that comes
close to them.

Was that dog killed? When dogs had to be killed, how would this be done?
Agiaq: Any dog that became rabid was always killed.
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Would they be shot?
Agiaq: Yes. There were rifles around even when I was a young man. Sometimes dogs
would fight amongst each other, or would gang up or maul someone.

If they mauled a child, would the dogs be killed?
Agiaq: If the child was all right, even though the child might be in pain from their
wounds, the dogs were not killed. Dogs that mauled a child were allowed to live so that
the child would recover. People believed that if the dogs were killed before the child had
a chance to recover, the child would die. If the person died from the wounds, then the
dogs would be killed. I have a grandchild who was mauled by my son’s dogs. That child
has scars on his head.

Were those dogs killed?
Agiaq: The dogs were not killed until the wounds had healed.

What characteristics did dogs have after they had mauled someone?
Agiaq: Dogs that have mauled someone will look like they want to do it again, even
though you scold them. They might not seem fierce. Even though some dogs are not
fierce, they will occasionally attack someone. That is why we were not to keep our dogs
tied up. They should not just be left idle. A dog that is not fierce might attack someone,
and a fierce dog might never attack anyone. My grandchild that was attacked lives with
us. That child had a lot of scars on his head.

If that child had not had stitches, might he have died?
Agiaq: His head was not stitched. When the scalp was ripped, it was pressed back into
place and it healed.

Was the head only bandaged?
Agiaq: Yes. The head healed without any stitches once the skin was pressed back into
place. Some wounds heal without any problem while other wounds become infected.

Did they kill dogs to use their fur?
Agiaq: Yes, even today the fur is used.
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What was the fur used for?
Agiaq: We used it for kamikpait, which are socks that were worn between the inner socks
and the kamiik. They went up to your knee, with the fur worn to the outside. The feet
were made of caribou.

Were they warm?
Agiaq: Yes, they were very warm.

Were they used to go out hunting?
Agiaq: Yes, they were used when we went hunting. When we went down to the floe
edge, we would wear sealskin slippers on top of them. Even though the ice would freeze
on them, you could beat the ice off immediately.

Did people raise dogs for fur?
Agiaq: If a dog was healthy when it died, then they would use the fur. If the dog was
not healthy, even if the fur looked nice, they would not touch it because they did not
want their hands to get infected.

I have heard that when people got sick, dogs were sometimes killed to
prevent people from dying. Have you ever heard that?
Agiaq: I have never seen that personally, but maybe they did that in the days
of angakkuit.

Because you did not live with other people, your dogs tended not to get
sick. Were they calm because they did not have other dogs around?
Agiaq: Yes. We made sure that they were well-fed. When we started living on our own,
there were the three of us who went hunting. Our brother-in-law was the fourth male.
We made sure that our dogs would eat. I was not capable of being entirely on my own.
Because it was just our family, and we were not among other people, it was easier to
feed them.

Did some dogs eat their own puppies?
Agiaq: I have never known of a dog to eat her puppies.
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Have you ever heard of puppies freezing and being eaten by their mothers?
Agiaq: No, I have never heard that.

During periods of hunger when people were short of food and there was
not much food for the dogs, did the dogs become fierce?
Agiaq: No, they would not become fierce. When we were living in the Aivilik area
around Naujaat, we went to visit some people who were hungry and had no food. They
would go seal hunting at the agluit and at the floe edge, but they could not catch
anything. Some of their dogs starved. There was only one team of dogs left. When we
arrived there, there was one set of dogs that had started eating another dog.

Were they eating other dogs?
Agiaq: The dog was still alive when the other dogs started chewing away at it. The dog
died as a result of being attacked. The dogs were not attacking people. All the dogs were
hungry. One person’s dogs started eating the other dog.

Was it because the other dog was too weak from hunger?
Agiaq: Yes. Because that dog was so weak that it could not stand anymore, the other
dogs started attacking it. That was the only time I saw that.

Were the people so hungry that they had to eat their dogs?
Agiaq: No, we did not see them eating dogs. My father and I went hunting and got food
for them. We got a bear for them and some seals.

They must have been very happy. Would the bear meat have lasted for a
long time?
Agiaq: Yes. At first when we were with them, I too was hungry. We were gone
overnight. When we got the bear, we ate first and then we brought the meat back to
them. Then we moved to another place. After we gave them the food, they were able to
start hunting on their own again.

Did your dogs sometimes become sick? Is the term for that qimmiijaqtuq?
Agiaq: Yes. Some dogs would die off, but not all of them would. Each team would lose
a few. The pile of dead dogs would become quite high. They were brought to the ice so
that when the ice went out, they would be taken away.
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Why did they do this?
Agiaq: When the dogs became sick, they didn’t want them to rot on the shore.

Do you know what kind of sickness the dogs had?
Agiaq: It was niaqunngujuq. They would lose their strength. Some would even have a
cold and cough like a person. A lot of them would hang their heads and would shake
them. My brothers and I ended up having only five dogs left from a large dogteam. The
sixth dog had a cough but it recovered. I used it in my team throughout the winter.

How many dogs did you have before they died?
Agiaq: I think we had about twenty of them. It is easy to catch walrus in Iglulik. Even
though we only had six dogs, we could easily feed them because there were seals north
of Iglulik, in Fury and Hecla Straits at a place called Aukkarnirjuaq. That sound never
freezes. There are three areas that do not freeze; Aukkarniqjuaq has the strongest current
in the winter. My brothers and I continued to hunt there. Our children became teenagers
while we were there.

Sometimes foxes become rabid. What happens when an animal becomes
rabid, whether it is a fox or a dog?
Agiaq: We came upon a fox one time. We were out caribou hunting and sleeping in a
tent. This fox came by and tried to enter but we had closed the entrance tightly. My
brother, Ijituuq and I went caribou hunting on foot. Our dogs had packs and this fox
followed our tracks. The fox started trying to attack the dogs. My brother-in-law had his
rifle pointed at the fox, but the fox was running around and around my brother-in-law
with its mouth open. It was foaming at the mouth. When he put the rifle barrel in the
fox’s mouth, he pulled the trigger and shot its head off. That was the only animal that I
ever came upon that seemed dangerous. It was trying to bite anyone and anything.

Have you ever heard of a dog that mated with a wolf?
Agiaq: I have never heard of that. I have never killed a wolf because I felt if I was not
going to eat it, why kill it?

Do people ever eat wolves?
Agiaq: Yes. They say that they taste like tuurngait. That is what I have heard from elders.
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Did people eat tuurngait?
Agiaq: No, but the taste of a wolf is different from the taste of any other animal.
Sometimes our dogs would be spooked if they smelled wolves. Tuurnginngujuq means
being spooked by a tuurngaq. When the dogs are aware of tuurngait close by, they
are spooked.

How would you know if there were wolves close by?
Agiaq: The dogs would start huffing. I was always scared of wolves when they were in
a pack close by. My dogs would be spooked. I would try to finish whatever I was doing
quickly. My dogs would be on the lookout. My home would seem so far away at dusk.
Because the wolves were not aware of our presence, they would not follow us. I would
finish loading my qamutiik, and as soon as I let my dogs know it was time to go, they
started to run and kept running until they were tired because they were spooked.

Have you seen wolves in a pack?
Agiaq: I have never seen them, but I have heard them. On a clear day during the winter,
you can hear them howling. They do not howl exactly like a dog does, but you can hear
them. I have never had to eat a wolf. People who were without any other food to eat, ate
wolf. During a time of hunger, the wolves too were hungry. They were killed by people
and eaten.

Dogs were not kept inside the iglu, were they? Did you ever keep a dog
inside the house as a pet?
Agiaq: No, I never did that at all. I lost my dogs once. I had to spend the night on
an aulajuq. My dogs had chased another dog that was in heat and I was left with only
one dog.

What is an aulajuq?
Agiaq: Aulajuit are ice pans along the floe edge that have broken off. In the Iglulik area
we go walrus hunting on moving ice pans. I was left with only one dog. It was the dog
at the end with the shortest trace, the iqquq&iqpaaq. As my older brother had a pregnant
dog, I raised the puppies. There were more than ten of them, so I ended up with a team.
I continued to train them, and by the time the ice formed they were able to pull. That
time I had to work really hard at having a team, after losing my dogs on moving ice.
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When you would travel by dogteam and had to camp for the night, did you
continue to travel the next day to where you wanted to go, or did you
follow the animals?
Agiaq: We never actually followed the animals. We would travel to where we thought
we would find the most game, either down to the floe edge, or on the ice when they
were basking.

What type of skins did you use for clothing in the winter?
Agiaq: Those of us who are older wore nothing but caribou skins, unless we were going
to spend time down at the floe edge. Then we would wear sealskin clothing.

How long would you camp in one place before you moved on?
Agiaq: If the weather was good, we would be out hunting for some time. When the
weather was bad, we would either stay put and then move on, or we would head
directly home.

Would you be told not to remain in one place too long because after a
while the land becomes “warm,” and you become prone to sickness from it
if you continue to stay there too long?
Agiaq: Yes. We live on an island. There is another island just north of it called Avvajja
that we left behind to “cool.” People went back to it for a while, and then it was left
behind to “cool” again. It was never returned to because by then most of the people who
lived there had died. There are only a few of us still alive today who lived there.
We were brought together and given housing by the government and we have stayed in
one place since. We do leave for a while in the spring, but we keep returning to the same
housing.

When you were going to move elsewhere, would you leave behind any of
your possessions? Would you leave meat behind after caching it, and plan
to return for it?
Agiaq: If we were not going to be gone that long, yes. For instance, if we were inland on
foot caribou hunting, then we left our things behind. We would return for them in the
fall after the lakes froze and there was some snow on the ground. At that time of year
our kamiit would also freeze.
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Why was that?
Agiaq: We would travel back to the coast in the fall because there was not a lot of
caribou. By that time things would start to freeze; our kamiit would become wet with
snow, and even though we tried to keep them covered by putting them under our heads
as pillows, if any part of them had been sticking out, that part would still be frozen
when we put them on.

Even if they were frozen, you had to put them on?
Agiaq: Yes, we had no choice but to put them on. They would thaw out once we were
wearing them.

Did you chew them before you put them on?
Agiaq: We would only chew them after they had been put up to dry.

Did you find it better when you did not stay in one place for too long?
Agiaq: I suspect that one reason people get cancer now is from staying in one place that
has got too “warm” for too long. I don’t know, I am just voicing my thoughts.

Back then, you would not leave garbage lying around on the land.
Nowadays, we have piles of garbage that are never removed. Were you
told not to leave garbage behind?
Agiaq: We would be told not to leave anything behind. The dogs also helped in keeping
the amount of garbage down. They would gobble up whatever was thrown out, such as
scraps of dried skin when kamiit were being made. They ate everything. Even my faeces
would get eaten.

What would eat your faeces?
Agiaq: The dogs. Although they were not hungry, some dogs really wanted to eat
excrement.

When you were out on the dogteam, did some of the dogs have to be kept at
bay if someone was defecating?
Agiaq: Yes. Although they did not eat each other’s excrement, they would really want
to eat human faeces. Not all of them were like that, but some of them really liked it.
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I didn’t like dogs that took a long time to defecate. You would try to avoid running over
the excrement with the qamutiik runners, but if you did run over it, it would stick and
cause the sled to drag, as it would freeze on the runner right away.

Would you have to scrape it off?
Agiaq: Yes. I never liked it when a dog seemed to take a long time to defecate. It would
be walking along, so as not to get dragged, but it would still be squatting, so I would
run up and give it a sharp crack with my whip. That would make it defecate very
quickly.

When you were travelling by dogteam, were you able to hear things
clearly? When one is travelling by snow machine, it is very loud.
Agiaq: We would listen for the sound of dogs, especially in the evening when it was
time for the hunters to arrive. We would start going out to listen for them and we would
start hearing sounds before they were even visible. When it was time for the teams that
had gone trading to come back, we would go out more often to listen for them.

Was that because you were able to hear the dogs?
Agiaq: Yes. In the winter when the snow is frozen, you can even here the sound of the
qamutiik runners when there is no wind. When the snow is echoing, you can hear sounds
from a great distance away.

Although you were able to hear them, you couldn’t see them because they
were still a long distance away?
Agiaq: We would hear them, but it would be quite a long while before we were able to
see them, so we would go in and out of the iglu frequently. We must have made the iglu
cold from opening the door so often.

Where were the dogteams that passed by going to? Were they out hunting
or were they on their way home?
Agiaq: People would occasionally pass by on their way home. In those days we lived in
separate places. Some would pass by while they were out checking their trap line, or out
polar bear hunting, or seal hunting. They travelled because game was all that they had
to subsist on.
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Would they come by to inquire if the area you were living in had an
abundance of game?
Agiaq: Some men would find out that someone had been successful in a certain area,
but would go there and not find anything.

Snow and clouds
Can you tell us about the different types of snow?
Agiaq: I have experienced a lot of different types of snow.

Can you tell us which is the best snow for making an iglu? What are the
different types of snow you have experienced?
Agiaq: I think I can tell you a bit about snow. In the fall when the snow has freshly
fallen, you can make an iglu by packing the snow hard. You have to pack it hard first
because it is so powdery. You go to a place where there is a patch of snow and you step
on it to harden it, to pack it. After a while you are able to cut it and take it and use it to
make blocks. While you are out hunting you can also make a qarmaq out of it.

Back then, do you think there was more or less snow than today?
Agiaq: When there was not much snow, we used an unaaq, a harpoon, to find the best
areas for snow to build an iglu. Some people would have an antler they would use to
find good snow. The snow that was considered to be good was snow that fell all at once.
It was the same density all the way through. Sometimes you would have different layers
of snow. Snow that was packed hard was always going to have wind go through it, so
it was not very good. Whenever you had heat, it also melted quickly.

If you pack it hard with your feet, is it better?
Agiaq: Yes. As you are building the iglu and are placing the blocks in layers, it will settle.
It becomes more firm and it does not allow the wind in at all.

When you are walking, can you tell different types of snow from the sound
the snow makes? Do different types of snow have different names?
Agiaq: After it snowed, if the top was hard and it was soft inside and you were able to
break through it when you were walking, it was called imikkalaaktuq.
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What do you call the snow that has just fallen on the ground?
Agiaq: Apilukpaq is snow that is hard to walk on because it moves aside when you step
on it.

What about snow that is on the sea ice?
Agiaq: We call it uqaluraq, because it is snow that is blowing from the north. I would call
a clump of snow that is long and narrow uqaluraq because part of it is protruding like a
tongue. A rounded drift of snow is called an uluangnaq, or a naannguaq. The lee of the
drift is flat and hollow. It is called an uluangnaq or naannguaq because it looks like a
cheek or stomach.

When you were a child, did you practise making igluit or make tunnels?
Agiaq: We would go to a snowdrift and make a tunnel, a najuaktutuk. We would either
use our hands or we would use a shovel.
Nutaraq: More than once I would make a hollow in a snowdrift during a blizzard
because it would be too hard to build an iglu. We would just make a tunnel. It was called
a najuaktutuk. If you were out and you could not build an iglu, and you came upon a
snowdrift that was not going to get more snow, that was what you would use. You
needed to remember never to make a tunnel on top of a hill, because it could get covered
over, and you could suffocate and be unable to get out.

Was it possible to know what areas were dangerous to sleep at, just by
appearance?
Nutaraq: Yes. When we began to learn about hunting, we would be told about what was
dangerous, and where we should not make an iglu. We would be told to make an iglu
where a snowdrift would not form.
Agiaq: We would be told about dangers beforehand. We were told never to build an iglu
on the side of a hill. We were told to build them where snow wouldn’t collect.

Would you know what areas might have an avalanche?
Agiaq: You would know that there were hills that seemed to have overhanging snow.
You would be told never to drive your dogteam close by, as the snow you were
travelling on could cause the snow to vibrate, and you could cause an avalanche.
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What is the overhang called?
Agiaq: It is called an aluiqqaniq. If you were travelling nearby, the vibrations could cause
the overhang to fall. When I was old enough to be aware of things, I remember there
were two young people who had camped for the night too close to an aluiqqaniq who
were buried in their iglu.
Nutaraq: I remember another family that was buried by an avalanche at Tujjaat.
Agiaq: An avalanche can be quite dangerous. In an area where there is an overhang, the
snow beneath the overhang may be hard on top but soft underneath.

Can you tell us more about snow?
Agiaq: Nataqqurnait, hail stones, would sometimes be as big as your thumb. They say
that further south they can be even bigger. Around here they are tiny and little, and they
hurt when they hit your skin. If you are travelling, you have to find a shelter and stop
for a while, because nataqqurnait are very hard. You should not travel when there is this
kind of snow. Some are so hard they seem like little pieces of glass. They don’t melt
easily either.

Are there different kinds of falling snow?
Nutaraq: There are different kinds of snow. There are some that look like stars. We call
those ulluriannguat.
Agiaq to Nutaraq: What do you call the big soft qaniutit?
Nutaraq: The larger flakes of snow are called angijuutit. We have already talked about
nataqqurnait. We have the same name for this. Another type of snowflake is very soft and
falls slowly. When it touches you, it seems to tickle.
Agiaq: We call those ungilangnait, because when they touch you it tickles.

What do you call the small round snow that we see in the springtime when
we go fishing?
Agiaq: It is called ijaruvaujait because it looks like eyeballs.
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Is the snow in the fall different from the snow in the spring?
Agiaq: In the spring when the snow is falling, it seems red, and in the fall the snow
seems more white.

Is this because it is melting?
Agiaq: When it falls on old snow, it seems more reddish or pinkish.
Nutaraq: Although it is all snow, it has different characteristics.
Agiaq: When you wanted to build an iglu, you would search for snow. If there had been
a lot of wind blowing in the fall, you would find a lot of plants embedded in it, even
though the snow was good. In the spring, you could end up with snow-blindness, and
this could be dangerous.

Is the snow that falls on the land different from the snow that falls on
the ice?
Agiaq: Yes. When the sea ice is newly formed, the snow that falls on the ice becomes
soggy. Damp snow that falls in the winter makes the ice at the floe ice mushy, and this
could be dangerous.

When you were going out hunting, how did you know what the weather
was going to be like?
Agiaq: I would look at the sky above, so I would know if the wind was going to blow
from the east, north or west. The west wind that you call pingangnaq, we call akinnaq. I
would seem to know what the weather would be like most of the time, but not always.
You always looked at the higher clouds to see when the weather was going to clear.
Even before the wind and the snow started to blow from the south, you could see clouds
forming in the north.

Did you watch the clouds to predict the weather?
Agiaq: Yes. You used the top layer of the clouds, the ones that are above you when you
are travelling on a plane.
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Why is it that some snow looks yellow?
Agiaq: Just like there is pinkish snow, the clouds are different. Therefore the snow that
falls out of them is different. There is even snow that falls out of them that looks like
little qajait.

Were clouds really important to help you predict the weather?
Nutaraq: Those of us who travelled by dogteam really depended on the clouds to know
what was ahead. Even though they were not always dependable, you would check the
clouds to see what it was going to be like. Even as elders, we have the habit of looking
upwards, towards the clouds. It is not always that way, but you have an idea based on
the clouds what the weather will be like the day after, or in the near future because cloud
formations are different. You can tell that clouds that are long and layered tend to come
closer and closer. Other clouds that appear seem smooth and dark.
Agiaq: The dark clouds are considered dangerous. They are called ugjuujait because
they are dark and grey. They are dangerous because they always have wind that comes
after them.

The clouds that I like are the big fluffy ones. They seem so fluffy you could
lie on them.
Agiaq: Those are called ikuliat.
Nutaraq: Even when they are far away, they seem so full you want to lie on them.
Agiaq: When you see those clouds you can relax and rest a while. I call them ikuliaraluit,
the same thing my father called them.
Nutaraq: Whenever those clouds are present, the wind does not blow as much.

Is the snow different now than it was before?
Agiaq: The snow is never the same. Sometimes there is pukaq, powdery snow; there is
also snow that is hard. There is snow that has fallen in layers. When you are trying to
find a place to make an iglu, you can tell if the snow was formed at the same time or not.
When you come to an area where the snow was formed at the same time, it makes a
good iglu. The wind doesn’t wear it away and it is warm.
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Encounters with non-human beings in Alarnaarjuk, the Melville Peninsula
I would like to know whether you think ijirait exist or not?
Agiaq: I don’t think they are ever going to die out.

What are they like?
Agiaq: The ones closer to shore are as big as humans. The ones that live more inland are
larger. This is what I have heard. If you haven’t heard about them and you encounter
them, they can be very scary.

Are they human-like in appearance?
Agiaq: I have heard that they have a snout like a caribou. I cannot really explain much
to you; I can only tell you a bit about them. If there was an ijiraq close by, I would not be
able to feel the ground much. My feelings would be numbed because I was in fear.

Do they help people?
Agiaq: They are not evil, and therefore they are able to help. They could be scary, or they
could be helpful. Qajaaksaqtuq is when the ice is thin and the waves make the ice ripple.
An ijiraq is able to make the land ripple.

Are their eyes like ours?
Agiaq: Yes, they have human-like eyes. It is their nose that looks like a caribou snout.
When they smell a human, their nostrils will makkuktaqtuq, flare up. I cannot talk against
them. I am not really able to make you visualize them.

Have you heard of anybody who had an ijiraq as a spouse?
Agiaq: I have heard of that, but I have not really known anyone who did this. When you
have a tent, you have rocks that hold the ropes down. I have experienced three ijirait
playing among the ropes. I am not really able to explain what they looked like to you.
They looked like three separate plumes of smoke.

Can you tell us about what you experienced?
Agiaq: I saw three of them as they were playing on the rocks. Another time, I saw those
same three in the form of caribou. They were three different sizes. I wanted to catch
them, but they would move further away. I got lost for three days because of them. I was
lost for three days and three nights. It was very scary, even though I did not see them in
their true form. I had left my dogs behind, even though I wanted to get home.
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Another time when one appeared, I did not sleep all night, and it seemed that my
joints were not touching each other. I felt numb. I did not know whether it was going to
help me or hurt me. The term sirliqijuq means experiencing deep-rooted emotion. At that
time I had this fear because I thought that my wife was going to be taken away from me,
and I was not able to awaken her. She was alone with me. I did not sleep at all that night,
and come daytime it was like there was cloth or caribou skin in between my joints. I did
not see the ijiraq, but I felt it. There were three times that I seem to have experienced
ijirait, though I never saw them in their true form.

How did you know they were ijirait?
Agiaq: I did not really know, but I suspected. One time when I saw them, they looked
like narrow plumes of smoke. They seemed fog-like but it was not fog. I am trying to tell
the truth about what I saw when they were close by.

Your joints didn’t seem to be touching each other?
Agiaq: I was able to move my joints but they seemed to have something soft in
between them.

Do you know if ijirait have the ability to talk?
Agiaq: I have never experienced that. My younger brother has actually seen them. He
went through similar experiences shortly after I did. He said that when they are from
inland they are big, and even when they are very far away you can see them. When they
are running, the land can ripple. He saw two of them. When they were getting close, he
went to get his rifle, and then they disappeared. I am telling you what he told me. This
happened when he was on the mainland of Melville Peninsula, not on the coast.

Do you know if they were seen more often on the mainland of Melville
Peninsula?
Agiaq: Yes. They were also seen on the mainland of Baffin Island. They had little
humans as helpers.

Are they the same as inurajait?
Agiaq: No, they are not the same as inurajait at all. In my mind, inurajait can make
themselves invisible or they can appear to people. They tend to live more along
the coast.
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Is their appearance more human-like?
Agiaq: I have never seen an inurajaq. It is only the ijirait that I suspect
I have experienced, although I did not see them in their true form. They had a
smoke-like appearance.

Why are they called ijirait?
Agiaq: Because you cannot see them; because they can be invisible.

Is it because you can feel their presence, but you cannot see them?
Agiaq: Yes. When I experienced them, that is how it seemed. I had a feeling that it was
them. There are other people who have seen them. Those same three also attempted to
take me to an island from the mainland, but I can’t say that I have actually seen them.

Did those ijirait make any sounds?
Agiaq: They didn’t make any sound at all. You could see them in between the ropes of
the tent. I think it was because they didn’t attempt to scare me that I was not scared. I
just watched them, and I talked to my wife about them. The ijirait stayed close by. I think
those three had been childhood playmates of my wife. My wife knew them and had
been taken inland by them. If it had been only me, I would have ended up without a
wife, but because my father was there this didn’t happen. The old woman Qaataniq told
me that her father had taken my wife back from the ijirait.

She was taken away? The ijirait tried to take your wife?
Agiaq: Yes, they had actually taken her home. She had large bruises on her thighs and
on her upper arms.

Did this happen while she was sleeping?
Agiaq: The bruises appeared as two thumb and eight finger prints. The ijirait can hold
you down as though you were a child. Even if I was screaming and kicking, I could be
held as though I were a child.

Your wife was taken away?
Agiaq: Yes. Down further inland from Sanirajak at a place where I would go hunting, I
spent the day chasing after a full-grown bull caribou but I was never able to get close to
it. It was only after I got really close, that I was able to shoot it. It turned out that even
though I had been following that caribou all day, I had not gone far at all. It was during
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that time that my wife was again taken away by the ijirait. I started chasing the caribou
at seven in the morning and spent the whole day chasing it. Even though I finally killed
it in the evening, I had spent the whole day chasing it. When I returned home, I did not
see my wife so I started searching for her. I ran up to a high point and I saw her. She had
my dogs with her. There was a caribou that appeared from her left that seemed lame.
Nothing had happened to that caribou. It hadn’t been wounded and its leg was not even
broken. It went in front of my wife, but because I had trained my dogs not to chase after
caribou, it just passed by them. When it came in front of me, I shot at it, but not well
enough to kill it. After it went into a lake, I was finally able to kill it. The sun was setting,
so I left that one behind to be carried ashore by the wind. Then I went to the caribou that
I had spent the day chasing. As it was nearby, I butchered it. Then my wife and I went
back to our tent. That was kamanaqtuq, out-of-the-ordinary.

Why do you think that caribou was lame?
Agiaq: I don’t know why it was lame. Maybe it was pretending to be lame to distract
my wife and make her forget. My wife was not able to talk about what happened to her
for a long time. She could not remember. It was only about three years later that she was
finally able to talk about this. Whether male or female, the ijirait can make a person
forget what has happened to them. It can be very scary if you don’t know anything
about them.

Did your wife tell you about what had happened to her?
Agiaq: She did not actually tell me. She started shouting and yelling about what she had
gone through. There are times when I feel the need to talk about this. Not often, but the
need comes upon me to talk about it because I experienced it. Therefore I know that
there are ijirait, even though I am Christian. If I said they didn’t exist, I know that I
would be lying.

Are they different from tarriassuit?
Agiaq: I am unable to talk about tarriassuit at all.

Are they different from inugarulligait?
Agiaq: I have heard of people that have seen them.
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Can you tell us about them?
Agiaq: I have heard that they are very small and that they are prone to want to fight.
Whether I was a man or a woman, if the inugarulligaq were to look at me from my feet
up, then it would grow to the same height I was and it would start fighting with me. If
the inugarulligaq wrestled me down, it would stay on top of me until I died of
hypothermia or until I starved. This is what I have heard about them.

Why would they want a person to die?
Agiaq: I don’t know. Maybe they just wanted them to.

I have heard in an unikkaaqtuaq that they would jump up and try to
suffocate a person with their groin.
Agiaq: I have heard that recently. Uvinik was wrestled by an inugarulligaq. He pinned it
down and he won. When Uvinik needed to have a bowel movement, he wiped his
excrement over its face, and the inugarulligaq was unable to move. It just disappeared.
Uvinik was only able to leave it behind because it was immobilized. This is what I have
heard. Maybe the inugarulligaq had to brush his teeth.

Why do they say that inugarulligait are afraid of people with baggy knees?
Agiaq: I have heard that their footprints are only as big as the butt of a rifle. When they
are tracking a fox and they get it, they consider themselves to have got a bear.

You said that your wife was not able to wake up. Can you tell us more
about this?
Agiaq: Even though I was close by, and the tent was small, I was not able to awaken her.
We had a tent that was just large enough to sleep in. During the time that I was
experiencing deep fear, I thought that if anybody tried to open the flap of our tent, I
would grab my wife and hold on to her. I also thought if this happened I wouldn’t be
able to succeed.

I would like to know more about qallupilluit, and whether these beings
really exist.
Agiaq: I have never seen one, but they say they do exist. They are said to have eyes and
mouths that slant downwards. The term for this is palluqsingajuq. I have heard that Felix
Alaralak has seen one. I have only heard their sounds under the ice in the past, when I
spent more time playing on the shore.
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What did they sound like?
Agiaq: This is the sound they would make: “aqatututu.” You could also hear them
jumping under the ice. I have heard them myself, so I know they exist.

Can you tell us more about what you have heard?
Agiaq: I have heard of children being taken, and placed in their amautit. I have not heard
of anyone being taken in an amauti since I was born. They say that the amauti is so deep
that the child would just fall in. The child would be taken down to the shore. This even
happened to one child who was no longer a toddler anymore. The qallupilluk kept the
child. I have also heard that the qallupilluit used seaweed as whips. They used qiqquat,
the seaweed with the flat leaf and the long tapering stem, not the kuanniit. That’s all I
really know about qallupilluit.

What do you call taliillajuut in your dialect?
Agiaq: We call them tuutalit. I have never experienced one or seen one. I have heard
that the top part of their bodies has a human form, and the bottom part is the flipper of
a whale.

Can you tell us what you have heard about taliillajuut?
Agiaq: When they come up, they use their right hand and when they submerge they use
their left hand. They have the proportions of a human. My younger brother saw one
when he was young. What he saw must have been an adult, because it was quite large.

Do you think it had long hair?
Agiaq: I think it was a big male. The chest was quite wide. Those who have seen one say
their flesh is quite dark. They have hair similar to a seal because they are sea mammals.
I have heard that some angakkuit have them as helpers.

Can you tell us about this?
Agiaq: I have heard that when a taliillajuuq was trying to help a person they could come
up on land. If an angakkuq calls on a taliillajuuq, it is able to come right away through the
earth. All beings, animals or not, that are used as helpers can come right away, even sea
mammals like ugjuit. I tell you this, so later generations will know about them. I feel that
those of us who remember the past should talk about it. I don’t know anything about
the future, but I do know about the past.
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Do you know any stories regarding the taliillajuut?
Agiaq: My grandfather Tulugaarjuk had a taliillajuuq, a tuutalik, as a tuurngaq. It helped
him physically. If my grandfather was in need of his helper, the moment he thought of
it, it would appear right away.

Have you heard of any unikkaaqtuat that had taliillajuut in them?
Agiaq: My older sister once told me a story while I was trying to fall asleep. My
mother also told me unikkaaqtuat, but I don’t remember them because I would often fall
asleep while she was telling them to me. They just lulled me to sleep because they were
so enjoyable.

Can you tell us things you remember, so that future generations will know
about them?
Agiaq: I know we are not going to live the lives of our ancestors. Once what we have
said here is recorded and written, these things will continue to be known. I know we are
not going to be able to talk about everything, and not everything will be written down.
I am very happy that you are asking about what we remember and what we have
experienced. If we just concentrate on Christianity and not other beliefs, I don’t think
this will be very helpful to future generations.

When your grandfather needed his helpers, what type of situation would
warrant them being called?
Agiaq: If I fell into the water and I called out, this would be a qinngarniq. Then your
helper would come to help you.

If a person’s father or grandfather told them what to call upon in a time of
need would they be helped, or was it just an angakkuq with a tuurngaq
that could do this?
Agiaq: The helper that either the father, the grandmother or the grandfather had told
them about would come. They would be told to shout out and ask for help from this
helper. I am telling you this, not because I want you to try it – I am not going to try it
myself – but because I want this to be known.
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Would they know the name of the helper, or would they just shout out the
name of their relative? What other things were done before Christianity?
Agiaq: I know many things that happened before Christianity because I am a little older
than Nutaraq. I cannot tell you about them if you don’t ask me. I know that you don’t
know about these things, but I have heard about them and experienced them.
Sometimes I know it must be difficult for young people to ask questions about the type
of life our ancestors led. Since you are younger than I am, if I were to tell you to ask me
questions regarding our ancestors, you would not know what to ask because you did
not experience it. You don’t know what it was like. If I were a qallunaaq and I told you
to go and ask about the Inuit way of life, you would not know what to ask. I know it is
difficult for young people to know what questions to ask.

This is the first time I have heard about a male taliillajuuq.
Agiaq: Like all sea mammals, there are both male and female.

Did the taliillajuut have offspring?
Agiaq: Yes. Anything and everything that is on earth, whether it is a fish, a shrimp
or a krill, reproduces, because if they did not reproduce there would not be
future generations.

They say there are dogs in the water. I have heard unikkaaqtuat about the
dogs of the sea.
Agiaq: The dog in the water is the dog of the woman Uinigumasuittuq. She ended up
in the water. It was her dog. I have heard that deep underneath the sea the dog guards
the doorway. It lies sideways, and you cannot pass by it. The woman inside the dwelling
is squatting, and her father is underneath a bearskin. Sometimes the dog is seen on its
own because it is able to move. That is what we are talking about when we see that dog
in the water.

Do you think they still exist?
Agiaq: Yes, they are still there. I believe our actions are based upon what she tells us to
do. There are also many tuurngait that are unseen. Although we can’t see them, they are
present around us. If I were a very bad person, it would be easy for something bad to
come to me, because it does not have a body. It is just like smoke.
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Can you tell us the unikkaaqtuaq about Uinigumasuittuq?
Agiaq: In one story she is known as Uinigumasuittuq and in another story she is known
as Nuliajuk.

Can you tell us the story of Uinigumasuittuq based on what you
have heard?
Agiaq: In one story she had a dog for a husband and in another story she had a fulmar
for a husband. Our ancestors said she lived in Qikiqtaarjuk. This is at the point at Iglulik
which used to be an island on its own. Her father’s dog ended up as her husband. At
night he would come in human form but he still had his fangs. Whenever he would
come, it was always with a new white caribou skin. She became pregnant, and when she
gave birth, some were dogs and some were humans. The ones that were in human form
were iqqiliit. They started walking inland and they became the ancestors of the Indians.
She put the ones that were more dog-like into an old kamik sole and she made it grow.
The kamik sole floated away. When it got to a deep area – you can usually tell which is
the deep area because it is dark water – it turned into a ship. You know the pictures of
ships where the stern portion is higher; that is the kind of ship it became. After they had
gone further and further out, you could hear the sound of metal and there were humans
walking around. They had become qallunaat. They went out past Iglulik through the
straight. This is what I have heard of Uinigumasuiittuq. I heard this story from my
father who heard it from the people that lived before.

Did this occur before you were born?
Agiaq: Yes. It happened a long time before I was born. People come to Qikiqtaarjuk to
see if it really exists, and also to find out how old that little island is. They say they are
finding very old hunting tools there. That is where the people of Iglulik originally lived.
It seems that this is where our ancestors came from. They say that the little island of
Qikiqtaarjuk became too populated, so the people started moving south and further
north. As they moved away, they ended up with their own dialects. The first two people
were Aakulukjuusi and Uumaarniittuq which is another unikkaaqtuaq. They have
different names in Christianity.

Is this true?
Agiaq: Yes, it is true. We originated from our ancestors and we still exist today.
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Did Uinigumasuittuq have any more children?
Agiaq: She did not have any more children. When the dog who was her husband was
trying to come ashore, it drowned because her father had put rocks in its pack. When
her father came to the island, the offspring of the dog ate the skin off his qajaq. Because
their grandfather no longer had any means to go hunting anymore, he covered himself
with a bearskin and went down to the low tide line and waited for the tide to cover him
and he died. He went down under the water and became Takannaaluk.

Dangerous places
I have heard that on Baffin Island there were places that people were not
supposed to go to because they were dangerous. Have you ever heard of
places like this?
Agiaq: I have heard of such places near Iglulik, where I am from. On the mainland we
did not go to the central area often, especially towards the west, where there is a place
called Isiriaq. Even when you are close to this hill, it looks as though it is far away. It
seems to be shimmering. When people were out caribou hunting, they never camped
nearby. They did not even climb up on it to search for caribou. You would hear voices
of people that were not part of the group you were with at that place.
In the inlets there is another place called Pingurjuaq. There is an inuksugaq up on
top of it. People rarely went on top of that hill. People did occasionally climb it, whereas
they never climbed Isiriaq on the west side. Further south there is a place called
Kaaksaq. If you had a tent near the top, you would hear the sound of laughter all night
long, even more than at Isiriaq. It was said that when my father and people his age were
growing up, before we started living in Maniituq, they went fishing around there, when
the fish were spawning upriver at a place called Ikiq. They could hear the sound of
people all night long. Fish do not always run in that river. Maybe there were tarriassuit
who did not want people to come around.
To the south of Iglulik there are also two little hills that people never climbed
because if they did, they would experience danger. Even recently, a few years ago,
someone put a fox trap there, and that person lost his strength there guiding his dogs. I
went hunting around Kaaksaq with my father, and we set up a tent. I could hear noises.
We stayed up quite late. The adults did not seem to notice it, but you could hear the
sound of laughter. We set up a tent near Kaaksaq, because my father wanted to know
more about it. Those were the main places that I have heard about or experienced
personally that were known to be dangerous.
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Is it because the elders have experience with these places that we are
cautioned not to go near them?
Agiaq: Yes. We should not go there even today. Even though we have become
Christians, the land hasn’t changed.

Why can’t we go there?
Agiaq: Because those places have beings that live around them. When people, through
experience, have learned about these places, they caution others about them. If a person
knowingly decides to challenge this knowledge and goes there, he will lose his strength.
It is usually hills and high places that are dangerous.

Did the person who lost his strength and his dogs die?
Agiaq: He kept on trying to get his dogs to move. His dogs were alive and they were
breathing, but they were unable to move. Their eyes were open and they would look at
their owner. He had his whip and he was trying to beat them. This young person
became so weak that even his whip became too heavy for him to hold, and he could not
use his voice anymore. Because he was able to pray, his dogs began to move. He
managed to get on his sled when they started to move, but he was not able to sit up. He
just lay on top of the qamutiik and the dogs brought him down to the floe edge. He was
so weak he was no longer able to pray using his voice, so he prayed in his thoughts and
was able to get away. I firmly believe in prayer. If you believe in prayer, it can be very
strong. If you try to follow two beliefs, neither is as strong. When a place is dangerous,
people don’t go there. They go around it because of the danger involved.

Would you be told this?
Agiaq: Yes, we would be told which places not to go to, which places not to climb, and
which places not to stop at. If you stopped at one of these places, you could lose your
strength and you could die.

Were there also places that were physically dangerous such as cliffs and
ravines that you were told to avoid?
Agiaq: Yes. Once I was on the peninsula near Iglulik among the inlets. I was travelling
with my dogs. The sun had set, and there was an aluiqqaniq, an overhang. I was not as
weak as I am now. I was travelling with my wife. Both my wife and I were in caribou
skins, and my wife was pregnant with our son Luke Airut at the time. The sun had set,
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and there was no light and we started falling. I managed to grab her qulittaq, but it
slipped through my hands. I could hear them land down below. My dogs did not make
any sounds at all. They all landed in separate places. The dogs were just lying there,
stunned. My wife was some distance from the qamutiik, and she was laying face down
on her stomach. It seemed that she had landed heavily. I searched for a place to climb
down, and I went towards them. When I got there, all my dogs were silent. I was yelling
at my wife, “Are you okay? Are you hurt?” I was afraid and was praying as I went
down. As I was shouting at her, I heard a sound from within her. Then her voice came
back, and her eyes opened. She was stunned. I think if she had been alone, she would
have died.

What is an aluiqqaniq?
Agiaq: It is snow that overhangs a cliff. I was the only one that did not fall because I
jumped off the sled. Although I tried to grab my wife, I was unable to keep her from
falling. After she was able to get up, my dogs started to revive. After a while every single
one of them recovered, even though the drop had been quite steep. That night I built an
iglu. They had fallen on a lake, so we moved more inland. The baby that my wife was
carrying did not move at all that night, and it was only the next morning she was once
more able to feel the baby. I think that if I had not prayed, we would not have survived.
I know how dangerous overhanging snow is. That is why we were told not to travel
close to the edge while we were travelling in high places.

If we were to encounter an area like this, what kinds of things would we
need to be aware of?
Agiaq: If it starts getting dark, don’t keep moving. Stay where you are and wait until it
is daylight once more. If you try and travel when it is dark, you don’t know when you
are nearing the edge. You don’t know if there is an overhang.

Are there other things that we should be aware of?
Agiaq: In the fall, you don’t know how thick the ice is when it is covered with snow. I
almost lost a younger brother when he fell into the water at a lake. His partner had gone
on ahead. He was following his partner’s tracks. There was a snow cover, and he was
trying to go around the lake when his skidoo sank. His partner had become worried, so
he had back-tracked and found my brother before he drowned. He pulled him out using
a rope. In the fall when you are going to fish in the lakes, you have to be careful because
the fresh ice is very slippery, and you can’t get a fingerhold with your nails.
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If they were travelling on thin ice, how could they tell if it was safe?
Agiaq: When either the lake or the sea was freshly frozen, they would check the ice
using a harpoon. The sea ice tends to ripple, but does not break when it is thin. Lake ice
will just snap. Once my younger son also fell into a lake during the fall. He and his older
brother had been out caribou hunting on foot. The lake was covered with snow. He tried
to cross the lake. He was close to the edge when he fell in. He had been yelling at the
top of his lungs and was beginning to give up hope. He was holding himself up as best
he could. He thought he was either going to freeze or drown. From beneath him he felt
something soft pushing him upwards. When he got his chest out of the water, he
managed to climb out.

Are there places that people shouldn’t go at specific times of the year?
Agiaq: As I have said, lakes are very dangerous in the fall, when they are freshly frozen.
In the spring when the ice is beginning to crumble, you should not try to cross them
either. In the fall when the inlets have frozen, you should not try to cross them if the ice
seems too thin. You should go around rather than try to cross them, even though it
might take longer. In the spring, you were not to cross inlets because they would seem
to be bubbling from underneath. You also need to be careful around cliffs. When you are
travelling in the dark, you might not know there is a cliff there. There was also the
danger in the winter of people falling over overhangs. That was the worst, especially if
you were travelling with some speed. If there is a lake below, and the snow has drifted
from the north, then there will usually be an overhang.

Travelling
Where were you born?
Agiaq: I was born at Ukkusiksalik, at Wager Bay, near Cape Fullerton, near Aivilik.

Where did people tend to travel in the spring when they were out
hunting?
Agiaq: In the Iglulik area we continued to go to the area where we fished, up to a very
long inlet called Iqaluit, on Baffin Island, that has a lot of fish in the spring. When we
were no longer able to jig for them, then we would start to kakivaq them. There is caribou
there as well. We started hunting them there in the spring so we could have caribou in
the community freezer over the summer. There is not much caribou along the shore in
the summer. Last year there was not much caribou all year.
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Where did you tend to go in the fall?
Agiaq: We lived on an island, so we tended to go more to the Melville Peninsula. When
the wind was blowing from the south, people went walrus hunting. When the ice had
been blown out, they went caribou hunting.

Where did they tend to go hunting in the winter?
Agiaq: They went to the mainland of Baffin Island for caribou and down to the floe edge
for walrus. Now that people are not trapping foxes as much, they don’t go to the
Melville Peninsula anymore. Now that most people are wage earners and not
dependant on foxes, they don’t travel there as much.

What mode of travel did you use to go fishing in the spring?
Agiaq: We would go by dogteam. We would hunt for silver jar seal at the same time.
Sometimes we would do more seal hunting than fishing.

When the weather was bad, did it take a lot longer to get to where you
were going?
Agiaq: If the weather was bad for a long time, it would affect how long it would take to
get somewhere.

Was this the same in the winter?
Agiaq: What would prevent us from travelling in the winter were the winds and
blizzards.

Would you run out of food during bad weather?
Agiaq: Sometimes we would. If we hadn’t been successful in the summer, sometimes
we would run out of food during blizzards. If we had a successful spring and summer,
even though a blizzard might continue for a while, we would still have oil and food.

When you were travelling from Iglulik to Sanirajak, what areas might
be dangerous?
Agiaq: This fall near Iglulik, Paniaq and his adopted son Itani fell in the water between
Nirlirnaqtuuq and Iglulik island, at a place called Angmanaarjuk. They fell into the
water between Nirlirnaqtuuq and Qikiqtaarjuk. Paniaq had gone into the water four
times. Their snowmobiles had sunk. The qamutiit remained afloat. Itani was not as wet
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as his father, but he had frozen his feet during the night. They were rescued as they were
crossing over to Iglulik Island in the early part of the morning. There are some areas in
the strait that are also dangerous. Even though they freeze, there is sometimes still a
sarvaq, a current, there. We call these sarvait, sullu, because they are narrow. This area
between the islands and the mainland of Baffin doesn’t freeze in the winter and so it
continues to be dangerous, especially in the winter when there are a lot of clouds. We
call the sarvaq over there aukkarniq. Those are the most dangerous in the fall.

Where do you go caribou hunting?
Agiaq: When I was young, we would travel from Iglulik through Alarnaarjuk, the
Melville Peninsula. Sometimes we would go across land to Nuvuit and Isuqtuq on
Baffin Island. That is where we would go caribou hunting in the winter.

Are there dangerous areas over there as well?
Agiaq: The area between Akkimaniq, Jens Munk Island, and Baffin is dangerous but not
as bad as the narrower areas.

Would it take many days to go hunting there?
Agiaq: Yes, we would camp along the way for a number of nights. It would take a long
time to get there.

How would you sleep?
Agiaq: Keeping one eye open! [laughter]

Were there days when you would not get any animals at all?
Agiaq: Yes. We would go hunting, and there would be no caribou at all until we got
around Nuvuit. We would also go to Ikiq.

How many days would it take to get there?
Agiaq: When we went around there, it would take between six to nine days by dogteam.
It would take a long time. It would also take a long time to get back home.

Who did you go out hunting with?
Agiaq: We would go hunting with whoever wanted to come along.
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Would women also go along?
Agiaq: Because women did not have much uquit, they did not come with us.

What did you mean by uquit?
Agiaq: Warm winter clothing. When we say we are hunting caribou for their skins to
make clothing in the summer, we say uquksaqsiuqtuq.

How did you travel in the summer? Did you travel by qajaq?
Agiaq: No, I have never travelled by qajaq. My father had a qajaq when we were at
Tasiujaq. After that, I never saw another qajaq being used. He was able to get walrus and
bearded seal using it. Of course, he would use a float when he was out hunting. When
we were living at Sanirajak, we would go hunting down the mainland. When we went
back to Iglulik, we started hunting to the north around the Siuraq Peninsula, because the
mainland close to Iglulik did not have caribou. I went more towards Majuqtulik on the
tip of Melville Peninsula with my brother-in-law.

Where did you go fishing in the summer?
Agiaq: In the summer, we would go fishing at Avammuktulik. The lake there is called
Naluqqajarvik. It has a little river that flows back and forth, depending on the tide. We
would go fishing at Naluqqarjarvik, before freeze-up. My daughter, Iqqittuq’s husband,
got fish from there not too long ago.

When you went fishing, did you go on foot?
Agiaq: We went by boat and by canoe. It was only after we had canoes that we would
go over there in the spring. There were a lot of fish there then. We would jig for them
through the ice. In the summer you could see the dorsal fins, the amaujait, protruding
out of the water.

The qajariaq that you had, was it a store-bought boat?
Agiaq: Yes. Qajariat are store-bought canoes. It was only when I was a child that there
was a large skin boat. It was large enough to carry three walrus. It was Ittuksaarjuat’s
boat. He was the camp leader at Avvajja. In the spring they would go down to Qangiq
to get walrus for the winter.
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After you had been out hunting, and you were on your way home, did
your family come and meet you?
Agiaq: No, not in those days. There was also a lot of walrus hunting around Sanirajak
and the islands around Iglulik Island. When I was young, they had whale boats that
they brought down from Mittimatalik by qamutiik. Those living at Iglulik and at
Qimmiqturvik near Akunniq brought down the first whaling boat. This first boat
belonged to Aakuainnuk.

What kind of skins were used to make Ittuksaarjuat’s boat?
Agiaq: It was made of kauk, walrus hide. Young walrus hide was used. The thick hide
was cut in the middle to make one larger piece. It was as long as a 23–foot canoe because
you could put three butchered walrus in it. That is the only skin boat that I recall. It was
only afterwards that they brought boats that had sails.

Was it from Mittimatalik?
Agiaq: Yes. They went to Mittimatalik in the spring to trade and also to buy boats. The
boat that Aakuainnuk had was called a puqtuukkaq, because it did not have a drop keel.
The later ones had a drop keel, so they were called sipiksaq.

Did it take many people to pull the boat up on shore because it was
so large?
Agiaq: Yes. Whenever they would get to the shore, they would always pull it up because
they did not want it damaged. There were numerous people at Avvajja. They spent the
winter there. As the days got longer, they moved to Qikiqtaarjuk, the real Iglulik. The
present Iglulik is situated at Ikpiarjuk. That point there is Arnaqquaksaaq.

What were the ribs of the boat made out of?
Agiaq: The boat that Ittuksarjuat made had wooden ribs.

Did he make it himself?
Agiaq: He had numerous sons and sons-in-law who helped him build it. My father was
among them.
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Where did they get the wood?
Agiaq: They brought it down from Mittimatalik.

Can you tell us about areas that were dangerous when you
were travelling?
Agiaq: Yes. The water between Bray Island and Baffin Island has a current, so we never
travelled on the ice. If we did travel on the ice, we always travelled close to the land. We
went through Ikpik.

Were there ever any accidents that happened?
Agiaq: Not when we travelled there. It was when we were down on the moving ice that
there were accidents. Nobody seemed to drown along the shore. People tended to die at
Inuktaqtujuq where the current is strongest. I lost a brother there. He was out hunting
on the moving ice and never returned. Qannguq was also lost on the moving ice.
Qamukkaaq and the person he was named after died in the water south of Sanirajak.
When you are travelling on a plane, you can see that the ice is never solid. It is always
moving. They were near Sanirajak when the ice pan they were on was blown away.
When they got close to solid ice, the qamutiik fell into the water. He died of hypothermia.
My older and younger brothers also experienced difficulty there because the ice was
so thin.
We found a dead man near an island called Uqsuriattiangujak. He died of
hypothermia. My younger brother managed to pull him onto solid ice. Then he came to
tell my older brother and me about the incident. We went looking for the body but
passed it in the dark. We found the body when we back-tracked after it was light.
It was Uuttukuttuk’s and Ivalaq’s older brother Paula, who was named after my
father’s mother.

Did all the places you travelled to have names?
Agiaq: All the places that we travelled to had names. These two islands are called Salliq,
Bray and Rowley Islands. That island is called Qaggiujaq. Kinngarjuaq is where the
DEW line site is. We would hunt for caribou skins for clothing in the summer around
Tariujaq, Flint Lake, when I was still young. This large island is called Saatturjuaq,
Prince Charles Island. We had a boat that we dragged along. Sometimes we had to
portage. It was only when we got to Lake Julian that we would cross over. We carried
the boat upside down until we got to the next lake. There were five of us.
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When you would get caribou, did you nangmaktuq, carry the meat on
your back?
Agiaq: Because we had a small boat and we only had two dogs, whenever our load
became too heavy, we would start heading home.

When you would get tired, would you stop and rest for a while?
Agiaq: When we left, the ikajuutit would seem very light, but we would often stop and
rest as they became heavier.

When you became hungry, would you stop and eat?
Agiaq: Yes, we would stop and eat.

You mentioned an ikajuuti. What is that?
Agiaq: It is a strap. You have another strap that you tie to your head because you are
distributing the weight onto your forehead as well. You use your head and not just your
back. The part on your forehead was wide and had holes in it like a sling, like an illuuq.
It was made of caribou skin or from the legs of a caribou.

Would this ikajuuti that was on your head stick to your skin?
Agiaq: Yes, because it was hot. You had to keep your head down a bit, because as soon
as you put your head up, it would slip off. Also, you had to concentrate on where you
were going to put your feet.

What is this white part here on the map?
Agiaq: It is sirmik, glacier ice. It looks like snow but it is frozen. It is also called an
aujuittuq, a glacier. Those white parts don’t melt.

Did you have to go far to get water?
Agiaq: No, we always camped where there was water. There was always a small stream,
and it was always nice and cold.

In the winter, what kind of snow did you use for drinking water?
Agiaq: We used pukajaaq, snow that looked like powdered sugar. You would take off the
top layer, and use the snow underneath. You could also find this snow near rocks. You
tried to get that because it melted fast and you got more water. Fresh snow has hardly
any moisture.
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What kind of snow did you use to build an iglu?
Agiaq: When you get snow that has fallen at the same time, it glistens like sugar and it
keeps the heat in at night. Once the iglu warmed up, it stayed warm through the night
and even when you were leaving it in the morning, it was still warm. Because it was nice
and warm you didn’t want to leave it, but you had to leave it anyway. When you
brought in a piece of igunaq, aged walrus meat, to thaw out to feed the dogs the next day,
the iglu would smell like igunaq.

Did you play games after you ate?
Agiaq: No. We did not play at all because we were concentrating on the animals and on
the hunting that we were doing. We did not play while we were travelling because we
knew that once we were home, we could play amaruujaq.

Inuksuit and stars
Can you tell us more about the places where you travelled?
Agiaq: The area where we were travelling when my wife fell over the overhang was
called Alarnaarjuk. We travelled from Iglulik across land. We spent three summers
there. Alarnaarjuk is on the west coast of the Melville Peninsula. I have walked along
the coast close to Iglulik and also along the coast of the Melville Peninsula. We would
go there on foot and also by dogteam. When we were hunting caribou for clothing in the
summer, we would cross overland by foot.

Was there anything you came across in your walks that you had never
seen before?
Agiaq: I talked about a few places that were scary, but I did not see anything.

When you travelled to different places, did you come across inuksuit?
Agiaq: Yes, there were inuksuit all over. Everywhere we travelled there were inuksuit.
Those inuksuit were built by the people that came before us.

Were some of them large and some of the small?
Agiaq: Yes. When they measure around three feet high, it meant there was a lot of
caribou. Sometimes inuksuit would indicate where people cached caribou in the
summer. They would put one stone on top of another to mark where their cache was.
They tried to place it so it would not be covered by snow.
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What can you tell us about inuksuit that are window-shaped?
Agiaq: We don’t have that type of inuksuit on Melville Peninsula. They are found more
in the south part of Baffin Island. Ours were made of solid pieces that would
point inland.

Did they show you which way to go?
Agiaq: Yes.

Do you think those inuksuit from long ago are still around?
Agiaq: Yes. Nalluit, lakes where caribou cross, have inuksuit built close to each other
leading down to the lake. Those were places where they would hunt caribou when the
caribou would be crossing. They would be hunting them there for winter clothing.

What does tagjuajut mean?
Agiaq: Tagjuajut is when the caribou are migrating. The caribou walk one behind the
other when they cross over in August. They would travel towards the Siuraq Peninsula.
There would be caribou crossing over there daily in August.

Did they give the inuksuit they used for caribou hunting the shape of a
human? I heard that they were even given hair.
Agiaq: Yes. They would place heather and paurngaqutit, crowberry bushes, on the top of
the inuksuit, so they would blow in the wind. That was when they only hunted them
with bows and arrows. They would hide behind these and use them as blinds. As the
caribou went by, they would shoot them with arrows. They would not kill the first one
that went by, because they did not want to startle them. They would kill the ones that
came after.

Have you ever built your own inuksuk?
Agiaq: Yes. There are many inuksuit, especially where there is a caribou crossing, such
as at Ikpiarjuk, Berry Bay.

Why did not you want to startle the first caribou?
Agiaq: If the first caribou was not startled, the others would just follow. Sometimes they
would put two arrows into the bow and let them fly. They did not kill the first one
because they wanted the others to go on by.
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Were they still hunting with bows and arrows when you were born?
Agiaq: No, but my father did have a bow and arrows that he used to wound caribou
with. I also saw old rifles that they had to put powder in, but they were not using those
much either when I was young. They had a round bullet. It was like a big marble.

I have heard that the angakkuit would try to best each other by
building inuksuit.
Agiaq: I have seen two inuksuuk that were built by two cousins who were angakkuuk that
are still standing today. My brother and I stopped near them once in the summer time.
The angakkuuk had built these with the help of their tuurngaak.

Were they competing with each other?
Agiaq: No, they were not competing. They just each built an inuksuk.

What would happen to a person who broke an inuksuk an angakkuq
had built?
Agiaq: Nothing would happen to the person who broke the inuksuk, because the inuksuk
had been built in the past. I know about those two angakkuuk from stories I was told. I
don’t know if they actually went there bodily, or if their tuurngaak built the inuksuuk. An
angakkuq could travel using a tuurngaq.

Why is it that some inuksuit are tall and some are short? Some of them are
taller than I am. Why is that?
Agiaq: When we were young, we would try and build inuksuit higher than the ones
others built. My angaju and I once built an inuksuk just for the sake of building one. We
made it as high as we could. It was about as high as the wall and about three feet wide.
It is near a little hill around Aivilik.

Were those the two cousins called angutiksaulirijuuk?
Agiaq: I have never heard that before. When one man goes and sleeps with a man’s
wife, while he has gone to sleep with some other man’s wife, that is called
angutiksaulirijut.
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Sometimes there are boulders that have one stone placed on top.
Why is that?
Agiaq: When they started using telescopes, they would go to the highest point and
would place a stone on top of a boulder and would rest their telescope on that.

Do younger people know about inuksuit?
Agiaq: Yes. If I wanted someone to go and get caribou meat that I had cached in the
summer, I would describe the land where the inuksuk I had built was. They would use
that inuksuk to find my cache.

Would the inuksuit point out certain things?
Agiaq: Yes. They would point out where a cache was. It could be a cache of caribou, seal
or bearded seal meat. The inuksuit had different uses.

Do you know any stories about inuksuit?
Agiaq: No, I don’t think so. Maybe because I have not had time to think about it.

What was the use of the two inuksuuk in Iglulik?
Agiaq: Inuksuit had many uses. They could be placed to show where to go caribou
hunting. There used to be caribou on that island. They would cross through that inlet
back to the island.

In the days when there was hunger, would it be difficult to walk when you
were looking for food?
Agiaq: If you were hungry, you tired easily. Sometimes you could walk all day without
seeing a caribou. When you were walking, your legs would tire more easily if you were
hungry. The way I see it, there wasn’t as much blood flow.

Sometimes, inuksuit are made with arms. Did the direction the arms were
pointing show what direction you had to go? Were they used to help
people get home?
Agiaq: If an inuksuk had arms, then you looked to the side that had the arm sticking out.
When the days are not clear, you cannot see the land well.
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Why is it that the arms seem to be sticking out?
Agiaq: I am not exactly sure.
Nutaraq: The way I see it, there are different types of inuksuit. Some inuksuit point out
the direction you should follow. They would also often point out the direction where
there were animals. In the Mittimatalik area there are numerous inuksuit as well. These
inuksuit were not just built for the fun of it. They were used as guides.

Were you not supposed to touch them?
Nutaraq: Yes. If you added to one, you would be altering it, and others might have a
different understanding of its meaning. This was especially true for inuksuit that were
built long ago.

You already said that stars were used to help you find your way. If you
could not see the stars, would you use the inuksuit instead?
Agiaq: Most stars move. The main star we used was Nuuttuittuq, the North Star,
because it did not move. When you knew where it was, then you knew where the land
was. It was especially used by those who hunted on moving ice. If the ice broke away,
then you knew where you were. The Tukturjuit and Sakiattiak let you know what time
it was. The Nuuttuittuq never moves.

Which ones are the Sakiattiak?
Agiaq: They are the cluster of stars that are close by.

When you lived in a flat area, did you rely on them more?
Agiaq: Yes. We relied on them especially when we were hunting on moving ice. From
April on, we would have daylight all the time. We also had long periods of darkness.

When you were in an area without many hills, what did you use as guides?
Agiaq: In the days when they really depended on walrus for meat and the north wind
was not blowing, they would spend days down at the floe edge. If they ended up on a
floating piece of ice, they could not see land at all and they depended on the stars.
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Did you have anything else you used as a guide?
Agiaq: From my father I learned how to use Akuttujuuk and Aagjuuk to knew what
time of day it was, especially when the days grew longer.
Nutaraq: There are also the Ullaktut. The Ullaktut are the three stars one after the other.
Above them are the two Akuttujuuk. You see them in the evening. As the days get
longer, they get higher and higher in the sky.

I have heard the names, but I don’t really know where they are.
Agiaq: If the Ullaktut are over there, then the Akuttijuuk are on the other side. The
Tukturjuit are up above. The Sakiattiak are more towards the south. We really used them
as guides.

Tuniit and giants
Do you know where your ancestors had their camps before you were born?
Agiaq: I was never told where they used to camp. We travelled around quite a bit, and
we never returned to where I was born. My father travelled to the Kivalliq. He was
already elderly when I started to hunt. I don’t remember all the places we went when I
started hunting.

Did you know of places where there were tuniit sites?
Agiaq: I knew when I would come upon a tuniit tent site. I have also seen places where
they had their qarmait. The stones they used were very big.

Were they strong?
Agiaq: Yes. They say they were very strong. I heard they were more broad-shouldered
and more muscular than we are. I heard that they could cut a walrus just above the
pelvis, and one person was able to drag it.

Why did they leave the pelvic area behind?
Agiaq: Maybe somebody else was going to take it. The tuniq that killed the walrus
would cut it up, and that was his share. The rest was for the others.
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Were they able to do this because they were so strong?
Agiaq: Yes. Because they were so strong, they were able to drag their share of the catch.

I often wondered what happened to them and where they went. Do you
think there are any more tuniit?
Agiaq: Kajurjuq, Henry Ivaluarjuk, said he saw some while he was travelling on
a plane.

Do you think they used dogteams?
Agiaq: I don’t know if they had dogteams. I have heard that Inuit forced them to flee.
They were easily frightened of Inuit.

Have you heard if the Inuit and tuniit fought each other?
Agiaq: They say whenever anyone showed any aggression towards them, they would
frighten easily.

You said you travelled quite a distance when you were young. How long
did you stay in one place?
Agiaq: At the time I became aware in Salliq, we lived close to where I was born. I began
to remember more and more. This was when there were still caribou there. There were
a lot of bears there as well. The bears would move southward through Salliq and
migrate across the island all through the fall. From what my father told me, this
occurred when I was very young. I would remember things on and off, but I was not
really aware.

Did you hunt bears?
Agiaq: Yes. We ate a lot of bears. We also ate seal, caribou and fish. The first recollection
I have of hunting was with my parents, my oldest brother, my sister and myself. We
were standing still. We were all in one place. The ice was covered in snow. I was near a
windbreak and I was wearing a loose spring caribou skin parka of my father’s. I heard
a sound, and I yelled to my father, “Have you caught a seal?” I started running towards
him. His qulittaq was so long that every time I would step on the front, I would fall over.
That was the first time I remember a seal being caught at an aglu.
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Were you quite small?
Agiaq: Yes. I was wearing his qulittaq over my clothing and I stepped on the front part.
I don’t remember what part was eaten, if it was the heart or another part. I remember
there was blowing snow and the sun was shining. This is one of the first things that I
remember, trying to go to my father quickly. That was what I remember the most. It was
at a place called Aqiarurnak on Salliq Island.

Where do you think the tuniit went?
Agiaq: They say that they travelled north to Greenland through all those islands. They
had lived around the Iglulik area and further south. On the uglit near Sanirajak their tent
rings and artifacts can still be found. There are walrus on those islands in the fall. There
are no sites on the mainland, but on those islands, there are. I have heard that they were
travelling northwards to the area where there is no dawn, up around Qausuittuq. I have
heard they were fleeing the Inuit and going to a place where there were fewer people.

Do you know who their ancestors were?
Agiaq: No, I don’t know who their ancestors were.

Do you think they might have descended from people or perhaps
from ijirait?
Agiaq: I have not heard about that. I was not told many things about them.

You said they were easily frightened. Do you think that is why the Inuit
did not live with them?
Agiaq: In the same way that the iqqillit and Inuit lived together at times, the tuniit and
Inuit would live together at times also.

Do you think the tuniit were here before the Inuit?
Agiaq: I have heard that Inuit chased them away. I think they fled great distances. There
are other places on Baffin Island where there are tent rings as well.

Do you think they spoke the same language?
Agiaq: I don’t think they had the same language. I think they had their own language.
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When the tide goes down, we are able to leave the island of Kinngait and
see tenting places and places where they had qammait made of large rocks.
Because they were very strong, do you think they would have helped the
Inuit if they needed it?
Agiaq: They probably helped those people who were their friends and those people
who lived together with them, sharing their food and making their qarmait.

Have you ever seen arrow-heads on the land made by tuniit?
Agiaq: I probably saw them, but did not realize they were made by tuniit. I saw old
harpoon heads that were used for walrus hunting. They also hunted bowhead. The
bowhead were very important in my father’s day because they had blubber. The rib case
and the bones were large. They used those. They also used the head.

Around the Kinngait area there are a lot of bowhead whale bones.
Were they very useful?
Agiaq: Yes. The bones were very useful because they were large. The major use of the
bowhead was for blubber. They relied greatly on blubber. In the days before wood, they
used the bones to make frames for their qarmait.

In the winter when you would travel to new places, did you notice that
your dogs would sniff their surroundings more?
Agiaq: They would rush towards a qarmaq more than to an iglu because there was more
of a smell. They would become lively when you would suddenly come upon a qarmaq.
The dogs would find out before you did because of the smell.

Was that if there were people there?
Agiaq: They could smell the odour of the oil coming out of the cracks. Because it was
heated with oil, when you entered a qarmaq you could feel the heat permeating
your body.

When you would travel great distances, what would you feed your dogs?
Agiaq: We would bring food along with us for the dogs, either walrus or seal. In the
Iglulik area, walrus was hunted for those who were going to travel great distances
because there was so much meat on them. Even the blubber and hide were eaten.
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Why did they stay in that area?
Agiaq: Because the walrus were always there. It was possible to hunt them at all seasons.

Have you ever heard of anyone seeing inukpait, giants?
Agiaq: Yes. I have heard about them in unikkaaqtuat that my mother and father told me.
There was one story about a giant who adopted a little child. Kamiit used to have a loop
called a singirvik so you could put a tie around the ankle. He would put his adopted
human in that loop, so his pet bear couldn’t get at it. There was another giant who only
ate occasionally. He came upon the first giant who was fishing. He put one foot on one
side of the inlet and his other foot on the other side. He picked up a bowhead and said
he had just got himself a kanajuq, a sculpin. The one who had the adopted child wanted
the sculpin that the other giant had, and they began fighting over this. The first giant cut
the Achilles tendon of the other and he killed it after it fell over, because he wanted the
bowhead that the other one had caught. As the giant was dying, he called out to his wife
and the first giant saw a big woman coming over the hills. It was the dead giant’s wife.
They started fighting, and he managed to knock her over. While they were fighting, he
would be knocked over by her breast every time she would move because she was
nursing and her breasts were heavy. After he killed her, he followed her tracks and came
across a naked baby as large as a human who was still crawling. He killed the baby giant
too. I think he was very senseless. He continued to follow the tracks and came across
two young female giants. Because they were so big, he retreated because he was scared
of them. There is probably more to this story but that is all I can remember.

How did the two of them get together?
Agiaq: In our dialect we call a giant an inukpasugjuk. The first giant in this story was not
an inukpasugjuk. It was an inugaruligasugjuk. They are larger than humans but smaller
than giants.

Aqsarniit
Did you ever hear anything out of the ordinary while you were out on the
land? They say that there are things like nanurluit.
Agiaq: When you go inland from the sea, you don’t hear bears much, but before
Christianity we would hear what are called ik&iit which make a rumbling sound as they
pass by. They say that their toes are dragging along the ground.
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What are they called?
Agiaq: They are called ik&iit. They are beings that live on the land which cause a
rumbling sound. When one passes close by, it is very loud even when you are indoors.
When you heard them you were supposed to rush outside when they passed by, even
though you wouldn’t see them.

Did you have to pikiaqtuq, rush outside every time?
Agiaq: Yes, you had to quickly go outdoors every time.

Why was that?
Agiaq: It was just something we did, because we were told to. This was in the Kivalliq
area, before we moved to Iglulik during the time that we were more dependent on
game. There are many things that have their own piusiq, rules, about how to deal with
them. Also, when we were playing outside at night time, we were told to not whistle
because it was dangerous. When the aqsarniit came close, they would become quite
bright. Sometimes they would be very large and the bottom would be quite red. When
that happened, they would say that a murder had been committed somewhere.

If people saw red in the aqsarniit, they would think that a murder
had occurred?
Agiaq: Yes. People who saw red aqsarniit would expect to hear about a murder.

Would there be killings by people who disliked each other?
Agiaq: Yes, murder has always occurred. It never occurred frequently, only occasionally.
They said that some of these killings were caused by women’s words. This happened
before Christianity. It was because of that that we men were not to always asak&iqtuq our
wives, listen to all their whims. That was the type of advice our elders gave us. They did
not tell us to use force or hurt our wives, but rather they would tell us more what not to
do. This was to keep a structured life.

Did the aqsarniit have other uses?
Agiaq: I learned what the red underneath the aqsarniit meant from my parents who in
turn learned this from their parents. They also say that attempting to make them come
close is dangerous, especially when they start swishing because they start moving
around very rapidly. They are dangerous when they start swishing around and are not
to be taken lightly.
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There were a lot of aqsarniit in Kinngait for about two years. At that
time they were so close that although I was an adult, I fled from them.
They were very bright and although I found them beautiful, I was afraid
of them.
Agiaq: What the elders say about being cautious, so your head isn’t decapitated, is very
true. They say this because it happened in the past. There would be incidents of people
who had their heads lopped off when they were whistling at them, to get them to come
closer. The aqsarniit rushed by the person who was standing there and knocked their
head off. They say that they play kickball using a walrus head for their aqsaq,
their kickball.

Have you ever heard of aqsarniit coming down and surrounding a person,
or a dog or an iglu?
Agiaq: I don’t think I have ever heard that.

Have you ever heard whether angakkuit went to the aqsarniit?
Agiaq: When an angakkuq would sakajuq, he would leave his body and travel up to
where the aqsarniit resided. When he returned, he would talk about observing them
playing kickball with a walrus skull. The walrus skull would still have its tusks
attached, and when it was kicked it would bounce high up as though it were a ball full
of air. When it landed, it always landed tusks down. It would never land tusks up.
This is all I have heard about the aqsarniit. Those that play kickball probably have very
sturdy toes.

Would the aqsarniit ever be used as a guide for someone who was out
travelling and was unsure of where they were?
Agiaq: I have never heard of that.

You mentioned that when the lower portion of the aqsarniit were red
that this indicated a murder had been committed. What does the yellow
part mean?
Agiaq: It emulates the flame of a qulliq. The lower portion is more red, and the centre is
yellow. The highest portion is green. Other than what I have told you about the red part,
I have not heard anything else.
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Would you be told to clap your hands to make them disappear?
Agiaq: We were told to rub our fingernails together. I was quite afraid of them. I would
stay close to the doorway so that I would be able to flee quickly. I would be most afraid
of them when they became very bright. They appeared to come very close and speed up
when they did.

Were they making a noise all the while?
Agiaq: Yes.

When you were travelling would you pass by places where the tuniit used
to live?
Agiaq: Yes, we occasionally passed by them. Although we would sometimes camp at
the same place, we would not use their tent rings because they were too small, and they
tended to be in rough areas.

Do you ever recall people getting together in the summer to play, or to
have contests such as imaqturaqtut, where the person who won the last
prize would in turn put up the next prize?
Agiaq: I don’t know of people getting together in the summer, but I do recall people
gathering in a qaggiq. There would be contests such as the finger pull. All this was in fun.
Although they were trying to beat each other, it was not in anger.
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Chapter
Heading4
Living on the Land in
Tununiq, the Mittimatalik Area
Guides in the sky
I would like to ask if stars were used as guides?
Nutaraq: Stars were very much used as guides. I can tell you about them. Back then,
before we became elderly, we did not just stay in one place. We had dogs. I too, had a
dogteam. We used our dogs to go everywhere. We would go hunting with them. That
was the only way we were able to do anything. It did not matter if the distance was
great. If we needed to go hunting, then we would go. We would also use our dogs to
mikigiaq, set our traps. Do you use the term mikigiaq? I am asking you this because
different dialects use different terms. Other dialects use kiijaqattak. Sometimes, when we
would check our traps, we would have to overnight. The weather was not always
agreeable. Sometimes, even though it was clear above, the ground was not very visible.
Even if you lived in a place where it was calm, sometimes you would not be able to see
the land, and would have to head home. We would never head home before we reached
the end of our trapline. Even if the weather was bad on the ground, if the sky was clear
you could see the stars. Back then, I did not have a watch. I was taught by my adopted
father what to use to tell time. The stars that I watched for were the Tukturjuit. They look
like a tuktu. We call them Tukturjuit in Iglulik. They are also called Tukturjuit by the
Tununirmiut. They also called them Tukturjuit in the Akunniq area. You could use them
to tell time. Around six at night, when you looked at the stars as you make your tea
before heading home, you would look to see where the Tukturjuit were.
At six, the stars would be directly in line with the horizon so you would know it
was six o’clock. I would finish my tea, and the Tukturjuit would be behind me as I
headed home. As the hands of the clock go upwards, so too do the stars. The stars would
be climbing. They would go higher and higher in the sky and they would be close to the
top by the time I got home. These stars follow a clockwise direction all the time. As they
would climb in the sky, they would become more upright. By twelve o’clock at night,
they would once more be in line with the horizon, but they would be upside down.
Then they would start going downwards.

Did the stars rise vertically?
Nutaraq: They rose in an arc shape. When you used the Tukturjuit to guide you, you
knew what time it was, six, seven, eight, nine, ten o’clock at night. Those stars really
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followed the clock. I would arrive home at night before the stars had turned upward in
the sky and become vertical. When I would arrive, it would be 10 o’clock at night. In the
evening they would be more downwards. At six, they would be horizontal and at 12
o’clock at night, they would once more be horizontal but upside down. Then they
seemed to begin their descent. We all used different stars to guide us home. Some other
people also used the Tukturjuit.

Would the stars remain in the same position?
Nutaraq: They moved as the sky turned. They stayed in the same position but followed
the turning of the earth. They would change position in the sky. If Agiaq and I were to
see the sky, we would have a good idea what time it was.

Were the stars also used to prevent you from becoming lost?
Nutaraq: Very much so. As long as you were able to see the stars above, even though
the hills on the land were not visible, when the weather was bad, you could use the
stars. If you didn’t use the Tukturjuit, then you could use the Sakiattiak. I used these
stars as well, for they too follow the clock. All stars move clockwise, and we use them
to prevent us from getting lost.

If you were out hunting and a blizzard came up, would you stay in the
same place until the weather cleared and then go home?
Nutaraq: We did not always wait for the weather to clear. If it seemed as though we
could head home sooner, we would. We did not only depend on the stars. We also relied
on our dogs, if our lead dog was well trained. Even though the weather was bad, and
you were unable to see the land when it was snowing, your lead dog would be able to
take you home. The dogs got to know your trapline. They knew all the places you
stopped at for tea. They would even remember places you had stopped at for tea the
year before. When you got to places you had stopped off for tea, the dogs would stop
there on their own.

What does isuraqtujuq mean?
Nutaraq: We call the lead dog the isuraqtujuq. A group of dogs would have one
angajuqqaaqtaq, that was able to look after the other dogs. The lead dog was not
necessarily the angajuqqaaqtaq, the dog that bossed the others. The lead dog had the
longest trace. As long as your dogs worked well together, they were a great help.
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Which dog was the iqquq&iqpaaq?
Nutaraq: It was the one that had the shortest trace.

What does ungumajuq mean?
Nutaraq: It means guarding a child or guarding meat. Once the angajuqqaaqtaq knew
you wanted it to guard some meat, that dog would not let any other dogs near it. If you
were lucky, you had good guard dogs. When you became accustomed to your dogs,
your dogs became accustomed to you. Your dogs would know how to act. I did not have
a younger brother when I started hunting, so I hunted alone. If I was seal hunting, I
would stop at a hole and would send the dogs off. They would go for walks until I told
them to stop, and once I did, they would not move from that position until I shot my
rifle. As soon as I shot my rifle, they would come to me. Your dogs knew what they had
to do when you stopped and went hunting.

You used the stars and you used your dogs to help guide you. What else
did you use?
Nutaraq: We used the stars a lot. We used them to guide us home. We would also know
if the wind was going to pick up, even on a clear night. We used the stars when the
ground was not clear. We also used our dogs. In the spring when you could not see the
stars anymore, then you used the land. The land is not completely flat. You would climb
to a higher area to look at your surroundings. For those of us who lived in areas that had
icebergs, we would climb up on top to find the best area to travel to. If we were on land,
we would go to a high point and look through our binoculars to find out what the best
route would be. We used all these things for survival.

Did you also use inuksuit in your area?
Nutaraq: I think there are inuksugait everywhere. It was only recently that inuksugait that
had been around for as long as people can remember started being destroyed. One place
in our area is called Inuksugalik because of all the inuksugait that had been made there.

Was it because you taught your dogs that they knew what to do while you
were out hunting at an aglu?
Nutaraq: If you tended to be alone, your dogs got to know you well. After a while, they
would learn to move on when you stopped at a hole. If you were on new ice that had
formed that year and not the year before, you would be more successful hunting at
the holes.
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What words did you use to guide your dogs?
Nutaraq: When my dogs were not hungry, they listened very well. When I wanted them
to stop I would only have to say huaa once. The moment I shot my rifle, they would
come to me. Before that, they would not move at all. If the lead dog is not very well
trained, it is difficult to control your dogs.

How many years would you use your dogs before they were no longer able
to pull?
Nutaraq: Sometimes the dogs would be used for a number of years. When they became
old, they would no longer be used for hunting. Just like people, when you become old,
you don’t do much anymore. If you had a dog that had been a lead dog, you could put
that dog among the others and start training a new dog. Whenever the new dog was
unsure, you lengthened the trace of the former lead and put it alongside the new one so
that it could teach it.

Did you like it when puppies were born?
Nutaraq: Yes. We tried not to kill puppies because we knew we needed them. We tried
to keep newborn puppies alive. Sometimes dogs that are in whelp don’t have much
fur on their underbellies. If you didn’t have many dogs, you could put a mamautailisaq
on them made of caribou or other skin. You would place this on them so their teats
didn’t freeze. You put it underneath and tied it at the back. I went through times when
I had very few dogs. Dogs, too, could experience sickness. Sometimes you could see
dogs that had headaches. They could end up with rabies. They could also get other
sicknesses too.
You had to keep all the things you needed for your sled in order, your iparautaq,
your whip, the naqitaruti, the ropes for lashing the sled, and the inguriq, the skin on the
bottom to prevent getting blood, etc. on the sled. You would also have an inguriq on the
top that you sat on. When we had a team, we would make sure we had a whip that was
comfortable. You had to constantly re-work it. You always worked at remaking the whip
handle so that it was comfortable for you. The part where you tied the handle, the
qangiq, was given special attention. If the dogs were well trained, sometimes you could
just indicate with the whip what you wanted them to do without saying anything
to them.

Would they have to look back at you to know what direction to take?
Nutaraq: When you were outside, the whip was very loud so they would hear it easily.
For instance, if there was a bear, you didn’t say anything; you just used your whip. Then
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they would get an idea that there was something wrong and would start searching for
it until they would see it. If your dogs became well trained and you were fortunate to
have them for a while, then they knew what to do. Not all teams that I had that were
like that. Your dogs’ abilities were never consistent.

I asked you earlier about stars. Did you also use the moon?
Nutaraq: Yes. The moon was very much used as a guide. It is still used today. During
each moon there were different tasks that needed to be done.

Can you tell us more about it?
Nutaraq: I can tell you what I have experienced. Each community uses many things as
guides. They don’t just use stars. Before we started using calendars, we used the moon
to mark the passage of time. Those of us who were born after there were qallunaat use
the months such as January, February. The people before had different names for the
months. The moons were named according to what occurred during that time period.
The moon was also used to determine when babies would be born. A woman knew
during what moon she got pregnant, and therefore she knew during what moon she
would give birth. We teach about the moons in the schools now. I am asked quite often
at school about the uses of the moon. We have not stopped using the stars and the moon.
We are in the month of January now. Those of us who were born before calendars would
call this month qaummagiaq because it had started getting brighter.

How about February?
Nutaraq: In Inuktitut, it is qangattaaksiq. It means that the sun is rising higher and higher
in the sky. Qangattaaksiq is also called qangattaaksaq. We call March avunniq. It refers to
seal pups that are born prematurely. Some people have a different name for this month.
We call it avunniq. Avunniq refers to anything born prematurely. We call April nattijjat
because this is the month that seal pups are normally born. When I was still hunting, I
knew that around the sixth, seventh, or eighth day of this month the seal pups would
be born.

How about May?
Nutaraq: This was called tupiqtuut. It was when they started setting up the tents and
moving out of the igluit and the qarmait.
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Was this when they were still able to make igluit but were unable to make
the top?
Nutaraq: They were still able to make the top part out of snow, but as the weather was
not as harsh, people covered the tops with skins, especially as the snow became heavier.
They would make the bottom portion of the iglu and then cover it with a tent.

How about June?
Nutaraq: Where I am from, this is when the birds start coming back. The seagulls start
returning in the latter part of May, and then the snow geese start to come. I think the
name refers to when the caribou fur starts to fall out. It’s called karngalaat. Karngalaat is
when the fur of any animal starts to fall out. Even though the rivers start to flow in June,
we call July iksuut. Do you understand what I mean by iksuut?

No, not at all.
Nutaraq: There is run-off in June, and in July you hear a lot of water flowing. That is
why it is called iksuut. Rivers that had strong currents would burst. We call August
saggaruut, and this again refers to caribou. It is when the fur is at its thinnest, when the
old winter fur is gone. It is before it has started to thicken. When all the old fur is gone,
the caribou are very beautiful. Even though I lived in a place that did not have many
caribou, my parents called the months after them. They never used names such as
January, February, March, April, May, June. They would only use karngalaat, iksuut,
saggaruut, etc. Even though we lived in a place that had very few caribou, we relied on
them. We would sometimes have to go far inland to hunt them. Every piece of land we
went to had a name, even if it was far away. I went to Nuluujaat, Mary River, by plane.
It was when the mine was still open. There were other places that my parents talked
about that I have never been to. These were far inland. I had given up hope that I would
ever get to the places that my father had talked about before I went to Nuluujaat. He
would hunt caribou on foot from beyond Nuluujaat. Then he would return home again.
He would sometimes cross the river.

Were there a lot of hills around?
Nutaraq: Along the shore there were quite a few hills. The further inland you went the
fewer hills there were. Even though there were hills, they were flatter. It was only along
the shore that you have qaqqait, high hills. When you go inland, the land levels out and
there is more rock. There are also innaaruit, cliffs, along the shore.
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We call cliffs innaaruit as well.
Nutaraq: In the stories that have been told to us, they have said that they would meet
people who were caribou hunting who would come from the other side. This was not
that long ago. Agiaq could tell you these same stories. Sometimes they would meet
people from the Kangiq&ugaapik area as well. As you travel inland, you would come
upon inuksuit and places where people had set up tents. Back then, people never stayed
in one place. They would spend the summer inland. I never did that.

Did you see any graves there?
Nutaraq: There probably were, but I don’t know about them. There are ruins and old
sites all along there, and inuksuit and tent rings. They are far inland. I think it is like that
all over. People from other areas would travel inland as well. Even though you think
that there is nothing in the interior, you hear stories from people. They would travel
great distances, such as people from Kinngait going to Natsilik. It took a long time
because they used dogteams and they went on foot. Nowadays, we speed along, just
barely touching the ground. Even though people today go faster, they don’t go as far.
You worry more about people these days. Back then, if someone was on a dogteam or
on foot, you did not worry about them, even if they took a long time to come back.
Nowadays, if someone is missing for three days, you worry about them and start a
search because you know their means of transportation has broken down. You know the
reason why they did not return when they were supposed to is because their means of
transportation has broken down. Back then, they travelled long distances. They would
leave in saggaruut and sometimes not return until amiraijaut, which is October.
Amiraijaut is just after ukiulliruut, September. In the spring when new antlers are
growing, they have velvet on them which is called amiraq. The velvet starts falling off in
amiraijaut. The month after amiraijaut is when the caribou are rutting. When caribou are
in rut, this is called nulialirvik. Nulialirvik is when the caribou are mating.

Do some people refer to this month as ukiulliruut?
Nutaraq: Different communities use different terms. Amiraijaut is also when the seals
are mating. Sea mammals mate at the end of amiraijaut. The nuliarvik, the mating season,
starts in September and goes through October into November. November is aqqaqattaa.
It is when the sun and the moon go down at the same time. That is why it is called
aqqaqattaa. In our community, the sun goes down at the same time as the moon. They go
down together. Another term that is used for the month of November is tusaqtuut.
Before the days of electronic communication and before they had fast boats, people
would not hear from one another until the ice had formed. That is why it is called
tusaqtuut.
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How about December?
Nutaraq: December is known as tauvigjuaq. Tauvigjuaq refers to when it is darkest. There
is a reason for the name of every month. This is what they used in the past.

If there is anything we have forgotten to ask you, please tell us.
Nutaraq: I wanted to make sure we talked about the names given to the different
months. Sometimes a month would have more than one name, especially the months in
the spring because there were a number of things happening then, especially relating to
the animals. In our area, we don’t use all of the names. There is also tirigluit, the time
bearded seal pups are being born. All sea mammals mate around the same time in the
fall, so their offspring are born around the same time in the spring. I tried to write all the
names down. Another month that I did not talk about was when the ice started to form
in November. This is the month we call aqqaqattaa.
My father told me about the last one. It is called ivvaaliqattarnata. My father told me
about a bear that was pirngaangujuq, giving birth for the first time. When his dogs came
across it, they would not let it go. He noticed it had a little black object in its mouth. The
bear had squatted down to pee and it was carrying its cub in its mouth. Pirngaaq is
giving birth for the first time, whether it is an animal or a human. When my father was
telling me this story, he said when bears were going to give birth prematurely, they
would start walking and put one of their hind legs in front of the other. This is called
ivvaajuq. When they were not able to prevent themselves from prematurely giving birth,
then they would put the cub in their mouth and keep it there. They would keep it alive
and warm by keeping it in their mouth.

Are the cubs quite small?
Nutaraq: Yes, they are very small. They say they are even smaller than new-born pups.
That is because the pelvic bones of a polar bear are very narrow.

What do you mean by attangittut?
Nutaraq: The pelvic bones of a bear are not like those of a human being. They don’t
separate. They remain intact and are much narrower. I think that is why they give birth
to such small cubs.

Did your father kill that bear that he came upon?
Nutaraq: Yes. Because there were no regulations back then, they would kill the bears
they came upon as they needed them for food. That is the way all people were
back then.
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Even though the bear had a cub in its mouth, he killed it anyway?
Nutaraq: There was nothing else to do. His dogs were bear-hunting dogs. When they
came across a bear, they wouldn’t let it go. I remember that his dogs seemed very large.
The dogs from his other team were even bigger. Because he was such a successful
hunter, he had two teams of dogs. When you feed dogs properly, they tend to grow
faster. I think my father had so many dogs because he was orphaned when he was
young, and he didn’t want to kill dogs. Even though he gave dogs from his team to his
younger brother, his brother’s dogs were never as fast as his were. Something else I
remember about my father, and I am not trying to praise him, was that if he was
travelling with other teams, he would never be the last one. That is the way he was. If
the dogs came upon a bear, they would not let go of it until it was dead. The term for
this was nakuaraaluk.

What do you mean by nakuaraaluk?
Nutaraq: It is what you call polar-bear hunting dogs. Because they were nakuaraaluk,
they would not let it go if they came across a bear. I recall another person’s dogs that
came across a bear and her cub and they just totally ignored the bear. They started to
urinate and lay down. People have different types of dogs. Dogs varied in numerous
ways.

Can you tell us how the moon can be used as a guide?
Nutaraq: The moon was used in a lot of ways. It can still be used today. The moon was
used as a guide for finding your way and for other things I have not talked about yet.
When the moon becomes full, it becomes complete. We call it ulak. We also say ulaqusijuq
when the moon is nunguppaliajuq, waning. The half moon is called qullikkuminaqtuq
because it looks like a qulliq. As it wanes further, it is called alungajuq. Then it
disappears, and it starts waxing. Taqqiila is the term for when there is no moon. As the
moon is just beginning to grow, the tides are not as strong. When spring starts, the moon
is thin. In the winter you see the moon more often. We use the term taqqinikpuq when
there is a new moon. Different people call it different things. When it looks as if it is
lying on its back, it is called nalajaaqtuq. That means that the weather will be bad. When
you see it again and it is more upright, they say that the weather will not be bad as it
becomes fuller. We used the moon for different things. We also knew when the tidal
currents would be strongest, ingirraniqtusijuq. As the moon wanes, the currents lessen,
and the tide is not as strong. It is not just used to help you find your way.
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If someone was lost, how did they use the moon to find their way home?
Nutaraq: We also learned other things to help us find our way. You knew what the
directions and the phases of the moon were. You would know where the moon would
be in the sky at home so you would use the moon to find out where home was. If you
were lost, you had to know where the moon was and the path that it took. During this
time of year when the moon is at a certain location, I would know where my home was.
When the moon would set, we would use a lot of fuel. The moon gives a lot of light also.
We would go seal hunting in the moonlight. On the days when there was ground snow,
the moon was not as bright, and it was not a good time to hunt.

If you have anything further to say regarding the moon that we have
forgotten to ask about, we would like you to tell us before we go on to
another topic.
Nutaraq: I tend to forget things easily. This is why I do a lot of writing to help me
remember things. Because I don’t remember things well, I wrote down the things about
the moon that I have already mentioned. I told you about the months of the year, but I
have not remembered all of them. The moon is used for everything. I was married twice.
I knew the things my wife knew because she was my wife. When my wife would start
her menstruation during the new moon, we knew that she was not pregnant. We have
known about this for a long time. I also said that the pull of the moon is stronger when
it is full. The currents are stronger and the tides are higher. None of this has changed.
The moon will continue to be useful. Some people seem to be more affected by the pull
of the moon than others.

Are we that affected by the moon?
Nutaraq: Yes, we all are. I, too, am affected. Some people end up with stiff joints or they
sleep constantly or they have difficulty sleeping. People are affected by the phases of the
moon differently. If I had constant pain, I would feel it more during the full moon. Even
though you would think that the pain was constant, when the moon was full, the pain
became stronger. If you have a scar or an old injury, you feel it more during the full
moon. Some people are affected more emotionally by the pull of the moon. All these are
examples of the effects of the moon. It was not just a light at night.

Are animals also affected by the pull of the moon?
Nutaraq: I don’t really have enough knowledge to comment on this, but animals are
different from us. They have different characteristics too. I was told by my adopted
father about the different things I had to do regarding animals. They are not going to
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come to you; you have to go after them. My adopted father told me that animals move
more in the early morning and in the evening. You needed to know this information and
use this when you were out hunting. When you are a young person, you tend to sleep
a lot because you have no cause for worry. When I started hunting, I would finally wake
up and realize that the others had already left. That was because I did not follow the
advice my adopted father gave me. The early morning and early evening are times of
activity for the animals. We had to try and follow their movements. We learned from the
elders and they learned through experience because we depended on the animals for
food. We depended on various animals such as sea mammals.
Even though we don’t go clam digging in our area, we know about the high tide
and we know that the lowest tide is in the fall. We hear on the radio about people going
out clam digging. We know when the lowest tide goes out. One time when I had three
boarders staying at my house, I was told by a person attending a meeting in our
community that I had a nice view of the sea. One of them eventually asked if the water
was affected by the tide. Because we have such a minimal tide, it’s neither really high
nor low, the people from Pangniqtuuq did not consider that we had a tide. But for us,
we can see the water changing from high to low tide.

Do you remember any unikkaaqtuat being told to you about the moon?
Nutaraq: When I was a young child, we did not live in a large community. There were
only eighteen of us living in Mittimatalik when I was a boy. There weren’t many people
unless people would pijjuqtuq, come in to the community for a feast. People would talk
about the moon, and I would hear terms such as piturniqtuq which was used for the
highest tide, taqqiriktuq, which was used for the full moon, and tiniqquruqsijuq, which
was used for the lowest tide. When there was little wind, this was called anurikittuq.
I would hear these things, although they were not told to me directly. My father told me
about the early morning and evening movements of animals, and I can confirm this. In
the early morning there were a lot of seals. At the height of the day, there would hardly
be any. In the early evening when the tide was going the other way, as it was becoming
dark, there were more seals again, but then it was time to go home.

Are there songs about the moon?
Nutaraq: The people that I grew up with did not sing very often, so I never heard any
songs about the moon. I did hear an unikkaaqtuaq about a woman who was taken to the
moon. I have not heard any songs about it, though. I wonder if it had anything to do
with the minister in Mittimatalik. I was a child when they stopped telling those stories
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and singing those songs. There were three stories that I know of that were still being
told, even after the minister said they should not be telling them. I don’t know any songs
about the moon.

Can you tell us those stories?
Nutaraq: The unikkaaqtuat were the same. Even though people did not travel by plane,
and even though the communities were very far apart, it was amazing to hear the same
story told, even though it had some variations. People only travelled by dogteam. Even
so, you would hear the same unikkaaqtuat as far away as Greenland. It is amazing how
different communities so far apart had the same stories. I want you to understand that
there are variations to each story. The Kaugjagjuk story is also widely known.

Do you think that Kaugjagjuk moved to different places?
Nutaraq: Perhaps he did. I don’t know any songs about the moon, only an unikkaaqtuaq.1
Life was not always simple, even back then. There was a woman who suffered
hardships. She was alone outside in the winter when the moon was full. She said,
“Taqqiq piksuma ainnga, moon up there come and get me.” She was not far from the
camp. She had put her hood over her head and was crouching down. Do you
understand the term kusuktuq? If I put my hood over my head and bent down, I would
not be able to see anything. At the time she did this, there was no movement of any kind
in the area, but then she started hearing the sounds of a dogteam. She could hear the
sounds of sled runners on the snow. This is kalirraaqtuq. She didn’t move. She could hear
the dogteam coming closer and closer until it stopped right beside her. She could hear
the dogteam owner, and Tiriattiaq, Puallukittuq and the third dog whose name I can’t
remember. The person on the qamutiik led her to to the sled and told her to get on. In our
community, this is how we tell the story. She got on while keeping her head bowed. He
told her not to open her eyes when they started moving or else she would fall off. She
could hear the swoosh of the qamutiik on the ground. Even though they seemed to be
moving, she could not hear the qamutiik anymore. They travelled for quite some time.
She had been told not to open her eyes but because she could no longer hear the
qamutiik, she became curious as to why they no longer seemed to be on land. When she
tried to open her eyes, she almost fell off, so she closed her eyes again. It turned out that
they had been travelling in the sky. After a while she could hear the swoosh of the
qamutiik again. They continued travelling on land until they stopped.
He told her to open her eyes and follow him to their destination. When she opened
her eyes, she noticed they were on land. It was very bright. They headed towards an
iglu. He told her there would be someone in the iglu who would try to make her laugh.
The woman would have large tattoos and a big bag. She went in, remembering what she
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had been told. There were two little old women in the back of the iglu with their knees
in their parkas. It turned out that they had had their insides cut out by the woman with
the large tattoos. They said something and began laughing. Then the woman with the
large bag came in. She tossed the bag inside and there was an immense ulu in it. She
remembered what she had been told upon her arrival. She was told that if she could not
prevent herself from laughing, she was to put her hand under her amauti flap, and make
the shape of a bear, using her middle finger as the bear’s head. Tunnituarjualuk was
doing all kinds of things to make her laugh. Because she couldn’t prevent herself from
laughing, even though she was trying to, she put her hand under the flap of her amauti
in the shape of a bear and she pretended to blow down into her amauti. Immediately, the
woman with the big tattoos went out and the bag followed her.
Later, the man who had taken her there showed her a caribou scapula. When she
flipped it over and looked down, she could see her community. The people there were
playing amaruujaq. She could see her husband, who looked depressed. She saw the man
who used to abuse her, mourning her. He told her to spit into the caribou scapula.
After she did that someone on the ground shouted. One of the people that had been
playing back on earth said that a star had shat because they saw a bright object moving
in the sky.
She stayed there for a while. Because she became homesick, he took her back down
to earth. She didn’t open her eyes because she knew she would fall off. There was no
sound from the qamutiik runners at all, because they were travelling through the sky.
After a while, she could hear the sound of the runners again and they arrived in her
camp. This is all I know of this story. This same story is told in different communities
with slight variations. I have heard this on Sinnaksautit [CBC evening show] and even
as far away as Greenland. I don’t know any more than this.

When you were still hunting, did you notice whether the animals were
affected by the phases of the moon?
Nutaraq: I cannot say that the moon controls the animals, but they are affected by it.
Animals do not stay in one place. There is an old saying that there are patterns in their
movements. People often guessed where there would be animals, but they were not
always correct. In a year that there were not many animals, they would say the next year
there would probably be more. The animals are not affected the same way that
the currents and the tides are, but some people say that the animals are affected by
the moon.
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Is there a difference between piturniqtuq and ingirraniqtujuq?
Nutaraq: They occur at the same time. Someone might be talking about the current,
which is ingirraniqtujuq, or they might be talking about the tide, piturniqtuq. If I were to
say one of these words to a fellow hunter, they would know right away what they were.
They occur at the same time.

We talked about how animals are affected by the moon. How are people
affected?
Nutaraq: If a person has had an injury or something has happened to him, he is more
affected by the moon during high tide. If a person almost died or had an injury or illness
that affected him greatly, then he could be deeply affected by the full moon. I can use
myself as an example. I almost died in 1945. I had an infection in my blood and I lost my
strength. Back then, we relied on the Hudson Bay manager for medication. The Hudson
Bay manager contacted Iqaluit. They did not use a two-way radio; they used Morse code
back then. My wife was not told, but people were saying that I would die before noon.
I have always prayed. Even though I don’t pray out loud, I know that God knows my
thoughts. I began to understand that God did not want my life to be over.
If a person’s body has been injured seriously, they feel the pull of the moon and the
changes in the weather more. There are two areas of my body that are affected by the
moon. I sometimes think that the sickness that I had still remains with me. Even though
I completely recovered, whenever the weather is going to be bad, I feel uncomfortable
even though it does not disable me. I can move, and I can still be active, but my left side
is affected. Even before the wind starts blowing, when the weather is still clear, I start
feeling uncomfortable. After I had this feeling, I would know that the wind was going
to blow. This happens to other people as well, not just to me. We are affected by the pull
of the moon. If you have an injury, at first you really feel the effects of the moon, but as
time goes on you feel them less.

Are people with mental disorders affected by the full moon?
Nutaraq: Isumairmangajuq is when someone’s mind has changed. You are aware of it
more when the moon is full, the tide is high and the current is stronger. Afterwards, they
get back to their normal selves. They are not in pain, but they are still affected anyway.
They tend to be affected by the pull of the moon. This does not last. It tends to end when
the moon wanes.

Is everyone who has had surgery affected when the moon is full?
Nutaraq: Perhaps only those who have undergone major surgery are affected. I have
even heard of people feeling their scars during a full moon.
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I have heard some women say they will have their period soon, when there
is a full moon. Is a woman’s menstruation affected by the moon?
Nutaraq: Our wives knew about these things. We were not taught about this. We accept
that that’s the way women are. We know that even though women menstruate, it is not
dangerous or painful. It is only when a woman becomes pregnant that she stops
menstruating. Some women might wonder why their period is early, but this is
something a woman has no control over. It is cyclical.

Do pregnant women tend to give birth during the full moon?
Nutaraq: I cannot really answer that question as I have never assisted at a birth. When
my wife went through childbirth, the babies were born when they were due. Their
births were not affected by the moon. I know a little about birthing from my wife.

Have you ever noticed if women who were due went into labour when the
moon was full?
Nutaraq: I am not really aware of this. Babies are born during all the phases of the moon.
Women would say that once a certain number of months had passed, the baby would
be born. Sometimes a baby was born premature at eight months. They would be smaller,
but they would be fully formed. I have never assisted at a birth. I used to think that I
should know how to help, especially in case I was alone with my wife when she went
into labour. I knew that I would have to follow the advice I was given about a woman
being in labour. I was told that a woman who was in labour did not want to stay in one
position. There were some women who preferred to be upright when they gave birth.
Others wanted to lie down. I thought if my wife went into labour and I was the only one
with her, I would be able to support her back because I have a really straight back. I was
never alone with her when she gave birth, but those thoughts would come to me
because I would wonder what I would do if this happened. Because I knew my wife
knew about childbirth, I knew she would tell me what to do and would help me.

I have heard that women used to give birth alone in an iglu. Was this after
the times when this was practised?
Nutaraq: The people before us did this. I was present at the birth of one child. That was
because there was only one building there, and there was no other place for me to go.
My wife had told me she might go into labour that night. I was just falling asleep when
she went into labour. Every other time my wife went into labour, I went to someone
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else’s house. I had just fallen asleep when my wife told me she had gone into labour. My
older brother’s wife went to assist her. Because I was unable to help, I just turned my
back. Even though I was present, I didn’t assist.

You did not assist?
Nutaraq: I had told myself that if there were just the two of us, I would assist her, but
because we were not alone, I didn’t. I just turned my back, because there was someone
else to help her. That is all I know about birthing.

We would like to ask you about the aqsarniit, the Northern Lights. What
causes them to come closer to land?
Nutaraq: They have always been that way since I was a child.

Are there songs about the aqsarniit?
Nutaraq: I don’t know if there are any songs about the aqsarniit. When I was growing
up, they did not sing many songs. When the sky was clear and we were playing outside,
we would see the aqsarniit.

Are there any stories about them?
Nutaraq: I was never told any as a child. When we were children, we would hear things
from other children. We would hear that if we whistled, they would speed up and
come closer. Even though we did not know if this would happen or not, we would
try it. Because the aqsarniit were always moving, they would speed up and seem to
come closer.

As a child I recall other children telling me that if I whistled my head
would be decapitated.
Nutaraq: I never heard that our heads would be removed. We were told they would
come closer if we whistled, so we did a lot of whistling. We never heard that our heads
would be removed.

Sometimes the aqsarniit are lighter in colour. Do you know why that is?
Nutaraq: When they were out and it was very clear, my father would say that the wind
was probably not that far away. Even though it was not close by, he said the wind would
be coming.
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What causes the aqsarniit to have different colours?
Nutaraq: I don’t know what causes the different colours. All I know about the aqsarniit
is that they move a lot. When my father saw them, he said the wind was close by.

Could you use them to predict the wind?
Nutaraq: My father would say that there would be winds coming.

Do they make a swishing sound when they speed up?
Nutaraq: Maybe they are part of the wind. Perhaps that is why my father said there
would be winds soon. I have never heard why they have colours.
Sometimes after you played outside and went in, there would be a visitor or the
adults would be talking. I don’t remember what they would be discussing, but they
would say, “Go play outside.” I sometimes regret that we were told not to listen. Maybe
we would know more things now. Because we were told not to listen, we missed out
a lot.

I remember when we were growing up, when the aqsarniit would come
out, we would rub our fingernails together to make them disappear.
Nutaraq: I don’t know about that. Sometimes when you are children, you hear things
that are not always true. Maybe you also were told things that were not true, such as
your heads being removed.

In the winter, our parents would tell us to keep our hoods up if we did not
want to be decapitated. It turns out they wanted us to keep our hoods up
to keep our ears warm. Perhaps we were told things as children to keep us
out of danger.
Nutaraq: I was never told anything about the aqsarniit as a child except by other
children. Because the other children said they would come closer if you whistled, I, too,
began whistling.

When you were out hunting, did you ever notice that if the aqsarniit were
out that it was brighter?
Nutaraq: Yes. Whenever the aqsarniit came out, you noticed that it was brighter. Because
they never stay in one place, and they are moved about by the wind, perhaps that is why
my father said the wind was close by. We use clouds to predict weather. Maybe the
aqsarniit were used for the same purpose.
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Have you ever heard of the aqsarniit going down to earth and surrounding
a person?
Nutaraq: No, I have never heard of that happening. They sometimes seemed to be all
around me, but they never came down. Sometimes when the weather was very clear
and you did not expect any change, my father would come in and he would say, “The
wind is going to be coming soon. The stars are blinking very rapidly.”

You mean like eyes blinking?
Nutaraq: Sometimes you look at the stars, and they seem to be blinking. That is because
the air is being moved by the wind. Sometimes when there are no clouds, you can see
the stars very clearly. That is why my father said the wind was going to be blowing soon,
because the stars were blinking.

Do you think the aqsarniit were controlled by the angakkuit?
Nutaraq: I have never heard that the angakkuit controlled the aqsarniit, or used them as
tuurngait, or used them for protection. I have only heard of them being used to predict
wind. Sometimes they are more yellowish, sometimes more pinkish, but I don’t know
the reasons for that. If I were to try to tell you why, I would not be being truthful because
I don’t know these things. When you are being asked questions, you don’t want to add
things that you don’t know.

Is there anything else you would like to add that we have not asked about?
Nutaraq: I have told you everything I know about the aqsarniit. I would like to add
something about the weather. Sometimes the weather is very clear. There is not a cloud
in the sky. If a cloud appears from the area where dusk has started to fall, and it is
growing, you can say that it is bringing weather with it. When clouds show up in the
west, those clouds that are long and that seem to be layered, called paaruttiqtuq, you
know the wind will be coming from the opposite direction. Sometimes the wind would
not reach us but it would still be there. It is probably the same in your community. All
clouds are different. They are moved by the wind in different ways.

I often think the only use for the aqsarniit is to be beautiful. Have you ever
heard this?
Nutaraq: In the same way that clouds can help to predict the weather, the aqsarniit can
be used for this purpose as well. I don’t think of them as having any other use. I only
know about them being used to predict the wind. This is all that I have heard.
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When did they occur more, in the spring or in the winter?
Nutaraq: They occurred more in the winter. You don’t have darkness in the spring. At
home the sun shines all night long. You do not see any stars at all after April 9th, or 10th.
It does not get dark after that. It continues to stay bright until August when you start to
have dark nights. I cannot say when the aqsarniit occur the most, but we only see them
in the winter when it is dark.

Why do you think they would tell children the aqsarniit would decapitate
them? Do you think it was because they did not want children to be
outside at night?
Nutaraq: I don’t know. I never heard that. We never stayed out late at night in the
winter. It was only in the spring when it wasn’t dark anymore that we would stay up
late into the night. We would try to stay awake as long as we could. In the winter when
it was dark, we would go to bed early. The only time we stayed up late was in the spring
when the darkness had gone. The only thing we were warned about as children, was
that if we woke up late at night and there were no adults around, not to play at the shore
when there was broken ice.

I have heard that the reason they are called aqsarniit is because they played
aqsaq, kickball, with a walrus skull.
Nutaraq: I never heard that as a child. I only heard this much later. I cannot tell you
about this because I never heard this from my parents as a child.

Living on the land
We would like to ask you about what kinds of tents you used, and what
kinds of dwellings you had in the winter. We would also like to know
where you lived in the spring and summer.
Nutaraq: I am younger than he is, and because I grew up where there were qallunaat I
can only recall canvas tents. It was only later when I was old enough to be aware, that
my mother made a tent out of sealskin. It was much warmer than canvas, as it did not
let the wind through as much. Skin tents are called ittat. You can use the term tupiit for
them, but the real name for them is ittat. Later on, someone else made a skin tent. We
were out seal hunting. One day I woke up when the sun was shining. I could not sleep
anymore because I was too warm. I had to go out. I ended up sleeping outside because
the tent was too warm. When the sun is shining and there is no wind, those tents are
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especially warm. When you are younger and not prone to feeling cold, they are too
warm. They are much warmer when they are newer. Canvas tents and ittat are not the
same. When it starts turning cold, they tended to stay warm longer than canvas tents
did, especially when you had a good source of heat.

Would they be used all summer long?
Nutaraq: Yes, especially if they did not have anything else to use. If they had tents from
other materials, they would use those. I have been in ittat more than once, so I know
they are much warmer than canvas tents, especially when the sun is shining. When you
are younger, you are not as prone to feel the cold. Now, I would not go and sleep
outside. Canvas tents are not that warm. As soon as the wind starts blowing, they get
cold. Some people layer tents these days to make them warmer, especially when the
weather turns cold and they are going out caribou hunting. That is because nobody
makes skin tents anymore.

Do people still know how to make them?
Nutaraq: Young people do not know how to make them anymore. I think there are still
older people who know how to do it.

How many skins would you need to make a tent?
Nutaraq: When the skins were large, four would suffice. Large skins are called aktuit.
Any animal that is large is called aktu. The mami, the inside layer of skin, is removed,
then it can be stretched a lot more. You can use the mami as well. The skin that has the
fur is put over the bed. The inner layer is removed in one piece, and the skin and the
inner layer are then sewn together. The mami is used for the umik, the front. It is much
brighter. It lets the light in more, because it is only the inner layer of the skin. The skin
over the bed had the fur.

Would it be placed there so it would be warmer?
Nutaraq: The fur was placed there so that it would keep the rain out. The heads of the
skins pointed upwards. They even kept the flippers attached. They would be slit and
opened. When the skins were sewn together, they would make sure that all the fur
pointed downward so it did not drip inwards and so the rain would run off the fur.
That’s the way tents were made. If the skins were smaller, tiqittuq, you would have to
use more. Just as we humans are not all the same size, animals are not either. When the
seals were tiqittuq, then more skins needed to be used. They were sewn the same way,
with the fur at the back and the mami in the front.
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Did they remove the bones from the flippers?
Nutaraq: Yes, you only keep the skin. I was told that whenever I had to remove a skin
which was going to be used for a tent, I was not to take off the fore or the hind flippers.
You would make sure that the fur on all the skins would face downwards so the rain
would drain off.

Could you use the skin of any seal?
Nutaraq: If they were going to use bearded seal for the tent, it would be made the same
way. I have never heard of harp seals being used, but they would probably be used the
same way.

What did they use for the tent frame?
Nutaraq: I only know that those tents had more supports than canvas tents had. A
canvas tent can have as few as three supports if it is not going to have crossed pieces at
the front. I think they use four pieces in the frame in a skin tent. The front portion also
has four pieces. They are called the umiguti. The pieces are diagonal to each other. They
are slanted more from the back to the top. There are four pieces like that in the back. At
the front of the tent you have two pieces that meet at a point, and they are tied. You need
a piece to the front of the tent, and then all the pieces are tied together. There is a hole at
the top and the pieces protrude through it.

Were the support beams made of wood?
Nutaraq: Yes. No one used ak&unaaq, rope.

Did you try to get skins that had moulted because the loose fur had already
been removed?
Nutaraq: Yes. Whenever people wanted seals to use for a tent, they tried to get larger
skins that had moulted because they were better. The larger the seal, the fewer the skins
that would be required. Some tents would be small and some would be large. The size
of the tent depended on the size of family that was living in it.

How long would the tents last?
Nutaraq: As long as a tent was well looked after, it would last a long time. When people
were going to move into a qarmaq, they used skins to cover the top of it. If they were
going to have canvas as an inner layer, they would put it on the inside and use skins on
the outside and put heather in between. You would need two layers to prevent the
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heather from falling through. You would cover the frame with the first layer and
insulate it with heather, and then put the skin tent over top. One family would live in
the dwelling. Sometimes there would be an extra person in the qariaq.

What is a qariaq?
Nutaraq: It is an additional bed. There were two beds at the back. The qariaq was more
towards the entrance. On the other side, the meat was kept.

Was it a separate room or just a bed?
Nutaraq: A qarmaq did not have any rooms. Only qallunaat had rooms in dwellings. The
person who had the bed more towards the door was called the qariaq&iq. The place
where the meat was kept was called the aki. It was on the opposite side from the qariaq.
A large dwelling might have three qullit. The parents would never sleep in the qariaq
because they always had the better bed. The qariaq would either be for the children, or
for grown-up sons.

Did you use the skin tent to put over the qarmaq? Did you use it as a tent
for more than one year?
Nutaraq: If it was still in good condition, then it would be used again. Even if it was an
old tent, it would be better than a canvas tent because it did not let the wind through.

Did you have any further use for skins that had been used as an ittaq,
for example, as rifle covers?
Nutaraq: If there were no other skins, the old tent could always be used as an inguriq. It
would be used for the bottom layer.

I did not live through this so I don’t know what an inguriq is.
Nutaraq: It would be used to cover the qamutiik. You have probably seen blue and
orange tarps being used for ingurit. I know I need to refer to things that you are familiar
with. We did not use old skins for rifle covers. We preferred to use new skins. A rifle
cover was called a qarjurvik. We wanted them to look nice. We did not want holes in
them. The rifle cover was made out of new skins if we were not short of them. I was not
that good a hunter so I always had difficulty getting skins. There were not always good
skins available. I, too, wanted good skins for my rifle cover. If we saw someone else’s
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rifle cover and we liked it, then we, too, would want something similar. When the tip of
the rifle cover was sewn over so that it was pleated, you knew that you had a well
looked after rifle. Some would just be sewn to the tip. There was also a strap sewn on it
because you would be carrying it on your back.

Would the rifle cover be made by your wife or did you make it on
your own?
Nutaraq: We had different ways of doing things. They were not always made by our
wives. Since I knew how to make them, I would make my own. I would make it the way
I wanted it. Our wives knew how to make them. Because the stitching was not as
important as it was for kamiik, anyone could make them. We tried to make sure we
looked after our rifles well, especially when they were new and we wanted them to look
nice longer.

Did people live in qarmait all the time?
Nutaraq: When we were in Mittimatalik, we always had a wooden house, but when we
would go to places we would hunt, then we would stay in an iglu. There was a shack
that Kapitaikallak2 sometimes stayed in. Sometimes we would use that. Sometimes we
would have an iglu with a cover over it because a layered iglu was warmer, or we would
stay in an igluvigaq made of snow or one made all of ice called a tugaliagaq. I have never
lived in a tugaliagaq. They would also use them to store fish in. They would make small
ones for this purpose. Ravens and animals were unable to penetrate a tugaliagaq because
it was made of ice.

We want to ask you about clothing; men’s clothing, women’s clothing,
girl’s clothing and boy’s clothing. First of all, what material was men’s
clothing usually made of?
Nutaraq: The first clothing I remember having was a one-piece outfit made of caribou.
I do not remember what other children wore, but I remember what my clothing was like.

Did you have caribou kamiik?
Nutaraq: Yes, I had kamiik. My socks were attached to my outfit. I would put my kamiik
over top of them. They were not made of fabric.
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Did your outfit have an opening to urinate out of?
Nutaraq: The outfits we called puuq all had an opening. When we were children, we all
wore one-piece clothing. They all had an opening, and we squatted to urinate and
defecate. The edge of the opening had thicker-furred skin to stop the wind from
entering. This is what I remember wearing. I saw other children wearing them too.

Up to what age did you wear those?
Nutaraq: I did not pay as much attention to age then as I do now. Nowadays, I keep a
daily journal. I can only tell you that I remember wearing them, but I don’t remember
up to what age I wore them.

What kind of clothing did they wear to go out travelling?
Nutaraq: When I was a child, I had different clothing when I started going out hunting,
even though I didn’t go very far. I did not always go on every trip.

Can you tell us what types of clothing you wore?
Nutaraq: The first clothing I had was a puuq. This was before I went out hunting at all.
Then I had a kigluaq. The top part of it was no longer attached at the waist. There was a
separate piece for the top. I wore this as a child growing up. It was only after I was able
to go out hunting with my father that I had separate pieces of clothing. My socks were
also separate from my pants, and the pants were separate from the top, as were my
mitts. On top, I would wear a qulittaq. This was when I started hunting.

What were the clothes made of, caribou or seal skin?
Nutaraq: When I was a child, there was not much caribou. I remember my akkak, my
paternal uncle, getting a caribou. It turned out that was the last caribou we got for a long
while, as there were not many caribou in our area. I remember wearing caribou clothing
for travelling. After a while, we started wearing sealskin more, because we did not have
caribou. Occasionally we would have caribou skin pants and even more rarely a caribou
skin qulittaq, even though it was deep winter. We did not travel very far, and the caribou
were very far away. I grew up in Mittimatalik when the caribou were not migrating to
that area. Even though my father used to walk to where there were caribou, he couldn’t
do that when he got older because they were too far away at Nuluujaat.
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Was women’s clothing made of sealskin made the same way as
caribou clothing?
Nutaraq: In the Tununiq area we did not see women in sealskin clothing very often
except for their kamiik. Even though some of the fur was not very good, women always
had caribou skin pants. People would come to trade at Mittimatalik from very far away.
They would give their family members caribou skins for clothing. There were different
types of pants. The pants that I saw, the qarlikallaak that were worn by women, always
had the fur worn on the outside.

Women’s pants had a different name. All clothing had different names.
Can you tell us what they were?
Nutaraq: I probably don’t remember all of them. I remember hearing what they were
called but I cannot really remember all of them. The short pants, the qarlikallaak,
had qukturautiik, leggings. They also had ipiallautiik. These were made out of caribou
skin as well.

Because we speak different dialects, sometimes we don’t understand. What
are ipiallautik?
Nutaraq: The ipiallautiik, were ties on the leg warmers that were tied to the unngiqsaq,
the belt.

I did not understand unngiqsaq. Can you explain this term?
Nutaraq: The qarlikallaak were short women’s pants. There were also longer pants that
were called qipinngajuuk because they seemed twisted. These were short too, just above
the knees. The reason why they called the leggings qukturautiik, was because they were
made so a woman wouldn’t have bare skin. The ipiallautiik were the strings attaching the
qukturautiik. There was a knot at the end. When you put them on, the strings were
slipped under the belt. Because the belt was tight, you would put it underneath, and the
knot would hold them in place. The qarlikallaak had an unngiqsaq. Some of them were
made of bearded seal skin. These were worn by women. In the Iglulik and the Tununiq
areas, women had different clothing.
Agiaq: The women from the Kangiq&ugaapik area started wearing these first, and then
they were brought to the Tununiq area.
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What is the ikpaktuaq?
Nutaraq: The front part of women’s pants that is made from pukiq, the white part of a
caribou’s belly, is called the ikpaktuaq.

Would women wear these when they would travel? If they had extra
material, did they make different types of clothing for travelling?
Nutaraq: We were always travelling because we always had to move to where there
were animals. They did not wear these all the time when they were in the community,
but they wore them while they were out travelling or hunting when it got cold.

I would like to ask more about hunting. You said you wore sealskin
all winter long. When the caribou got closer, did you start wearing
caribou clothing?
Nutaraq: We did not have caribou come close for a very long while. We had to go as far
as Mary River to go caribou hunting. It was only when we were given skins that we had
caribou clothing. Our father was never without caribou skin clothing though, because
he was a hunter. Those of us without warm clothing were considered uqurluktuq. Warm
clothing was called uquksautit. I grew up at a time when people were without caribou
skins for clothing. It is only recently that the caribou have returned. Even though we
were told that the caribou would one day return, I was around seventy-three or seventyfour years old before that happened.

Was this because of the migrations of the caribou?
Nutaraq: Yes. Our father wanted to move to the tip of the island that we call Sannirut.
That was always a good place to get seal even though there are not as many seals there
now. We always went seal hunting in that area. Once I was taken there and the wind was
so strong I was almost blown off the qamutiik. The ice there was a good place to get seal
year after year, and my father knew this.

What does taujunniiraangat mean?
Nutaraq: It means it is no longer dark. We know that in January the days continue to
grow longer. We call the month of December tauvigjuaq, the time of deep darkness which
is taujualuk. When it starts getting lighter and the days get longer, qaummagiaq begins.
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Where did you travel when you were young?
Nutaraq: Our parents worried about us when we were young and therefore did not
want us to go very far. When we started travelling on our own, we did not have the
abilities right away to go very far. We would start going further and further as our skills
developed. Sometimes I would have someone else with me.

You said you would go to places near where you lived. Could you tell us
about them?
Nutaraq: It was a long time before I could go very far because my father worried about
me. The furthest I would go would be Sannirut, Bylot Island. Once I was able to go
there, I thought I had gone really far. It actually was not very far, as you were able to get
there in one day. Every time I went out, I would travel a little bit further and further
away. Even though it was still on land, you could see Mittimatalik. Because the land is
quite high, on a clear day you could see quite a distance away. I learned to set traps on
my own and I set them where people knew where they were. Nobody went there, but
they knew where the traps were. When we first start doing something, we have to
develop our abilities. We don’t always know everything right away. There were two
main places where I grew up. The first was at Mittimatalik where I became aware of
things, and the second was at Igarjuaq when I was around eleven when my father
stopped working in Mittimatalik. I was living at Igarjuaq when I started travelling
around to different places. I did not know all the places right away.

You said you had traps. Did you trap fox?
Nutaraq: Yes, we only had fox in our area. That is all we used our traps for. My father
taught me how to attach a trap to a rock. Then he would step on it. Whenever I opened
it, I considered that I had set the trap. All along it was my father that had set it, but I
considered that I had done it. Later on, I was able to set them on my own. I think we all
developed our skills in the same way.

Who did you go out hunting with? Did you go alone?
Nutaraq: There was just my father. I did not call him ataata. I called him my angajukulluk
my dear older brother, because of whom I was named after. He was the only one who
taught me to hunt and trap. He taught me slowly. We were the only ones there at the
time. Some people came to live with us afterwards, but that was much later, after he
stopped working. I would sometimes accompany him but it was never overnight. I just
thought I was keeping him company, but it turned out that he was training me. We
never went to school. We learned through actual experience. To me it seemed like play.
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What kind of animals did you hunt?
Nutaraq: I was not much of a hunter when I was quite young. I told you I killed a
ptarmigan with my bow and arrow. That was the first thing I killed. I would practise
with lemmings and little birds, but not large animals.

When you became an adult and you had a wife, what kind of animals did
you hunt?
Nutaraq: Because there were no caribou where we lived, we only hunted seals and went
fishing when I was young. It was only much later that I was able to hunt caribou.

Did you use rifles or bows and arrows when you went hunting?
Nutaraq: I used rifles and other implements. We call a harpoon head, a sakku, and the
harpoon, an unaaq. We use the word qukiuti for rifle. When my father started to teach me
how to use a rifle, I had a twenty-two. There were killer whales, seals and narwhals. I
did not hunt whales because my rifle was not powerful enough. There were numerous
seals, and I learned how to hunt them while others were out hunting killer whales. I
would hunt them with my rifle. When I was able to hunt seals, I considered myself a real
man. I felt that I was really hunting. It turned out that I was not going to be a great
hunter, but I was very proud that I had a rifle and was able to hunt. When the seals
would come close to the shore because they were fleeing from a killer whale, I was able
to get numerous seals. I developed other skills after my angajukulluk made me a sakku, a
harpoon head. In some dialects it is called a naullaq. He made me a harpoon complete
with the head and the float. I was still a young child then. In our area we would hunt at
agluit in the spring as the snow cover melted and the agluit become visible. Hunting at
the agluit in the spring is called qulangiqsiniq. He made me a float out of a jar seal, a
harpoon head and a harpoon. Once I had a harpoon, I once more considered myself a
man. He cautioned me to make sure the rope was never tangled around my wrist or my
ankle and to always make sure that my float was beside me. He brought me to the aglu
to wait for a seal and then he went to another aglu close by. He told me to wait until the
snout was just about to come out of the water and to aim just underneath the head.
There was a seal that came up and stared at me with its big eyes. It started looking at
me and it started coming closer and closer. I remembered what my father had told me,
to harpoon it under the head, and I did so. I hung on to the rope, as the seal went under.
Then I let go of the rope, and my float fell in and started bobbing. I was very happy. It
was my first kill with a harpoon at an aglu. My father came over and took the float and
pulled the seal up. He took the seal out and killed it. I was so proud, I felt like a real man.
After that, I would go hunting with them in the spring. Then I started going out hunting
overnight. We would have to travel quite far southward. It was spring, and they were
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Finding the Seal Pup

Cornelius Nutarak (b. 1924) m. Pond Inlet, FInding the Seal Pup, 1964, Graphite and coloured pencil, 50.6 x 65.5 cm, P. 103.8 in J. Blodgett (ed)
taken from North Baffin Drawings, Art Gallery of Ontario - Collected by Terry Ryan on North Baffin Island in 1964.

Text on recto; upperleft.
This is a man trying to catch a seal. He is doing this: He sees a nunayuq (the chamber over the seal
hole). Here he is jumping. He will cave in the nunayuq. If he caves it in he will catch the seal pup. Here
he jumps. Here the little seal pup is inside the nunayuq. Here the mother is underwater. He caves it in.
He will hook the little seal pup before it dives. The seals have such chambers in the snow bank of the
rough ice. We are trying to catch seal pups this way. Sometimes they let the mother worry about the
seal pup before they catch them both. They catch both by using the pup to lure the mother to the hole.
This is the way Inuit try to catch seal pups in the spring. He put his harpoon, harpoon line and knife
aside near him. He is now jumping, trying to cave in the nunayuq.
Text on recto; identification of objects from left to right:
little rough area, this is a little ice floe, this is ice, seal pup’s mother, the seal is swimming under water,
seal pup, this is the nunqyuq, seal hole, this is ice.
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going to cache the meat, so they were hunting in earnest then. As my abilities
developed, I did not need to use a float anymore. After a while I became accustomed to
seal hunting and I did not feel the same emotion anymore, but the memory of my first
kill always made me proud.

What was the avataq, the float, made of?
Nutaraq: It was made from a nattiaviniq, the skin of a silver jar seal. That’s what he made
the float out of when he made me my harpoon and harpoon head.

Was it the men that made the floats?
Nutaraq: Yes, my father made the avatait. My mother helped him by removing the
blubber and the fur from the skins. My father did all the rest. At first, when it was
drying, the inside was on the outside, but after it had dried, my father turned it inside
out and he made the final tie. It was black and round and fully inflated.

When you caught your first seal, was there a celebration?
Nutaraq: There were just a few of us. Even though there were only a few of us, everyone
was quite happy about it, but I don’t recall having a feast. We probably ate it.

Did you dance after you ate it?
Nutaraq: I probably danced out of joy because I was always happy as a child. I felt I had
a very happy childhood. We did not have much difficulty getting food because there
were only a few of us. I used to think that my father was the most skilled person at doing
everything. Maybe we all feel that way about our fathers. I felt that my father was the
best hunter ever. Maybe it was not that way, but because I grew up with him this is what
I thought.

When you were out hunting, do you remember anything you saw for the
first time?
Nutaraq: There is one incident I can talk about, the first time I saw a walrus. I realized
it was not a seal and it had tusks. I had seen seals, and the teeth were always in the
mouth. When I saw a walrus for the first time, it looked like it had two teeth protruding
from its mouth. That is the one thing that I remember seeing for the first time.
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Did you use a qajaq in the summer?
Nutaraq: My father did not have a qajaq. We just used a boat. I never remember him
using a qajaq. We had a boat with four oars. Two men could paddle that boat. My father
was always at the stern. When there was no one else to row that boat, he would row it
himself. I think we had that boat for a long time. I was first aware of it in Mittimatalik.
It seemed that we always had that boat. The bow and the stern were pointed. Most boats
have a pointed bow and a square stern. The bow of the boat was higher than the stern.
We must have had that boat for a long time, because I remember having that boat as I
was growing up. When his eyesight became bad and he was unable to go hunting
anymore, I started using this boat. There are other things that I remember him having
for a long, long time. Besides the boat he had a qamutiik that he seemed to have always
had. Another thing was his telescope. It was fairly long. It was one you could extend. I
always remember him having that telescope. He also had two rods that he used to open
a qingniq, a cache. We call those kuluuvva, crowbars. They were two long pieces of metal.
People would use them.

Was that boat you talked about a home-made boat?
Nutaraq: Yes, it was a home-made boat. It was made out of thick planks of wood.

Did it have a skin cover?
Nutaraq: No, it was just made of wood. Because I became aware where there were
qallunaat, I never saw boats made of skins. My father seemed always to have had those
objects I talked about and his fox traps. As my ability to hunt improved as I grew older,
and his eyesight grew weaker, I in turn started using them, especially his boat,
his qamutiik, his telescope, his crowbars and his rifle. I started using them as I became
more able.

Could you tell us about when the whales came in and you would hunt them?
Nutaraq: In our area the whales came while there was still ice. In the spring, in the
month of May, the whales could be seen down at the floe edge. This is what it was like
when I was young. It is different now. When I was young, the whales would arrive in
May. Sometimes they would be more numerous than at other times. Even when I was
young, the man I grew up with, Killaapik, did not go to the floe edge very often. He only
went down occasionally. Others would go down more frequently. Sometimes he would
go down there for two weeks in the spring when they were trying to get meat for his
dogs, and for the R.C.M.P. and the Hudson’s Bay Company.
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Back then, they did not go down to the floe edge as often. The number of whales
never really decreased, even though they would be more numerous at some times than
at others. Sometimes, when they would go out whale hunting, they would get a whale.
Sometimes I would envy the ones that hunted at the floe edge. Because my father did
not go there very often, I would not go frequently. We would go down when the akpait,
the murres, and the whales came back. I don’t know why he did not whale hunt much
down at the floe edge. Maybe he planned to hunt more in earnest when the whales came
further into the inlet.
When I was young, the whales came closer to land more, even when there was ice.
This was when you were still able to go on the ice by dogteam. Nowadays, it is not like
that at all. The ice goes out without there being any whales. You never see whales in the
aajurait, in the cracks. Even though we elders try to tell people about this, people don’t
listen to us. Once a whale is sighted, people keep going out continually, and there is
always noise down on the ice. Even though whales don’t seem to have ears, they have
very sharp hearing. They are very aware of any little vibration that is made. They don’t
seem to be aware of their surroundings, but when they are being hunted, the moment
that a rifle has been shot, they submerge and it takes a long time before they come up
again. Because they hear noises so easily, it makes them difficult to hunt.
Nowadays, people use snowmobiles and they can travel faster. They don’t have to
worry about the pads on the dogs’ paws getting sore. The floe edge is never without
people anymore. When people started hunting there constantly, the whales stopped
going under the ice. It is much later in the spring now before they make it to the cracks
in the ice. It is because there are so many people down at the floe edge now that it takes
the whales longer to come towards land. For some time now, I haven’t heard of a whale
coming close to land while there was still ice. When I was young, once the floe edge got
closer, there were whales. They were ignored until they got further inland. Even though
people knew there were whales at the floe edge, they did not go down there as often and
they would wait until they would be closer to land. They would seal hunt on the ice
until then.
The term that we use for hunting seals at the agluit is qulangiqsiniq. We hunted seal
meat to cache for the dogs back then. I would know when the whales would come
inland. In the middle of June, the ninth, tenth, or eleventh, the fish would come down
the rivers and they would get to our camp at Igarjuaq around June twenty-eighth. The
term we use for the fish running is tisujuq, which means sliding. After the fish arrived,
we knew that the whales would come. There were cracks in the ice at Tuqsukattak.
There are numerous cracks, especially around that big island. The cracks run towards
the land. When we would go hunting by dogteam, because there would not be any
sounds down near the floe edge, the whales would start coming up through the cracks.
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Catching a Narwhal

Cornelius Nutarak (b. 1924) m. Pond Inlet, Catching a Narwhal, 1964, Coloured pencil and graphite, 50.6 x 65.5 cm, P. 103.15 in J. Blodgett (ed)
taken from North Baffin Drawings, Art Gallery of Ontario - Collected by Terry Ryan on North Baffin Island in 1964.

Text on verso:
In the spring I walked with my partner along the crack in the ice following the narwhals. After we had walked a while we
harpooned and caught a narwhal. There were only two of us. We were very hungry then. We pulled with all our might
and got it out onto the ice. We were going to butcher it but we started eating blubber. We cut up half of it and started
eating because we were very hungry and we were a long way from home. It was lots of fun when we caught the narwhal.
We took our parkas off and put them on an upright harpoon when we started eating. After we have eaten we will finish
butchering it. We were tired so we started to eat. We are looking forward to finishing cutting it up and going. Right now
we are on our way home; we will come back with a dogteam to get it. In the spring the narwhals go west; this is what
they do. Sometimes we use our dogteam to go to the crack in the ice to hunt narwhals. Sometimes we walk.
Day is breaking, the sun starts to shine, it is getting very warm: we were tired and hungry. It was a happy
time when we caught the narwhal. We were happy, very happy. Here we take our parkas off. We were far away. Our
land, our home, is very very far away. Both of us were happy but we got very sleepy and tired.
When we got home we told them that we had caught a narwhal and they were happy. That is what people from
Tunnunirusiq do. Our home was very far so it took time to get home. We were finally home; our kamiks were big and
swollen and had a hole in the bottom. And we were very tired.
We will probably catch a narwhal near our home in the future without being tired. And we would be very
happy. Some people catch seals here.
When we look for narwhals we can catch them. In the winter we are going to use them to feed our dogs and
ourselves. All sorts of things like seal, narwhal and blubber can be used. The narwhals can be used as food and for
making rope. Narwhal (hide) is very good for rope, especially for dog harnesses. And its tusk can be used for making
toggles and carvings. In the past their tusks used to be used as harpoons. They are still used today by Inuit.
It is always fun to hunt for narwhals. And they are delicious. In the winter, in the open water, we used to
wait for the narwhals to come. The Inuit used to eat together; they would eat some blubber and some meat. That was
what we used to do.
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One morning, we started going out seal hunting. We didn’t have any intention to
go whale hunting. We stopped after we had gone out further than we usually did, but
we were not close to the floe edge yet. We stopped at an ice crack, and people said there
were a lot of whales there. They ended up catching two whales. We camped for the night
on the land across from there. We often over-nighted when we would qulangiqsijuq.
Another time I recall the ice was still firm, and we were still able to go to Mittimatalik
by dogteam. It was between June ninth, and eleventh, that the whales and the fish met
in front of Igarjuaq. We got a lot of fish and some whales then. That is the way it always
was. There would be whales even though there was ice, because there was not any noise
being made on the ice. Now that people are down there all the time, the whales don’t
come close to shore at the same time as they used to.

Nowadays, when do they come close to the land?
Nutaraq: Nowadays, it is only after break-up that you finally see whales. I used to see
the whales going inland following along the ice cracks in front of Mittimatalik. Once
they came close to the land, they would remain there. The hunters would not go down
to the floe edge anymore because the whales would be close by. They would kill the
whales as they needed them. They would also cache them for the winter for dog meat.
In those days they didn’t just leave the meat to rot.
I remember another time in the spring when the ice was still firm enough to go by
dogteam. There were three of us from our family travelling because my oldest brother
was in Kangiq&ualuk with his in-laws. There were two other people with us. Two
women from our group were fetched from Mittimatalik by the R.C.M.P. so they could
clean fox skins. After they left there were only the three of us. There was my father,
another man who lived in the same camp as we did, and myself.
The ice had moved away from the island of Qikiqtaarjuk. There was a seal hole on
the ice that was enlarging quite rapidly. My father went up a hill to look through his
telescope and after being up there for a while, he came down and he said there were a
lot of whales out there. There was still a lot of ice. We were still going down to the agluit
by dogteam. We had no difficulty getting down to the sea ice. We were still able to get
back to the land without any difficulty. After he said there were whales out there, he
took his unaaq and his rifle and he told his companion that he was going to go to the hole
in the ice in front of the island because he had seen whales come up from there. He said
that the first whales, the ones in the lead, had passed already so it was alright to hunt
them. The ice was gone from the shore of the island. He walked down and went to the
hole. With one shot he got a whale. After he killed it, he anchored it and then he came
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ashore. We got the dogs ready and went down to where the whales had been passing
by. My father’s companion had heard him shout that he got a whale. When we pulled
the whale onto the ice, he removed the maktaaq from it. The pieces of maktaaq that are cut
up are called pilaktuaq. He cut it into pilaktuaq. His companion said he would have no
difficulty butchering the whale that he killed so we loaded the qamutiik with the maktaaq
and the tusk and headed up to Mittimatalik to bring maktaaq to people. As we were
travelling by ice, we would see the whales come up between the cracks. We arrived at
Mittimatalik in the morning. Because I was old enough to be of help by then, we would
carry pieces of maktaaq together. The people there were just waking up and were not
expecting the maktaaq, so they were very happy to receive it.

Was this before the floe edge had gotten close?
Nutaraq: It was quite a while later that the floe edge got closer. The whales came up at
the cracks. We stayed there for the day and then we went back to our camp. The wind
had started blowing a bit and the dogs were speeding along. Because there was water
on the ice, we were splashed a lot.

What happened to the narwhal tusk you brought to Mittimatalik?
Nutaraq: It was sold to the Hudson’s Bay Company. It was quite long. The ones with
darker spots have longer tusks.

Are you talking about the ones with tusks that we call allannguat?
Nutaraq: Yes, you call tuugaaliit, allannguat. Narwhals with whiter skin have shorter
tusks. We call those qaulluqisaaq because they are whiter. Even though they are adults,
they have shorter bodies. The darker ones we call qirnaajuktaq. They have longer tusks
and longer bodies.

Is the maktaaq of the two different?
Nutaraq: No, it is the same, except for the colouring. The ones that are darker are larger,
and their tusks are longer. They say that narwhal maktaaq is thicker than beluga. We
have only narwhal. We don’t get beluga. It is not often we get to eat beluga. We find the
maktaaq is a lot softer. The maktaaq from the belly area of an adult narwhal is a lot thicker.
We call the maktaaq of a young narwhal maktaagaq. The few times that we do eat maktaaq
from a beluga, we find it tastes different. When the narwhal arrived, there would be a
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few beluga with them but they were not hunted. We don’t eat them very often. The first
time I saw a beluga, I noted the appearance because the body looked as though the skin
was too big for it. When it opened its mouth, there were teeth. That is what I really
noticed. It turns out they have teeth and the skin hangs on its body. I thought it was a
skinny whale. It looked like the skin was too loose for it, but it had been a fat whale.
Because I was not accustomed to seeing it, that is the way it looked to me.

Where do the whales come from?
Nutaraq: From the south. Water far from land that doesn’t freeze is called ikiq. They
follow the floe edge. The narwhal come from the south and go northward. We see the
beluga when they are travelling south again. When the floe edge comes closer, they start
going in between the islands and the land. Nowadays, in the spring, when the narwhals
go to the floe edge, people start hunting them right away. They are not allowed to get
further inland. We only occasionally have a beluga further inland.

Do they eat different food?
Nutaraq: They both eat cod and turbot. I remember when my father would get a
narwhal, I would check the contents of its stomach. There would be nataarnaq inside.

What is nataarnaq?
Nutaraq: Another term for qaliralik, turbot.

What do you mean by qangivaqtuq?
Nutaraq: When sea mammals go from the floe edge into inlets through the ice cracks,
this is qangivaqtuq. They even travel to the bay that we call Tasiujaq. Whenever anything
comes from the sea landwards, we call it qangivaqtuq. These days, because of the noise
from snowmobiles, they don’t come inland while there is still ice. It is only after breakup that they start coming inland. After people started using snowmobiles, when the
whales started going to the floe edge, the people who wanted tusks would go down
there. The noise prevented them from going inland. Their ear holes are the size of needle
eyes. They are extremely sensitive to vibrations. When there are a lot of them, they are
not as aware of the noise. It is the same thing with caribou. If they are in a large herd,
they seem to be oblivious to people.
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When you were a boy, were you told to amaaq babies, so you would be a
successful whale hunter?
Nutaraq: I have never heard that. Maybe because I was an adopted child and I never
had any younger siblings, there weren’t any younger children around. If I had known
that I would become a successful whale hunter by carrying babies, I definitely would
have done so! Piggusiqtaujuq is when characteristics were bestowed upon a baby. My
adopted parents didn’t teach me these things. Because I was never around younger
children I really enjoyed them.
The whole whale would be used. They would cache the meat for use as dog food.
They would even cache the maktaaq.

What would they do with the internal organs?
Nutaraq: My father did not cache the internal organs. He would leave those around for
the dogs to nibble at. He would also leave the bones out for the dogs. Sometimes, if he
got a whale and it was too late to cache it for the winter in the regular way, he would
not remove the blubber. He would lace strips of maktaaq and meat into the skin and
cache it like that for winter use. He would cache it for food for the winter. It was very
delicious. Nowadays, they don’t cache much maktaaq because they want to sell it. Some
people still cache it for winter use because it is very delicious. When they want to cache
it, they cut it into strips. The blubber would be reddish, and the meat would be kind of
dry when they opened it up. When they prepared food, they did not do this carelessly.
Before my father would cache it and cover it, he would poke holes in the side towards
the bottom and a little higher up, so that the oil would drain. That’s what caused the
meat to be dry.

Did bears get into caches?
Nutaraq: Even though there were a lot of caches around close together, there were not
that many bears. It was only occasionally that bears would get at a cache. That is another
thing that is different nowadays. It is very difficult to have a cache without the bears
getting at it because there are so many around. They even come as close as the dump.
Back then, we would only see polar bears in the spring and summer. Nowadays, they
are dangerous because people who have tents up at the inlet have bears come to their
camps. That is the way it is.
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Inuksuit and dangerous places
Can you tell us about the inuksuit in your area?
Nutaraq: We have a number of inuksuit in our area, but I don’t know anything about
igalaannguat, inuksuit that have a hole in them that looks like a window. I can tell you
about hunting and travelling but I cannot tell you about igalaannguat.

When you were travelling from Mittimatalik to Ikpiarjuk, did you come
across any inuksuit?
Nutaraq: When we travelled in that area there were no inuksuit, because we travelled
across the ice.

Can you tell us about where you travelled and where there were
dangerous areas?
Nutaraq: Are you asking about the route to Tununirusiq from around our area? Yes, I
can tell you about the routes around that area. I don’t know any dangerous areas on the
way to Tununirusiq. We went on the ice between the islands. We had no inuksuit to
guide us because we travelled by ice. I only came upon one inuksugaq over there. We
travelled along the shore on the ice. There were people living there and when we spoke
to them, they did not tell us about any inuksugait that we would pass by. They did not
tell us about any dangerous areas. It was only where we were about to get to Ikpiarjuk
that people told us what route to take along the ice. We were to cross the land at a place
where there was a fairly steep slope. They told me to untie the dogs and put a
qaliqqisauti, a brake, on the qamutiik. It turned out that the area was quite steep. Because
I had never traversed that area, I put a drag on one side of the sled and used my leg on
the other side. My leg was useless for braking the qamutiik. It was only when I got near
the bottom that my leg was of use. I called the dogs, and when they came, I re-attached
them to the qamutiik and fed them before we got to the community. We crossed the land
at the point outside Ikpiarjuk on the way in. On the return journey we went down the
inlet and spent the night at the end of it, at the mouth of the river. We were told where
we were to climb up. When we got to the top, it was quite a steep hill. It seemed that the
load on my qamutiik was quite heavy. We crossed the land and continued travelling
towards the shore. We went around Uvajuk on the path to Qurluqtuq. That area over
there always has soft snow because it is more of a valley. Ravines and valleys tend to
have soft snow. We camped near Uvajuk, went to Qurluqtuq, and then down onto the
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ice. It is a fairly large river and we were near the point at Tuqqajaat. That is the only
place that is dangerous because the ice tends to move away quickly because of the
current. The ice over there tends to rot quickly. That is the only place that I know of that
is dangerous.

Do you think the inuksuk that you mentioned was used as a guide?
Nutaraq: Probably it was used as a guide by the people who lived in that area, at the
point there. We knew that there was a reason for it to be there, but we were not sure of
its meaning. We knew it was a guide of some sort.
The places just outside Mittimatalik all have names. My family lived close to
Mittimatalik. There were also people behind Qimiqpik, behind Imiakajuktuq, and on
the point at Tuqqajaat. The names written on the maps are names given by qallunaat, but
they all have names in Inuktitut. When people would mention them, we would know
which place they were talking about. Sometimes young people today tell us elders that
they don’t know which place we mean. For example, if they broke down and had to
leave the snowmobile or qamutiik behind, when they talk to us, we are not sure which
place they are talking about. When they say they left it behind between Qimiqpik and
Mittimatalik, because they don’t know the names of the places in between, we don’t
know where it is. If they were to say just before Qimiqpik at Tulukkaat, then we would
have an idea where it was and we would know how much gas we would need to go and
fetch it and we would be able to locate it quickly. When they just mention it is between
two places that are far apart, we are not exactly sure where it is. All these places had
names that helped us to know where we were. If they were to say it was in front of
Ujarasugjulik rather than say that the qamutiik was left before Nalluat, then I would
know exactly where it was. Even ujarasugjuliit, boulders, have names. If they just said it
was near a boulder, we wouldn’t know where it was.

Why did you go from Mittimatalik to Ikpiarjuk?
Nutaraq: I was travelling with an Anglican minister. As a minister, he had to go to
different places, just like Mikinniqsaq, the first minister, travelled to different places.
Right now, we sometimes get a Catholic priest coming to Mittimatalik from Iglulik. The
ministers used to travel from place to place.

Was the minister a doctor as well?
Nutaraq: In those days there were no doctors. We depended on the R.C.M.P., the
Hudson’s Bay manager and the Anglican minister to provide health care to us.
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How long did you stay in Ikpiajuk?
Nutaraq: We were there for around two weeks. The other people we travelled with had
planned to go to Iglulik despite the fact that I never wanted to go. It was only when we
got to Ikpiarjuk that we were told there was a sickness in Iglulik and not to go there for
fear that we would bring the sickness home. I was so relieved. Even though it was a
good thing for me that they were sick, it was not a good thing for them.

Before Mittimatalik became a community, where did people live?
Nutaraq: Even before I was born, there were people already living in Mittimatalik.
There were traders that had made plans to set up their store there. There was another
group of traders, not with the Hudson’s Bay Company, that set up a store there, where
Kapitaikallak’s boat spent the winter. There were qallunaat before the Hudson’s Bay
Company came.

When you were travelling to Ikpiarjuk, did you lose any of your
travelling companions?
Nutaraq: There were only three of us, and we were well fed, so nothing happened to us.

How about your dogs?
Nutaraq: Nothing happened to our dogs either, because they had ample food. Because
we were travelling on rough ice and soft snow, they got quite tired. Nobody got sick and
nobody died. Because our dogs had food, we were able to return home safely.

When your minister was speaking in English, did you understand him?
Nutaraq: Because he was a minister, he had learned how to speak Inuktitut from books,
so he did not speak English to us.

What was his name?
Nutaraq: We only called him Ajuriqsuijiruluk3. I think they talk about him in your
community as well. He lived in Mittimatalik for a while. Then he moved to Kimmirut
with his wife.

Was it Mr. Daulby?
Nutaraq: I don’t know. He was not very talkative and he was a slow runner.
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Was this before we were born?
Nutaraq: Probably. He moved to Kimmirut afterwards. After he moved there, he sent us
a tape and asked us about terms he did not understand: naggajjau, naggajjauliqqi,
pingatsiq, sitammiq, tallimmiq and naatsiingujalaarniaq. Those were the days of the week,
and he had to learn those. When he talked, he talked very slowly.
I am not saying that he was bad, we just called him Ajuriqsuijiruluk because
although he was a qallunaaq, he was not agile at all. To identify him, that is the name he
was given.

Did he have any children?
Nutaraq: He had a child, but she died sometime later. People thought that maybe this
child starved because qallunaat have certain feeding hours for a baby. Even though the
baby was crying, the child would not be fed. That is why people think the baby starved,
because the baby was only fed at certain times.

When you were travelling, did anything out of the ordinary happen?
Nutaraq: Maybe because we did not have an angakkuq along, nothing out of the
ordinary happened. The only problem we had was with the soft snow.

When you woke up, before you started travelling, did the minister
always pray?
Nutaraq: Yes. Because he was a minister he followed this strictly. We prayed before we
ate. We prayed when we woke up in the morning. We prayed at night. He was a person
of the church and therefore was not a problem other than the fact that he was not agile
at all.

Was he able to eat meat?
Nutaraq: Yes, he really liked eating ptarmigan and Arctic hare and liver. When his wife
started living in Kimmirut, she probably asked, “Aqiggiqtaqaqpiit? Do you have any
ptarmigan?” Probably more so, because there are more ptarmigan in Kimmirut.

I have heard that she said that.
Nutaraq: His only problem was that he was so slow at doing things. Other than that he
was quite alright.
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That was one of his characteristics?
Nutaraq: To be slow was his way. He did not run or walk fast. He was not fat. He had
the proper weight for his body size. That was just the way he was.

Can you give us an example of his lack of agility?
Nutaraq: We would travel most slowly when our dogs were tired or when we were
travelling on rough ice. Even when we were not travelling fast, he would somehow
manage to fall off the qamutiik. We would have to wait for him, because even though he
was not far off, he would come so slowly. I would tell him to run. He would go as fast
as he could, but he was always so slow. There was another qallunaaq in Kangiq&ugaapik
who was a manager with the D.E.W. line site who was also slow and not agile at all. I
was not agile, but I was able to run.
So that is the trip that I made by dogteam. I hardly saw any inuksugait on that trip.
I know that there are inuksugait around Mittimatalik because I have seen them. We go
caribou hunting in this inlet which divides into two. In the area around
Kangiq&ugaapik there is a river where the land divides into two. There are a lot of
inuksugait there. They were used for caribou hunting and for hunting other animals.
There are inuksuit all over.

Places of Interest
Can you tell us about places where people have experienced noises
or other things, or where there were tuurngait? Were there places that
killings occurred?
Nutaraq: There are not any places that I know of personally. There is one place that I
have heard of where a qallunaaq was killed by Inuit. You have read accounts of what has
happened historically, and that incident was recorded in books4. The person that did the
killing was named Nuqallaq. Inuit knew him as Qiugaarjuk.

Why did he kill that qallunaaq?
Nutaraq: The qallunaat then were not from the Hudson’s Bay Company; they were other
traders. They spoke taqtaqtut, which is called uiviitut, French, nowadays. They came
with the whalers. In our area they were at Sannirut and at Igarjuaq and Tulukkaat. They
lived at the southeastern point of the island, called Sannirut. The whalers rendered
blubber there. They lived close to each other. I only saw the house that was at Sannirut.
When we travelled down to Sannirut, we would use the little house there long after they
had left. There was another little house, on the island where Kapitaikallak’s ship had
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wintered. The third house was at Tulukkaat. The one who lived at Tulukkaat was a
German. They called him Sakirmiaq [Robert Janes]. He was the one who was killed.
During the war, for three years the boats did not come at all. Because it had been
such a long time since a ship had arrived, they had totally run out of everything. When
Sakirmiaq heard that a boat finally came, he wanted to take all the fox pelts that he had
with him to Igarjuaq where the boat was, so people took him there. Because the qallunaat
on the boat knew that he was of German descent, they considered him as an enemy. The
qallunaat on the boat started beating him up because he was German. He was not
welcomed by the people there. There was a man called Nakungajuq5 who had come on
the boat.

Was he an Inuk?
Nutaraq: No, he was a qallunaaq. Nakungajuq had taken his side and prevented him
from being killed by the crew. They had beaten him because he was German. They took
his fox pelts, and left him with a few provisions such as tea and sugar. The captain had
saved him. I am just telling you what I have heard, because this happened before I was
born. Sakirmiaq then decided to travel with some Inuit to Ikpiarjuk, then across to
Churchill, and then go down south from there.

Was he with others?
Nutaraq: Yes. Some Inuit took him by dogteam. He had wanted to travel the ice route
to Ikpiarjuk. He had decided to travel down from Ikpiarjuk to the Iglulik area, through
Naujaat and then to Churchill.

Was it because the Inuit wanted to help him that they went with him?
Nutaraq: When the Inuit became helpers to qallunaat, they were always loyal to them. It
is still like that now. They left with him across the ice. They tried to take the normal route
that was usually taken. When they were at the mouth of the inlet, they stopped to hunt
seals. By that time the qallunaaq had become very quick-tempered. He was not his
normal self anymore. The three men in the group started to be afraid of him. He told
them that he was going to start killing them off. Because he said that, they talked
amongst themselves and they thought they should kill him before he started killing
them. It was Nuqallaq who did the actual killing. Ululijarnaaq and Aatitaaq were the
other men with him. They had him come out of the iglu on the pretence there was a fox.
The Hudson’s Bay Company was in Mittimatalik by then and there was one R.C.M.P.
officer stationed there who spent the winter with the Hudson Bay manager because he
didn’t have his own house. He was a sergeant. The R.C.M.P. officer discovered there had
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been a killing. The people who had been involved in the killing were brought to
Mittimatalik. The remains of the person who had been killed were also brought there.
Because of the murder, a trial took place. Another R.C.M.P. officer called Uqarajuittuq6,
because he didn’t speak much, was there as well. He was one of the first R.C.M.P.
officers in Mittimatalik. He helped build the first R.C.M.P. house there. When the house
that the R.C.M.P. built was still new, they had the trial there. The R.C.M.P. used
Kapitaikallak’s boat to bring others to Mittimatalik for the trial.

What was done to the person on trial?
Nutaraq: That person was tried and convicted. People found out that the way the
R.C.M.P. did things was to incarcerate people who had been convicted.

Where was he taken after he was convicted?
Nutaraq: Because Kapitaikallak’s boat was there after the trial, Qiugaarjuk was taken on
the ship down south. In qallunaat books he is called Nuqallaq. I have pictures of the three
of them, Qiugaarjuk who did the actual killing, and Aatitaaq and Ululijarnaaq who
assisted him.

Was anything done to the two who assisted him?
Nutaraq: They were tried, but they were not taken south.7 After Qiugaarjuk was taken
away, Ululijarnaaq, who had deformed hands, was being dealt with by the R.C.M.P.
Only his thumbs and forefingers were good. The other fingers were joined together with
a hole in them. I never saw this, I have only heard about it. Even so he was able to
paddle a qajaq. An R.C.M.P. officer was provoking him so he let his abilities be known.
I think I’m leaving out parts.

How did he show his abilities?
Nutaraq: When he realized that the R.C.M.P. officer was trying to provoke him, he took
a wooden barrel and anchored it some distance from the shore. He took the R.C.M.P.
officer down to the shore. Ululijarnaaq had his whale harpoon with him and he told the
R.C.M.P. officer that he wanted him to harpoon the barrel that was floating in the water.
The R.C.M.P. officer refused so Ululijarnaaq said, “Since you are so powerful and you
are very capable, I would like to see you harpoon that barrel.” He took his whale
harpoon. The barrel was quite far away. He told the R.C.M.P. officer that after he
harpooned it, the R.C.M.P. officer had to do the same thing. Again he refused, so he said
to him, “Let me show you how.” He had deformed hands. His forefingers and thumbs
were the only good ones. They were standing on the shore. He threw his harpoon with
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the rope and it landed right in the barrel. After he had pulled the harpoon back in, he
told the R.C.M.P. officer it was his turn. The R.C.M.P. officer refused to do it. He told
Ululijarnaaq to go across to the island on his qajaq and get a rock. It was quite a distance
from the shore. It only looked close because the island was quite high. It was quite
windy. After the R.C.M.P. officer told him to do this, he went up and got ready to go in
his qajaq. Even though there were waves, he set out and went across to the island. He
loaded his qajaq with a rock as large as a head, perhaps even larger. It was not a small
rock. He was gone between two and three hours. When he was coming back, it was so
windy there were whitecaps. The people on the shore saw him coming in his qajaq. The
police officer was there on the shore. There are three types of waves. The largest waves,
called angajuali, come in threes. He came ashore with the third one because it was the
largest one and went the furthest ashore. When he got close to shore, his wife waded
into the water and grabbed the point of the qajaq, and pulled it to shore. Then
Ululijarnaaq took the rock he had taken and gave it to the R.C.M.P. officer. He said,
“Now it’s your turn to get a rock.” The R.C.M.P. officer once more declined. That’s how
Ululijarnaaq displayed his abilities. He was able to do those things.
There is now a bridge near Mittimatalik. The grave of the man who was killed is
near there.

Do his relatives know what happened to him?
Nutaraq: They probably heard about what happened to him. Even though they lived a
great distance apart, they probably heard what happened, especially as there was so
much news about the arrest of the person who killed him. Because this was recorded,
we know about it and we have the pictures of those men.

Have any qallunaat gone to that grave?
Nutaraq: I don’t remember anyone going there when I was a child, but one time after I
had grown up, the Nascopie arrived, and there were geologists and a pathologist who
wanted to see his grave. I have pictures from that trip.

Was this incident written about by a qallunaaq?
Nutaraq: It is in the archives.

Do you know what year it happened?
Nutaraq: It happened just before the Hudson’s Bay Company arrived in the 1920s.
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Do you know how long the person that was convicted of the murder was
in jail?
Nutaraq: This happened before I could remember. He was not in jail for more than a
year. He was not accustomed to the heat and he was given hard labour, so he lost his
health. The man he killed was a trader before the Hudson’s Bay Company arrived. Some
pictures were taken when the R.C.M.P. built their big house. There were other pictures
taken during that trial. It was held outside because it was summer and the weather
was nice.

Did they use an interpreter during the trial?
Nutaraq: The interpreter they had was a qallunaaq called Sivutiksaq. You young people
are able to read, so you must have read about him. William Duval was his name in
qallunaatitut. People from Pangniqtuuq knew of him as Sivutiksaq. When I hear about
something, I try to look into it and learn more. When you look into something you
understand it better.

Can you tell us about places that were inhabited back then?
Nutaraq: I can tell you about the ones that I know. This site of Sannirut and some sites
that are not on the map, I can talk to you about, as well as various inlets and places to
the east. No matter where we are from, we know the land that is around us nearby.
When I told you about first becoming aware around Mittimatalik, when I talked about
going hunting, I said I was at Igarjuaq. All the places nearby have names in Inuktitut.
On the maps that you see, the names were given by qallunaat. Places have also always
had names given by Inuit. At first the people that I grew up with lived in Mittimatalik.
There were others that lived nearby.

Are these places far from Mittimatalik?
Nutaraq: If I heard that people had arrived from Nalluat, I knew where they had come
from. If they were able to, they arrived in one day. Sometimes they would have to
overnight. Camping overnight was called tangmaaqtuq. When people arrived from
Nalluat around November, we would know the ice in that area had frozen over. Then
people from nearby would start arriving. People would start coming in from Qaunnaq
as well. Another place a family lived was further up at Qarmarvik. When they came
trading, they would camp with people at Nalluat before they would arrive. There were
people who lived more inland around Immersion Island. Those were the
Qimiqpingmiut. They would also come to Mittimatalik to trade.
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When these people arrived at Mittimatalik, did they bring fox pelts and
seal skins for trading?
Nutaraq: Yes. They did not come to Mittimatalik to live, they only came to trade. They
would buy tea and rifles and bullets. We called bullets sunakkat. After they bought their
provisions, they would return home. We also had Iqalungmiut, the ones who lived in
our Iqaluit, not in this community. Those people living there would have to camp
overnight on route. There were also people who lived further inland at Tuniit.

When they travelled by dogteam, would they have to camp overnight
before they arrived at Mittimatalik?
Nutaraq: Yes. The days were short, and it was quite far. Sometimes they would travel
all night. But most often, if there was no need to rush, they would camp overnight.

What places did you live at?
Nutaraq: I first became aware while we lived in Mittimatalik. I grew up there. When I
became a boy, we moved after my father stopped working for the Hudson’s Bay
Company, to a place close by called Igarjuaq.

Because you grew up in Mittimatalik, did you know the people who came
there to trade and where they were from?
Nutaraq: Yes, I would hear where they had come from. Because I had heard the names
of these places often, I knew where they were.

When you moved out of Mittimatalik, was it only your family
that moved?
Nutaraq: Before anyone came to live with us, we lived alone. Sometimes people came
to live with us, and there would be other camp members.

Whenever people were experiencing difficulties, did they come to
Mittimatalik, especially the people who were living in the inlets?
Nutaraq: Inlets tended to freeze over sooner, so the people living there would move
outward earlier, and we would hear from each other. Because my father was quite
successful, especially at whale hunting, people would come and get meat and blubber
for fuel from us. My father’s adopted brother, Nasuktuutarjuaq, lived at Iqaluit. When
I became able to hunt, I would accompany him back to his home.
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Was this by dogteam?
Nutaraq: Yes, we only travelled by dogteam. Because the inlets would freeze quickly,
people would move outwards to where there was more game earlier, especially when
they felt they might not have much game that winter. Even the Aulattivingmiut would
move more towards the sea ice, even if they were not experiencing hunger.

Do you think people left things behind at the places they lived at?
Do people ever do archaeological digs in these places?
Nutaraq: Nobody ever does archaeological digs at those places because they are too
new. I would accompany Ataata Mari8 when he would go on his archaeological digs. I
would go out with him up the inlet from Nalluat and to other places, because they had
more ancient artifacts.

Would you be successful at finding things?
Nutaraq: Yes. We found a lot of things in the ground at Nalluat and Saattut.

Did you know what the things that you found were?
Nutaraq: Being an Inuk, I would know what they were and I would tell him. He knew
what a lot of the items were himself. If the things that people left behind were too new,
we did not bother with them. We were just looking for very old things. We found old
harpoon heads at a place called Saattut. Saattut was the place where we found the most
harpoon heads for hunting seal, and seal bones.

What kind of harpoon heads did you find?
Nutaraq: They were just sakkuit, harpoon heads for hunting seal. Occasionally, we
would find a tuukkaq, a harpoon head for hunting whale. Harpoon heads for hunting
seals were different. All harpoon heads are different. Some harpoon heads that we
found had blades and some of them didn’t. We would find different kinds of harpoon
heads. Some of them would be intact, but what they had used to tie them with would
have rotted. If they had been in permafrost, even the thread would be intact.

What did they tie them with?
Nutaraq: They used to tie them with sinew. Ataata Mari had me make him a one-piece
harpoon head from caribou antler because he wanted to prove it could be used. I made
a hole and a notch. I made an exact copy of what Ataata Mari had requested. Then I
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made the shaft for it as well out of antler. The top portion of it was made of wood. He
wanted to test it to see if it could be used to hunt a live seal so I took it out hunting. I
had wanted to tirliqtittuq, wound the seal, with a rifle first. When a seal or ugjuk was
grazed slightly by its ear, then you were able to get closer to it.

Would it be aviujijuq, disoriented by the noise of the gun?
Nutaraq: No. Only seals shot at an aglu, aviujijuq. Sometimes, they will just move along
with their eyes closed. Sometimes, they will have their eyes open, but they are not
moving as fast. I made this harpoon head complete with the rope and the float. I had
already told him that these things were actually used in the past. If the rope was secure,
it would be possible to harpoon it. When we got close to it, I harpooned it on the side.
When the harpoon head became embedded, we threw the float. When it was embedded
you knew it was not going to come out. Then I killed it. I did not remove the harpoon
head. I headed home, so Ataata Mari could see this.

Who was Ataata Mari?
Nutaraq: He was a Catholic priest who did archaeological digs.

When did you make this for him?
Nutaraq: It was around 1974. I first started going out with him in 1970. When I arrived
back, I saw him digging and I yelled for him to come. He came over, and I put the seal
on the ground with the rope attached to it because the harpoon head was still
embedded. I said, “Look at this. Now we know that harpoon head would have
worked.” When he saw it, he examined it and said, “Asuilaq! Just as expected!” because
this was a favourite word of his. Then I removed the harpoon head while he was
watching because I wanted to see how deeply embedded it was. When I opened it up,
we saw that it had gone all the way through the seal and almost protruded out the other
side. It had stopped at the skin. When we pulled it back, it went sideways at the ribs.
These harpoon heads were not for show, they really did work.

Do you know the uses of all the different types of harpoon heads that
you found?
Nutaraq: The one that I made had no tie at all. Some of them never had anything tied to
them. Others were attached to the harpoon by being tied. Those with the notch had a
separate head made out of flint. I have copies of these, because when I was recognized
for the work I had done, I was given replicas. The rope was the only thing that held the
head to the harpoon of the ones with holes. There was no stitching; nothing was tied to
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them. When you harpooned an animal with any of these harpoon heads, the rope
became taut.

When a seal is harpooned and the rope becomes taut because of the avataq,
the float, does the harpoon head go sideways?
Nutaraq: The harpoon head always went sideways. Because the hole was up high, when
it was pulled, it started going sideways. This was done on purpose. It was made so that
it would always go sideways. The ones with the rounded tip, the ones that had a
separate head, would sometimes have flint.

Weather
Have you noticed any changes in the weather from the time you were
young up to today?
Nutaraq: I would not consider myself an expert in this area. I was more aware of the
weather back then because I looked out more often. I feel the weather is different now
from back then. I suspect that when I was a young child, I thought that the days were
longer, there was no wind blowing, and the sun was always shining. Perhaps that is the
perception I had, because I was a child. Maybe the period of good weather wasn’t that
long, but because I was not as aware, that’s how it seemed to be. Perhaps it is because I
am more aware of boats now and I want it to be calm that I see the weather differently.
The wind seems to blow more frequently and the duration of calm water seems to be
shorter. Because I’m more aware, the direction of the wind seems to shift more
frequently, also. Maybe this is not so, but that is how I perceive it. I have also heard this
from other people, older than I am. They, too, have commented that the wind seems to
blow more frequently. About four years have passed since I went out by boat in the
summertime. The boat was neither large nor long. Because my boat was small, it didn’t
handle waves very well. The wind would change direction often without dying down.
The wind shifted direction often during the day. It seemed as if it continued blowing,
but as it blew you could feel it shifting. The wind seems to blow more often, and often
without warning. When the wind is calm, I always watch the clouds. You can see the
clouds forming. That is the way I see things, but I might not be correct. My adopted
father knew about the weather and talked about it. He would comment on the clouds.
On days when there were no clouds, he would watch the stars. Because I listened to him,
I developed this awareness. As I see it now, I think that changes in the weather are more
rapid. Sometimes the wind will even come before you see the clouds.
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When I was a child, there seemed to be a lot more snow. Have you noticed
any changes in the amount of snow?
Nutaraq: Even though it might not really be different, we quite often think that there are
changes. I have noticed that as well. There is less snow now than when the Ittijjaat
would arrive. They are the ones that crossed overland from the Iglulik area to come
trading. When we were children, they would arrive in the spring. There seemed to be a
lot more snow back then. When I was a child, there would be much more snow for them
to build igluit down at Sannirut, at the point closest to Mittimatalik. There was enough
snow for a slope to form from the top of the hills on downwards. There would be snow
all the way up. You could go all the way to the top by dogteam. You could also go
upwards from the point. You could build igluit anywhere it sloped downwards. There
is not that much snow any more. We use snowmobiles now. I tried to ride a snow
machine to the top the same way I used to go with my dogs but failed, as there was not
enough snow to get to the top of the hill. There isn’t enough snow that forms there now
to build igluit. The area around Mittimatalik also does not have as much snow now.
There seemed to be a lot of snow back then. When the people came in to trade, there
would be enough snow for them to build igluit. Those areas now have hardly any snow.
Even though lots of snow falls; perhaps it hardens faster now. There is not a thick layer
of snow anymore.

Did this change happen after the tuktuit returned?
Nutaraq: This does not seem to have anything to do with the return of the caribou.
Another thing I have noticed is that the places where people go hunting have shacks
now. It seemed that because the snow is not being used as much, there is not as much of
it. It’s probably not that way, but that’s how I think of it. Nowadays, it seems that men
who want to own things have shacks built at locations where they hunt frequently.
Perhaps this is because they don’t want to take the time to build an iglu. Maybe it is
because they want to have something to enter as soon as they get there. Another change
I have noticed is that everybody seems to be in a hurry. Perhaps when I was young, I
was not as aware of things. When I was a child, when we went out trapping or seal
hunting, we would build an iglu where we would camp overnight. We did not think to
build a shack because there was snow available to build igluit. The way of life today is
different from what it was then, from the times when I became aware. A lot of years have
passed. Igluit made of snow are no longer being used. There is a committee that looks
after outpost camps, and they have requested that whoever builds a shack should not
lock it, so their shack can be used in case of an emergency. After twenty or twenty-five
years have passed, you notice the change.
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Do you think that the changes that are happening are happening
more quickly?
Nutaraq: Yes. There have been a lot of changes happening over the years. You notice that
there are always new things happening, that changes are always occurring. People
change as well.

Have you noticed any changes in the stars?
Nutaraq: When I see the stars on a clear night, I don’t notice any change in them. The
only changes I am aware of in the sky are the satellites. The actual stars are still the same
as they were.

They say that there was a new star that came up. Were you aware of that?
Nutaraq: Because we older people are not really involved in scientific things, we are not
really aware of new stars that come up. We only think about the stars we have known
and used in the past, even though they are no longer used by travellers. Today, people
who travel are using things the qallunaat have, like GPS, to know where they are and
what direction they are travelling. Those things are very useful. Those who use them
find them very helpful. Those who don’t use GPS still rely on the stars. I am not exactly
sure when, maybe last year or the year before when there were a lot of meteors, people
talked about the ulluriat anangit, star faeces.

When did that occur?
Nutaraq: That has always happened since the time we were children. There are times
when we see things falling from the sky. They were said to be star faeces. From the time
I was a child, I heard about star faeces from my ancestors and I use that term to refer to
meteors. I learned from the minister that they were not star faeces but I continue to call
them that. I have even heard some people call them ingnirujait, or flint. The older people
also called them that. Although I have seen them falling, I’ve never actually seen
one land.

I have heard that white lemmings fall to the earth from the sky. Have you
heard that?
Nutaraq: I, too, have heard that, but I don’t believe it. I would only believe it if I saw it.
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Is this an unikkaaqtuaq?
Nutaraq: No. It is just a tusaumajaq, something that people have heard. It is not an
unikkaaqtuaq. They say that when a lemming fell from the sky, and started walking
around in an inward spiral, when it got to the middle, it died. If it walked in an outward
spiral, it would continue to live. Although I have heard this, I have never seen it.

Were they white?
Nutaraq: I have not heard if they were white. All animals that are white are called silaat.
They come from earth eggs. They could be caribou, seal or any other animal. I have
heard that.

If you kill them, does it cause the wind to blow?
Nutaraq: I have never killed one, but I have heard that if a silaaq is killed it can cause
bad weather because the earth is grieving. I saw one in Qaanaaq, Greenland. It was a
seal silaaq that had been caught and put on display at the municipal office. They call
their municipal office the kommune. The silaaq was all white including the claws. There
were no dark spots at all.

I heard of a seal that was caught that had no fur at all. Have you ever
heard of or seen a seal like that?
Nutaraq: I have heard that a seal can be hairless. We would never consider a seal to have
amiq, skin. The name for sealskin is qisik, while caribou, lemming or hares have amiq.
All sea mammals with fur have qisik. An aiviq has kauk, even though it is a sea mammal.
Seals, bearded seal and harp seals, qairulik, are sea mammals and are considered to
have qisik.

You called the skin of the seal qisik. If it is hairless, is it mami? If it still
has the fur on, is it qisik?
Nutaraq: Whether it has hair or not, the skin of a sea mammal is called qisik. After it has
been made into something, it has different names. My mittens, although they are really
soft now, are qisik. The bottom of my kamiik, where the black part is attached, is called
the iqaqti. The inside of the skin is the mami.
If kamiik are black, they are also called maaktalik. But they are still qisik, sealskin.
When you have kamiik made with the hair, they are called niururiaq. Other people may
call them miqquligaq. We call them niururiaq in our community. The white part of the
kamiik is made of naluaq. That is freeze-dried skin. When the black part, the maakta, has
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been kept on, then it is maaktalik. When the maakta has been removed with hot water,
it is called kiaktaq. The black part is called both the iqaqti and the maakta. They are the
same thing.

Are iqaqti brown?
Nutaraq: When a silver jar has had the hair removed, it is brownish. As an adult
however it is black. If it is brownish, you know it is from a young seal.

We would like to hear more about earth eggs.
Nutaraq: I can only tell you what I have heard. I think that I saw an earth egg once. I
don’t know if it was a bird’s egg or an earth egg. It was on the edge of a kuuk, a river,
and part of it was protruding out of the ground. I thought if it was a bird’s egg, there
should have been a nest with down around it. From what I have heard, earth eggs can
be found anywhere on the ground.
When people talk about silaat, they say they come from earth eggs. When the eggs
hatch, they can become an animal such as a caribou. They are usually all white. We were
cautioned not to break these eggs because they belonged to the earth. In the same way
that a mother bird will niviuqtuq, protect her young, the earth is concerned about her
eggs. If the egg was broken, then bad weather would occur. I believe this because people
say that’s what happens. I have heard that if they became a seal or a caribou, they would
be white. I have heard that some of them have been killed. I already told you about the
seal that was on display at the municipal office. When I saw it, I asked about it and was
told it was a silaaq. The hunter that shot it took good care of the skin. He kept the skin
whole, complete with the claws. It was all white. I was not a turauttuijuq, someone who
heard there were animals in a certain place and went there and didn’t find any.
Although I heard about an egg being broken, I never went to see it. I know that this
seems odd, but it is said that the weather will be bad if they are broken. There will be a
lot of rain, and there might be a lot of wind close to the time when the egg is broken,
hindering hunting.

If there was a caribou that was a silaaq, would it be found among
other caribou?
Nutaraq: Yes. It would be among other caribou if it was a caribou. If it was a seal, it
would be among other seals. If it was a bird, it would be among other birds. It would be
with the same kind of bird whether it was a duck or a snow goose. It would be among
the other animals of its kind. I have never heard of a human being that was a silaaq.
I have only heard of animals being silaat.
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How long are earth eggs in the earth before they hatch?
Nutaraq: They are found in the ground as if the earth was keeping them warm. Probably
they are the same as other birds’ eggs, They are laid in the spring. There are never any
eggs during the winter.

When the wind changes, what direction does it usually change to?
Nutaraq: There was one summer in particular that I noticed that the wind changed quite
often. Saqijuq refers to when the wind would change direction. It would come from one
direction and without having really calmed down, it would blow from another
direction. Sometimes, if the wind is blowing too much, you have to stop and camp for
the night. The wind is more noticeable when you are boating because of the waves. In
winter when travelling by dogteam, you are not as affected and the wind does not
matter as much. When we were travelling by dogteam on the ice, sometimes we would
start off on a calm day, and before we arrived at our destination, the wind would be
blowing. The reason why I say the wind is not as much of a factor in the winter is
because you can stop and camp to get away from it. When you are boating, it is
more dangerous.

Is there anything else you can tell us about the wind?
Nutaraq: I can tell you about the wind in Mittimatalik. I cannot tell you about other
places, such as Iqaluit, because I did not live there as I was growing up, although I
know where the prevailing wind is from. When I am at home and the clouds appear, if
they are wispy and then become layered, I can predict that it will be paaruttiqtuq.

What do you mean by paaruttiqtuq?
Nutaraq: In Mittimatalik, when the clouds are paaruttiqtuq, you know the wind is going
to blow from the opposite direction. Sometimes the wind would start blowing during
the day. If it was not going to blow for a long time, it would blow in the evening. In the
fall when we were boating, the elders would worry about us younger ones going out too
far because we did not have an outboard motor. We just rowed our boats, so they did
not want us to go too far from the land. We were always cautioned, even on a calm day,
to watch the top of the hills. If we noticed that the tops of the hills looked like a blizzard
was coming or looked like there was a ground blow, we were to head home immediately
because the wind would be coming down from the hills. As it got lower, it would
get to us.
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Did the wind always start from high up?
Nutaraq: Yes, it always starts from high up in the sky. Those of us who live in places
which have high hills get to see the snow blowing up on the hills first. We would know
that we had to hurry home, even if we were close by. Because of that, if we were rowing,
we were told not to go too far. Elders have always observed the clouds. They taught us
to watch the clouds because they vary. We have been told this and experienced this, and
have learned from it. Sometimes the wind will get down to ground level quite quickly.
Sometimes it will take up to a day to arrive. If it has not arrived by nightfall, it will be
there the next day or the day after. Anything that is controlled by the weather
varies constantly.

Were your actions dependent on the weather?
Nutaraq: Yes. My elders were also, and I learned from them.

Did you think that someone who knew about the weather was very
knowledgeable?
Nutaraq: When you see and experience the weather, you get to know about the clouds.
You know what will bring good weather, windy weather or blizzardy weather. As you
observe, you get to know what the weather will be like. Sometimes in the summer on a
calm day, you see the clouds coming from the land side. If they are dark, and coming
towards you, you know there will be rain, even though it is clear where you are.
Sometimes it arrives before nightfall and sometimes during the night. Other times it
does not arrive until the next day. You can tell the difference between clouds that bring
rain, snow and wind. Sometimes those clouds don’t do anything right away.

What kind of clouds let you know that the wind is suddenly going
to start blowing?
Nutaraq: The ones that I know that will tell me about wind come in the fall or early
winter. If you saw clouds in the distance, which were dark and oblong shaped, those
clouds let you know they would be bringing strong winds.

The clouds which are high up in the sky and look like wispy hair, what do
those clouds tell you?
Nutaraq: Those clouds let you know that there would be wind as well. It might be
that night or the next day. Even if we don’t get the wind, there will be wind in
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other locations. I don’t have a name for those clouds but I think of them as being
shredded apart.

The clouds that are lower down, that look like ribs, called tulimaarulliit,
what do they bring?
Nutaraq: Different communities have different names for different things. In our area,
the ones that are long and seem layered are called paaruttiqtuq. Those are the ones you
call tulimaarulliit. They seem like they are in the middle of the sky, opposite from the
community. They seem to have wisps coming from each side. On the opposite side of
them, you will see the same kind of clouds. Those also are bringing wind. They don’t
bring the wind immediately. It would be either that night, the next day or the day after.
I am never able to say exactly when the wind is going to arrive. Sometimes we are
bypassed by the wind. There are areas that are prone to wind. The people who live in
those areas know when it is going to be windy.

In qallunaatitut the different clouds have names. There are fourteen
names for clouds in English. Do you know the names for the ones that
look like rabbits?
Nutaraq: We call those ikulliaraaluit. They are without moisture. The ones that contain
moisture, when they are not called paaruttiqtuq, are called sanniqtiqtuq because they
seem to be sideways when they approach. Some don’t come that quickly. Some of them
come more swiftly. You think the weather will be nice and calm, and suddenly it is
windy that night.

Where do clouds come from? Do they come from the sea?
Nutaraq: Are you talking about the ones with moisture or the ones that are without
moisture?

Tell us about the ones that come from the sea.
Nutaraq: They start as fog and then become denser and become clouds. When they
come from the land, they are dark, and there is often rain in them. In the summer it is
not always like that. The clouds are also controlled by the weather. You can tell when
the ground will start freezing because there is a lot of dampness in it. If there is misty
rain, that is when the ground will freeze.
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How about the clouds that look like birds? I think they are called qaqsaut,
after the red-throated loon. Do they actually start going qaqaqaqaqa when
it is going to rain?
Nutaraq: Our elders also talked about those. We know that when the weather is going
to get bad, the qaqsaut start going qaqaqaqaqa when it is going to be rainy. When the
weather will be nice, the loons go paurrui, paurrui.

When I was a child, I was once told that I was not to whistle at a loon.
I was told by a fellow child that if I whistled at a loon when it was going
qaqaqaqa, then it would start raining. If I did not whistle, it would
not rain.
Nutaraq: Some children would pretend to be more knowledgeable than others. When I
was a child, I tended to believe everything that was told to me. That is the way with
children. They believe other children. Some children say things that are not true at all
and others believe them. I think all children are like that.

Would you ever see lightning?
Nutaraq: I have seen lightning occasionally. We hardly get any lightning, unlike down
south. In the spring when hunting at the agluit, there was one time when we had
lightning and thunder. Another time in the summer, we could hear thunder that
sounded close by and we saw some lightning.

I have heard that brown dogs could be struck by lightning, and that if you
had brown hair and there was lightning, that you might become deaf.
Nutaraq: I don’t know about this, as I never had brown dogs. I don’t have brown hair,
so this has never happened to me. Different places have different sayings. Some of them
are very different. Even though communities are far apart, some of them are the same.

Could you tell us what people had to learn about the land?
Nutaraq: Do you mean about the characteristics of the land?

Yes. Could you further explain that to us?
Nutaraq: Yes, I think so. To my way of thinking, people never know everything about
something immediately. When we are young and growing up, we experienced things.
We never know everything about anything immediately. This is especially true for
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things that are going to affect our lives. Knowing the characteristics of the land is not
that easy, especially in our land. It is very cold in deep winter. You have to know about
surviving on the land and you have to know how to live on it, for example how to hunt
for food to survive. In order to do this, there are many things you have to know. You
have to follow what you are taught about living here, especially outside of the
community if you are alone in the winter when it is cold. You have to know how to
survive on the land. When you are accustomed to a warm place, you will feel the cold
much more deeply.

Can you please explain to us what you mean by qiuttaqtusivalliajuq?
Nutaraq: Qiuttaqtusivalliajuq is when you are not accustomed to going out on the land,
in the past, by dogteam and now by Skidoo, and you feel the cold easily because you
are not used to it. If you feel warm, you should take off your outer clothing. If I was out
travelling for three or four days, I would never go to sleep in my clothing, for if I did,
I would get used to wearing it, and it would not provide me with as much warmth any
more. If I removed it, then it would feel extra warm to me when I put it back on. Those
are the kinds of things that you have to know about. I was told that if I had a warm
blanket, but I tended to sleep in my clothing, I would be more prone to feeling the cold.
It does actually happen this way. Because you are so used to wearing your clothing, it
does not provide you with warmth anymore when it gets colder. For myself, in the
summer time, whenever I would go out with people, I would listen to the things my
parents had told me, even though I did not go out that often. They said I was not to wear
my clothing when I went to bed. It is very easy to become accustomed to wearing your
clothing. This also applies to wearing your outdoor clothing indoors. This is especially
true today when you go into a place that is warm and you keep your kamiik on. If you
do this, then they don’t provide as much warmth when you are outside. I have always
been someone who has easily felt the cold. Because of that, whenever I entered a warm
place, I was told to always remove my outdoor clothing. Even if it was not all that warm,
I was still told to remove it.

Did you go fishing in the winter?
Nutaraq: Back then, we did not fish as much in the winter. I learned how to fish, when
the ice was freshly frozen, from the people who raised me. But we never went fishing in
the winter when the ice became thick, because they were more intent on hunting seals
and other animals that provided blubber. They also went fishing in the spring when the
fish started to run.
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What did you use to fish when you went fishing in the fall?
Nutaraq: Because I grew up in Mittimatalik where there were qallunaat, we used nets.
When there was a lake where the fish were biting, we would go fishing with a kakivak
and would jig with a lure without a hook. In the spring, we just used kakivait and a line
with a hook. Another tool we have stopped using, although our parents knew about it,
looked like a harpoon. We grew up knowing only about kakivait.

Did you go fishing in the winter?
Nutaraq: Yes, but we used nets. The lake that is used for fishing at Mittimatalik is very
murky. You cannot see the fish when you are jigging. Back then, we didn’t go fishing
as much.

Did you set nets in the fall when the ice was thin enough to see
the bottom?
Nutaraq: I have just explained that the lake that we went fishing at was murky. It was
always murky. The long lake beyond it was always clear, as was the next one and the
one after. But the lake we used most often was always murky.

Why was that? Do you think there were some currents at the bottom?
Nutaraq: I think the current comes from the other lakes. I think the bottom of the lake is
muddy. That is the reason it is murky. Not all lakes are like that, but there are some that
are murky. When we went out towards Kangiq&ugaapik, we came across a murky lake.
I think it is the lakes that have muddy bottoms that tend to be murky; most lakes tend
to be clear. Those are good for jigging.

In the winter, did you also come across lakes that weren’t murky?
Nutaraq: We didn’t spend the winter where there were lakes. We didn’t go to the lakes
then. The people I grew up with didn’t travel to the lakes. We would hear about people
who would go to clear lakes that were close to where they were living to jig. Because we
lived far down the coast, we didn’t go to the lakes in the deep winter. We would hear
about people who would go fishing in the deep winter because they had fish and they
would live on them. The Tunurirmiut didn’t live on fish that much. We depended more
on animals with blubber from the sea. The people that I grew up with would go fishing
at holes when it was the time to do so.
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Did they also cache fish?
Nutaraq: They would catch fish during the season when they wouldn’t spoil, and cache
them for winter food. The gills and anaujaq, the blood line along the spine, would
be removed.

Would you experience rough water when you were boating?
Nutaraq: Back then, when we had small boats, when I was young, I did not hear of
many people being in boats when the water was rough. Occasionally, they would be out
in rough weather as they were heading home, but that was only when they were not
quick enough to see the wind coming. It was only later when they had bigger and
stronger aluminium white boats with outboards, that I heard of people travelling in
rough weather. They didn’t try to travel in dangerous weather, but it is not as dangerous
to travel in these boats.

Sometimes people in boats encounter ice. Has that ever happened to you?
Nutaraq: There was one time when I saw ice moving in front of me. Because I saw it, I
was able to go around it. Another time, when there was moving ice in the fall, I was out
hunting too late in the evening. We ended up overnighting because it became too dark,
and there was ice around us. Those are the only times I have been blocked by ice. I do
know of other people this has happened to.

The next day when it was light, were you unable to move because you
were surrounded by ice?
Nutaraq: The land was close by. It was only because it was dark and there was no moon
that we did not know where to go. We were not hungry and we didn’t want to put
ourselves into danger. That was the only time that happened.

Have you ever known of anyone who was qiujuq, freezing out on the land?
Nutaraq: No, I don’t think I ever heard of anyone freezing near where we lived. People
would have frostbite on their cheeks, fingers or toes. I have never heard of anyone
freezing to death. If it had happened, I would have remembered it, but I don’t recall
anyone being frozen. I have heard of people dying of hypothermia in other places, but
I don’t remember anyone in our area dying that way.
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Can you remember any experiences that brought you joy ?
Nutaraq: There are many things that have brought me joy. I don’t know which one to
tell you about. There were so many things that happened. My life was not constant;
there were happy moments and sad moments. I cannot tell you which moment was
the happiest.

Is there anything you would like to add?
Nutaraq: Something that especially brought me joy was a first kill, any time I had a first
kill. Of all of those, it was my first narwhal that brought me the most joy, although I did
not kill it on my own. I only wounded it, and my father killed it for me. It had quite a
large tusk and it was still floating when he got it. He told me that it was my whale, even
though I hadn’t killed it myself. I have always felt quite proud of that. I think it was the
thing that gave me the most joy. Just like you, I have had a lot of things which brought
me joy throughout my life. Today, I don’t feel that as much. When you are a human,
your life is not that easy. I am most grateful for the assistance I have been given by God.
When I was no longer young, I realized that a person didn’t always live a life of constant
joy. Even when you are growing up, there are things that don’t make you happy but you
have to continue on. I have also learned that you don’t get joy from material things.
When you have lost people close to you, especially if you have lost more than one wife,
then you start feeling useless. I was like that for a while. Because I had help from God,
I was able to get through this. You have heard of people going through grieving. You
also know that you cannot be the same person as you were before experiencing grief.
The things which used to give you joy don’t give you as much pleasure any more. You
lose the desire to go places. I know both males and females go through this. There is no
difference between males and females in the grieving process. I know there is a lot of
difference in other areas, but when we are experiencing traumatic things, there is no
difference between males and females. Whether you are male or female, qallunaaq or
Inuk, when you are grieving or suffering a trauma, you feel the same way. This I have
learned, and I think that this should be known. No one is spared grief. When you start
experiencing grief in your own life, you get more of an understanding of it. You know
that you cannot experience it once, and the next time accept it and feel less pain. I have
personally gone through this and experienced it. I cannot talk about things that I have
not experienced. Because I have gone through this, I know about the depths of grief.
If I hear of someone who is going through this somewhere else, I will know what they
are experiencing.
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What do they go through?
Nutaraq: I can say many things about the different things we go through while on earth.
As we are all different, we experience things differently. Sometimes, you hear or read
things, but they can have many different meanings. I told you about when I went
through hardship and grief. I know that there is a being that controls what goes on on
the earth. When you lose someone, you will find this most difficult at the beginning.
When you go back to a place for the first time, it is hard. When you go back to a place
that you have been with that person, the first time is always the hardest. The next time
you go there, it is not as hard. It will always be like that. I cannot talk about something
that I have not experienced in person.
There are many things we have to go through while we are on this earth. Some of
them are very difficult, and you feel that they will never end. In time, they do.
Sometimes even when you are aware that people are trying to help, you find this not
helpful to you at all. As your grieving lessens, you will remember what they said. Later,
you can talk about what you experienced and the memory will bring tears. You know
that the grieving is over when you are able to talk about it without tears. I would also
like you to know that if there are things that you see others doing that you yourself have
never experienced, you shouldn’t judge that person’s behaviour. It might not be right
away, but later you might end up going through the same thing yourself. We are all
going to go through different experiences here on earth. There are things that are easier
and harder to handle. Some things will trouble your mind; other things are joyous and
will make you happy. This is what I have found, and I would like to talk with you about
this because this is part of being alive. You are young people now and you are going to
learn about these things. I am much older than you but I am still learning new things all
the time. Some people and things will cause you to wonder. Other things you just
accept. We have to protect our own person, our own self, all the time. We have to be
aware of our own abilities and know when to participate in what is happening. We also
need to know when to hold ourselves back from some activities. There are experiences
that we keep within us that have caused us trouble. The only way we can let them out
is by talking about them. There are days that are easier and some that are harder. Even
when the day seems hard, you still have to get through it. If you have things that trouble
you, you have to talk about them because that is the only way that you are going to feel
better. That is a way of healing. Sometimes, when you need to talk with someone, you
have to find someone whom you can talk with comfortably, someone who will
understand what you are talking about. That person can be male or female. It has to be
someone that you are comfortable enough with to know that you can talk openly. You
need to find a person who will not judge you. You have to find that person yourself.
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Sometimes, you find that the person that you talk with doesn’t fully allow you to release
your grief or what is troubling you. Sometimes, you end up hearing what you have said
being talked about and your grief comes back and that is not good. You have to search
and find someone who can help you release your feelings without judging you. We are
all different.

What does isumagijunnairvigijuq mean?
Nutaraq: If I were to talk to a person, confessing the things that I did that were wrong,
or anything that was causing me grief, I had to find someone who could listen without
being affected. Whether the person was young or not, they would need to hear my
words without being affected by them.

Even though it wasn’t the person that you wronged?
Nutaraq: Yes. It could be absolutely anyone, male or female. You have to find someone
who won’t be affected by what you tell them, a person who can help you to deal with
your problem. There are many people on this earth. Some people are not able to forget
what they are told; others are able to do so. That is part of the reason why some couples
cannot stay together, especially when the couple is not able to live in harmony, when
one is always trying to seek dominance over the other. This grows and grows, and after
a while they reach the point where they cannot live together anymore. This inability to
live in harmony gets in the way. This comes between them, and they cannot connect
mentally or emotionally.
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Footnotes
1

See interviewing Inuit Elders, Perspectives on Traditional Law, Nunavut Arctic College, Iqaluit,
1999, for another version of this story.

2

Kapitaikallak, Captain Joseph Bernier, and Quvviunginnaq, his nephew Wilfred Caron, were
based in a camp located in Igarjuaq, near Mittimatalik.

3

Reverend Canon Tom Daulby.

4

See G. Mary-Rousselière and A. Atagutsiaq, “Eye-witness account of Robert Jane’s murder
(1920)” Eskimo, 35, 1988. The reader will note that Nutaraq’s account here is quite different
from other versions. Nutaraq emphasized that he only heard about these events, as they
happened before he was born.

5

Captain John Murry.

6

Finley McInnes.

7

According to Mary-Rouselière (1988: 11), Aatitaaq was discharged and Ululijarnaaq was
required to reside two years close to the R.C.M.P. post in Mittimatalik. Qiugaarjuk was sent to
Stoney Mountain penitentiary, near Winnipeg, to serve a sentence of ten years but as he soon
contracted TB, he was sent back to his family.

8

Father Guy Mary-Rousselière.
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Heading
Glossary
Aagjuuk

An Inuit constellation comprising the stars
Altair and Tarazed and possibly in some
regions Alshain. These stars form part of the
European constellation Aquila. (MacDonald J.,
The Arctic Sky 1998:44).1
Aajuraq (pl. aajurait)
Cracks or leads in the ice.

Aki
The place where the meat was kept in a
dwelling. It was on the opposite side from
the qariaq.
Akkak
Paternal uncle.
Akpa (pl. akpait)
A murre.

Aglu (pl. agluit)
A seal breathing hole in the ice.

Aksaqquq (pl. aksaqquit)
The humerus.

Aglunnguaq
When playing sakkuujaq, the hole in the seal
hipbone used as an aglu.

Aktu (pl. aktuit)
A large animal.
Akuttujuuk
A constellation comprising the stars
Betelgeuse and Bellatrix in the constellation
Orion (MacDonald, 1998:52).2

Aippaarjugiit
Traditional wife exchange.
Aivik
A walrus.
Ajagaq
A game played with a rabbit skull, a caribou
vertebra or hoof, or a square flipper
humerus in which you try to pop a stick into
a hole.
Ajurniijarniq
Confession in the Anglican Church.
Ak&unaaq
A rope, usually made out of bearded seal
hide.

Allannguaq (pl. allannguat)
[South Baffin] See also tuugaalik.
Aluiqqaniq
A snow overhang.
Alungajuq
A quarter-moon.
Amaaq
To carry a baby in the hood of an amauti.
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Amaruujaq
A game of chase called “being like wolves”
(similar to British Bulldog) played by
people of all ages. Young men liked it
because it gave them an excuse to chase the
girl they were interested in. Young women
liked it because they got to see who was
interested in them. Old women liked it
because it gave them a chance to run
around. Young children liked it because
they got to see who they could outrun.
Amaujaq (pl. amaujait)
The dorsal fin of a fish.
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Angaju
Elder sibling of the same sex as oneself.
Angajuali
Large waves that come in threes.
Angajukulluk
Dear older brother, or sibling of the same
sex as oneself.
Angajuqqaaqtaq
The dominant or boss dog.
Angakkuq (dl. angakkuuk, pl. angakkuit)
A shaman.

Amauti
A parka with a pouch and a large hood for
carrying babies.

Angakkuuniq
Shamanism.

Amiq
The skin of a caribou, lemming or hare.

Angijuutit
Very large snowflakes.

Amiraijaut
Roughly equivalent to the month of
October. It is the time when the velvet starts
falling of the caribou antlers, and when sea
mammals are mating.

Angutiksaulirijut
Sleeping with a man’s wife while he has
gone to sleep with someone else’s wife.

Amiraq
The velvet on caribou antlers.
Anaanattiaq
[South Baffin] Maternal grandmother
[North Baffin] Ningiuq.

Anurikittuq
When there is little wind.
Apilukpaq
Snow that is hard to walk on because it
moves when you step on it.
Aqatututu
The sound a qallupilluk makes under the ice.

Anaujaq
The blood line along the spine of a fish.
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Aqqaqattaa
Late November when the sun and the moon
go down at the same time.
Aqsaaraq
Two pieces of wood with a thong sewn in
between; used when playing finger pull.

Aukkarniq
See sarvaq.
Aulajuq (pl. aulajuit)
An ice pan along the floe edge that has
broken off.
Avataq (pl. avatait)
A sealskin float.

Aqsaq
Kickball.
Aqsarniit
The Northern Lights; The Aurora Borealis;
the ullurmiut, the people of the day who
play kickball with a walrus head in the sky.
Asak&iqtuq
Listening to one’s wife’s every whim.

Aviujijuq
When a seal became disoriented at an aglu
because of the sound of the gun.
Avunniq
Roughly equivalent to the month of
March. It refers to seal pups being born
prematurely. (Avunniq can refer to anything
being born prematurely).

Ataata
Father.
Ataatattiaq
[South Baffin] Maternal grandfather [North
Baffin] Ittuq.
Atiq
The person you are named after.

H

uaa
Term used to get a dogteam to stop

I

Attangittut
When pelvic bones don’t separate, such as
those of a polar bear.
Aujuittuq
A glacier.
Auk, auk
What you would say when you wanted a
dogteam to turn left.

galaannguaq (pl. igalaannguat)
Inuksuit that have holes in them that look
like windows.
Iglu
A snow house.
Iglunnguaq
A pretend iglu. When playing inugait, the
bones that would be used to build an iglu.
Igluvigaq
[Archaic] An iglu that was no longer
occupied. [Contemporary] Used to denote
an iglu.
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Igunaq
Aged meat.

Ikuliat
Big fluffy clouds.

Ijaruvaujait
Hard snow that looks like eyeballs.

Ikulliaraaluit
Clouds that look like rabbits, that don’t
carry any moisture.

Ijiraq (pl. ijirait)
Human-like beings who show themselves
as caribou. They are considered to be people
who have died.
Ik&iit
Beings said to make a rumbling sound as
they pass by because their toes are dragging
along the ground.
Ikajuqti
A shaman’s helping spirit. Also called a
tuurngaq or an apiqsaq.
Ikajuuti
A strap that was tied to the forehead to help
distribute the weight you were carrying, so
you weren’t just using your back.
Ikiq
Water far from land that doesn’t freeze.
Ikpaktuaq
The front part of women’s pants that is
made from pukiq, the white part of a
caribou’s belly.
Iksuut
Roughly equivalent to the month of July.
It refers to the period when the rivers start
to flow. Rivers that had strong currents
would burst.
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Illuuq
A slingshot.
Imaqturaqtut
A game where the person who won the last
prize would in turn put up the next prize.
Imikkalaaktuq
Snow that is hard on top and soft inside. If
you are walking you would break through
the top layer.
Ingirraniqtujuq
The current.
Ingirraniqtusijuq
When the tidal currents would be the
strongest.
Ingnirujait
Archaic term used for meteors. Also the
term for flint. See also ulluriat anangit.
Inguriq (pl. ingurit)
A skin placed on the bottom of a qamutik to
protect the sled, or the skin that you sat on
from blood, etc.
Innaaruit
Cliffs.
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Inugait
A game where seal flipper bones were put
into mittens and as the bones were pulled
out, the players would try to make an
iglunnguaq. The player with the most bones
would be the winner.
Inugaruligasugjuk
[Iglulik] Beings that are larger than humans
but smaller than giants.
Inugarulligaq (pl. inugarulligait)
Small human-like beings said to have lived
near the shore. If you looked at them from
their feet up, they would look very large.
They are very strong. They suffocate people
with their groins.
Inukpak (pl. inukpait)
[South Baffin] A giant. inukpasugjuk [Iglulik].
Inukpasugjuk (pl. inukpasugjuit)
[South Baffin] A giant inukpaq [Iglulik].

Ipiallautiik
Ties on the leg warmers that were tied to the
unngiqsaq, the belt.
Iqaqti
The black part of a seal skin that has not
been removed. The black part at the bottom
of a kamiik. Also called maakta.
Iqqiliit
Indians.
Iqquq&iqpaaq
The dog with the shortest trace.
Irinaliutiniq
Using incantations.
Irralittuq
The estimated curved trajectory that you
knew your arrow was going to travel.
Isumagijunnairvigijuq
A person who can listen to another person’s
problems or confessions of wrong doing
without being affected by them.

Inuksugaq (pl. inuksugait)
See inuksuk.
Inuksuk
(dl. inuksuuk pl. inuksuit) A stone structure
that has many functions, such as serving as
a beacon for travellers. It was also used
when hunting caribou. Also inuksugaq in
some dialects.

Isumairmangajuq
When a person is going through changes in
their mind.

Inurajaq (pl. inurajait)
Invisible beings that have footprints. They
can be seen by dogs.

Isuraqtujuq
The lead dog on a dogteam.

Isumanirluktuq
To direct bad thoughts at a person.

Itiqsaujaq
The little notch on an arrow. Also called
naktittarvik.
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Ittaq (pl. ittat)
A skin tent.
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Ittuq
[North Baffin] The term of address
for maternal grandfather [South Baffin]
Ataatattiaq.

Karngalaat
Roughly equivalent to the month of June.
The sea gulls return at the end of May and
then the snow geese start to come. This is
the time when the caribou start to moult.
Karngalaat refers to when the fur of any
animal starts to fall out.

Ivvaajuq
Giving birth prematurely.

Kauk
Walrus hide.

Ivvaaliqattarnata
The time when polar bears would give birth
prematurely.

Kiaktaq
When the black part of a seal skin has been
removed with hot water.

K

Kigluaq
A two-piece outfit worn by children where
the top was separate from the bottom.

akivaq
A leister; a fish spear.
Kalirraaqtuq
The sound of sled runners on the snow.
Kamanaqtuq
An out-of-the-ordinary experience.
Kamiik
Sealskin boots; any footwear.
Kamikpait
Socks worn between the inner socks and the
kamiik that went up to the knee. The fur
was worn to the outside. The feet were
made of caribou.
Kanajuq
A sculpin.
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Kiijaqattak
See mikigiaq.
Kuanniit
Seaweed.
Kuluuvvaa
Crowbar.
Kusik
What you would say to a dog to make it
stop doing something.
Kusuktuq
Crouching down on the ground with one’s
hood over one’s head.
Kuuk
A river.
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Maakta

The black part of a seal skin that has not
been removed. Also called iqaqti.
Maaktalik
Black kamiik.

Maktaagaq
Maktaaq from a young narwhal.

Najuaktutuk
A tunnel made in the snow.

Maktaaq
Skin of a beluga or narwhal.
Mamautailisaq
Caribou or other skin placed on the
underbelly of a dog that was in whelp so the
teats didn’t freeze.
Mami
The inside layer of skin.
Mikigiaq
To set traps. Also kiijaqattak in some dialects.
Miqquligaq
See niururiaq.
aannguaq
A rounded drift of snow where the lee of the
drift is flat and hollow. Also called an
uluangnaq. It is called this because it looks
like a cheek or a stomach.
Naatsilingujalaarniaq
Saturday.

Naggajjauliqqi
Tuesday.
Nagliktaujuq
If a person was being ostracized or
neglected, sometimes a spirit, through love
and pity, would take the person away and
they would disappear.

Makkiktaqtuq
When the nostrils flare up.

N

Naggajjau
Monday.

Naktittarvik
The little notch on an arrow.
Also called itirjuaq.
Nakuaraaluk
Dogs that were trained to hunt polar bear.
Nalajaaqtuq
When the moon looks like it is lying on its
back. Often means the weather will be bad.
Nalluit
Lakes where caribou cross.
Naluaq
The white part of a kamiik that is freezedried skin.
Nangmaktuq
Carrying meat on one’s back.
Nanurluk (pl. nanurluit)
A giant polar bear that lives in the ocean
and is said to be bigger than large ships. An
appreciated spirit helper of the angakkuit.
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Naqitarutit
The qamutiik tie.

Niviuqtuq
To act protectively.

Naqqut (pl. naqquit)
An arrowhead.

Nuliajuk
[Nattilik], Sedna [South Baffin], takannaaluk
[Iglulik]. Spiritual being who lives in the
sea. The angakkuit would go to visit her
when game was scarce.

Nataalik
A flat-bottomed boat.
Nataarnaq
Turbot. Also called qaliralik in some dialects.
Nataqqurnaq (pl. nataqqurnait)
Hail stones.
Nattiaviniq
The skin of a silver jar seal.
Nattijjat
Roughly equivalent to the month of April.
Called this because at this time seal pups
are normally born.
Naullaq
See sakku.

Nunalik
A place that is inhabited; a camp.
Nunguppaliajuq
When the moon is waning.
Nuqaqti
The string attached to a bow, made of
braided sinew.
Nurraq
A caribou calf.

Niaqunngujuq
A sickness in dogs where they would
lose their strength. Some even coughed
like people, and hung their heads and
shook them.
Ningiuq
[North Baffin] Maternal grandmother
[South Baffin] Anaanattiaq.
Niururiaq
[Iglulik] Kamiik that are made with the hair
on. Also called miqquligaq in other
communities.
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Nulialirvik
Roughly equivalent to the month of
November. This is the time the caribou are
in rut.

Nuuttuittuq
The North Star.

Paaruttiqtuq

Long layered clouds.
Palluqsingajuq
Having eyes and mouths that slant
downwards.
Paurngaqutit
Crowberry bushes.
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Paurrui, paurrui
The sound a red throated loon normally
makes.
Piggusiqtaujuq
Characteristics bestowed upon a baby.
Pijjuqtuq
When people would come into a community for a feast.
Pikiaqtuq
To rush outside quickly.

Pittailiniq
Refraining from doing something that was
forbidden. Breaking a pittailiniq would
result in serious consequences to the
individual or to the camp.
Piturniqtuq
The tide.
Piusiq
The way things are done.
Pukajaaq
Snow that looked like powdered sugar.

Pilaktuaq
Pieces of maaktaq that have been removed
from a whale.

Pukaq
Powdery snow.

Pingangnaq
[Iglulik] The west wind. Also akinnaq in
some dialects.

Pukiq
The white part of a caribou skin when it is
used as trim on a garment.

Pingatsiq
Wednesday.

Puqtuukkaq
A boat without a drop keel.

Pirngaangujuq
One who is giving birth for the first time.

Puuq
A one-piece outfit worn by children.

Pirngaaq
Giving birth for the first time.

Q

aggiq
A large snow house used for gathering.

Pisiksi
A bow.

Qairulik
A harp seal.

Pisiksikka
A bow and arrows.
Pisiq (pl. pisiit)
Traditional songs. Term now also used for
hymns.

Qajaaksaqtuq
When the ice is thin and the waves make
it ripple.
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Qajaq (pl. qajait)
A one-person boat.

Qangiq
The part near the handle of a whip where it
was tied.

Qajariat
Store-bought canoes.
Qajuq
Broth.
Qaliqqisauti
A break for the qamutiik.
Qaliralik
See nataarnaq.
Qallunaaq (pl. qallunaat)
A white person.
Qallupilluk (pl. qallupilluit)
[North Baffin/Kivalliq) Human-like
creatures that live in the sea [South Baffin]
qalupalik.
Qalupalik (pl. qalupaliit)
[South Baffin] Human-like creatures that
live in the sea. [North Baffin/Kivalliq)
qallupilluk.
Qamutiik
A dogsled.
Qangattaaksaq
See qangattaaksiq.

Qangivaqtuq
When sea mammals come from the floe
edge into inlets through the ice cracks.
When a sea mammal travels from the sea
towards land.
Qaniuti
A big soft snowflake.
Qaqaqaqaqa
The sound a red-throated loon makes when
it is going to rain.
Qaqqait
High hills.
Qaqsaut
Clouds that are named after the redthroated loon. These loons are supposed to
go qaqaqaqaqa if it is going to be rainy. The
term for a red throated loon.
Qariaq
A supplementary bed platform; a
supplementary snow room opening on to
the main snow house; bedroom of an
apartment.
Qariaq&iq
The person who slept on the qariaq.

Qangattaaksiq
Roughly equivalent to the month of
February. It means the sun is rising higher
and higher in the sky. Sometimes also called
qangattaaksaq.
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Qarjuq
An arrow.
Qarjurvik
A cover for a rifle.
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Qarlikallaak
Short pants worn by women.

Qimmiijaqtuq
The term for when dogs become sick.

Qarmaq (pl. qarmait)
[North Baffin] A sod house; also a snow
house with the top covered by a tent. [South
Baffin] Qammaq.

Qingniq
A sea mammal cache.

Qaulluqisaaq
Narwhals that have whiter skin and
shorter tusks.
Qaumaniq
The light of an angakkuq; the capacity of an
angakkuq to see what is hidden. It can be
observed by other angakkuit.

Qinngarniq
A shouted prayer used to help those
stricken by illness, or used to locate wildlife
or to improve the weather. It was also used
when people were in a dangerous situation.
Qipinngajuuk
Short women’s pants worn just above the
knees, that were longer than qarlikallaak.
They were called so because they seemed
twisted.

Qaummagiaq
Roughly equivalent to the month of
January. It was called this because this was
when it started getting brighter.

Qiqquat
Sea weed with a flat leaf and a long tapering
stem.

Qavvigaarjuk (pl. qavvigaarjuit)
A wolverine.

Qisik
The skin of sea mammals, except walrus.

Qigguit
Boulders.

Qiujuq
A person who had frozen to death on
the land.

Qilaniq
A ritual to find out the cause of what was
bothering someone. It could be used by
angakkuit as well as other people. When
the person’s head or leg, or an object
became heavy, the cause of the problem
was identified.
Qilaujjarniq
Drum dancing accompanied by people
singing pisiit.

Qiuttaqtusivalliajuq
When you are not accustomed to going out
on the land and you feel the cold easily
because you are not used to it.
Qiviutaq
A piece of down that was used to indicate a
seal was approaching an aglu.
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Quiliqtanaqtuq
Spooky.
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Sakaniq
A shamanic ritual where the shaman’s
tuurngaq or helping spirit enters him. It is
used for healing and to escape hunger
and misfortune.

Qukiuti
A rifle.
Qukiuttaujaq
A crossbow.
Qukturautiik
Leggings or leg warmers.

Sakiattiak
The Pleiades, an open star cluster in the
constellation Taurus (MacDonald, The
Arctic Sky 1998:68).3

Qulangiqsiniq
Hunting seals at the agluit in the spring.

Sakku
A harpoon head. In some dialects, called
a naullaq.

Qulittaq
All outer parkas. They could be made of
caribou, seal, duck skin, etc.

Sakkuujaq
[Iglulik] A game where children pretended
to harpoon a seal. [Kinngait] tugannguaq.

Qullikkuminaqtuq
A half-moon.

Sanaji
The term used by a female child to address
the woman who supported her mother’s
back during delivery.

Qulliq (pl. qulluit)
The traditional seal oil lamp.

Sanniqtiqtuq
Clouds that carry moisture that seem to be
sideways when they approach.

Quniguq
Goose down.

Saqijuq
When the wind would change direction.

Saagiaqtuq

[South Baffin] To convert to Christianity.
[North Baffin] Siqqitirniq.

Saggaruut
Roughly equivalent to the month of August.
It refers to the time when the caribou fur is
at its thinnest and when all the old winter
fur is gone before it has started to thicken.
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Sarvaq (pl. sarvait)
An area that doesn’t freeze because of the
current. Also called an aukkarniq in some
dialects.
Silaaq (pl. silaat)
An animal hatched from an earth egg,
which becomes an albino bird or animal.
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Singiqsijuq
Wringing out a skin to remove the moisture.
Singirvik
A loop at the bottom of a kamik where you
could put a tie around the ankle.

Tallimmiq
Friday.

Sipiksaq
A boat with a drop keel.
Siqqitirniq
[North Baffin] Ritual used to convert to
Christianity. [South Baffin] saagiaqtuq.
Sirliqijuq
Experiencing deep-rooted emotion.

Tangmaaqtuq
Having to overnight on your way to a place.
Taqqiila
When there is no moon.
Taqqinikpuq
A new moon.

Sirmik
Glacier ice.

Taqqiriktuq
A full moon.

Sitammiq
Thursday.

Taqtaqtut
Term used for the French language by
elders. It has since been replaced by the
term uiviitut by younger speakers.

Sullu
Something that is narrow.
Sunakkat
Bullets.

Tarriassuk (pl. tarriassuit)
Invisible human-like beings that sometimes
make themselves visible to people. Also
known as the shadow people [Kinngait]
ijiraq.

Supijuq
When a river bursts its banks.

T

Taliillajuuq (pl. taliillajuut)
[South Baffin] Beings that live in the sea.
Their upper torso is human-like; the bottom
half is the flipper of a whale. Also called a
tuutalik in North Baffin.

agjuajut
When caribou are migrating in August and
walking one behind the other.

Taujualuk
The time of deep darkness.
Taujunniiraangat
When it is no longer dark.

Takijulik
A home-made bullet.
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Tauvigjuaq
Roughly equivalent to the month of
December. It refers to the period when it
is darkest.
Tiniqquruqsijuq
The lowest tide.

Tulimaarulliit
Long layered clouds that seem to have
wisps coming from each side. Also called
paaruttiqtuq in some communities. These
clouds carry moisture.
Tuniq (pl. tuniit)
People who inhabited the land before
Inuit. Often associated with the Pre-Dorset
people.

Tiqittuq
A small animal.
Tirigluit
The time bearded seal pups are being born
in the spring.
Tirigusungniq
An injunction imposed on a person, which
one has to follow.
Tirliqtittuq
Wounding an animal slightly with a rifle
so you were able to get closer to it before
killing it.
Tisujuq
When the fish start running. Also the term
for sliding.
Tugaliagaq (pl. tugaliakkat)
An iglu made of ice.

Tupiq (pl. tupiit)
A canvas tent.
Tupiqtuut
Roughly equivalent to the month of May. It
was called this because this was the time
when people started setting up tents and
moving out of the igluit and qarmait.
Turauttuijuq
Someone who heard there were animals in a
certain place and went there and didn’t
find any.
Tusaqtuut
Term sometimes used to refer to the month
of November. When people would hear
from each other after the ice had formed.
Tusaumajaq
A saying that people have heard.

Tuktu (pl. tuktuit)
Caribou.
Tukturjuit
A constellation involving various
arrangements of the principal stars in the
European constellation Ursa Major,
particularly the seven stars of the “Big
Dipper” (MacDonald, 1998:78).4
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Tuugaalik (pl. tuugaaliit)
A narwhal. See also allanngguaq. [South
Baffin].
Tuukkaq
A harpoon head used to hunt whales.
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Tuurngaq (dl. tuurngaak, pl. tuurngait)
A shaman’s helping spirit.

Ullaktut
A constellation comprising the three major
stars in Orion’s belt: Alnitak, Alnilam, and
Mintaka in the European constellation
Orion. (MacDonald, 1998:84).5

Tuurnginngujuq
Being spooked by a tuurngaq.
Tuutalik
(pl. tuutalit) [North Baffin] Beings that live
in the sea. Their upper torso is human- like;
the bottom half is the flipper of a whale.
Also called a taliillajuuq in South Baffin.

Ulluriannguat
Falling snow that looks like stars.

Ugjuk

Uluangnaq
A rounded drift of snow where the lee of the
drift is flat and hollow. Also called
naannguaq. It is called this because it looks
like a cheek or stomach.

A bearded seal.
Ugjuujait
Dark grey clouds that are dangerous
because they always have wind that comes
after them.
Uglit
Islands where walrus go to bask.
Uiviitut
See taqtaqtut.
Ujarasugjulik (pl. ujarasugjuliit)
A large rock.
Ukiulliruut
Roughly equivalent to the month
of September.
Ulak
A full moon.
Ulaqusijuq
When a full moon is beginning to wane.

Ulluriat anangit
Star faeces. Term elders use to refer to
meteors. See also ingnirujait.

Umianngaq (pl. umianngait)
A home-made boat.
Umiguti
The support beams in a tent.
Umik
The front section of a tent.
Unaaq
A harpoon.
Ungilangnait
Very soft snowflakes that fall slowly and
tickle when they touch you.
Ungumajuq
To guard or watch over something, such as
a child or meat.
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Unguujiaqtuq
To herd beluga whales.

Uqquksautit
Clothing that would keep you warm.

Unguujiaqtut
Whalers.

Uquit
Warm winter clothing.

Unguuqtuq
To herd animals.

Uquksaqsiuqtuq
Hunting caribou for their skins to make
clothing in the summer.

Unikkaaqtuaq (pl. unikkaaqtuat)
A story passed from generation to
generation.
Unngiqsaq
The belt where the ipiallautiik, ties on the leg
warmers, were attached.
Uqaluraq
Snow that blows from the north on the sea
ice. The clumps are long and narrow and
protrude like a tongue.

Uqurluktuq
A person who did not have warm clothing.
Uquutaq
A wind break.
Uuk, uuk
What you would say when you wanted a
dogteam to turn right.

Footnote
1

MacDonald, John, The Arctic Sky, Inuit Astronomy, Lore and Legend, Royal Ontaro Museum,
Nunavut Research Institute, Toronto, 1998.

2

same as Footnote #1.

3

same as Footnote #1.

4

same as Footnote #1.

5

same as Footnote #1.
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